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Scottish Insurance Corporation Ltd 

66-67 CORNHILL • LONDON • ECS 

TELEVISION 

SETS, 

RECEIVERS 

AND 

TRANSMITTERS 

Television Sets, Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters 
are expensive to acquire and you no doubt VugVdy 
prize your installation. Apart from the value of your 
Set, you might be held responsible should injury be 
caused by a fault in the Set, or injury or damage 
by your .Aerial collapsing. 

A "Scottish" special policy for Television Sets, 
Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters provides the 
following cover: 

(a) Loss or damage to installation (including in the 
case of Television Sets the Cathode Ray Tube) 
by Fire, Explosion, Lightning, Theft or Accidental 
External Means at any private dwelling-house. 

{b) (i) Legal Liability for bodily injury to Third 
Parties or damage to their property arising 
out of the breakage or collapse of the Aerial 
Fittings or Mast, or through any defect in 
the Set. Indemnity £10,000 any one accident. 

(ii) Damage to your property or that of your 
landlord arising out of the breakage or 
collapse of the Aerial Fittings or Mast, but 
not exceeding £500. 

Why not BE PRUDENT AND 

INSURE your installation—it is 

well worthwhile AT THE 

VERY LOW COST INVOLVED. 

If you write to the Corporation's 

Office a proposal will be 

submitted for completion. 

Write for full details, quoting reference 5304, to;— 

THE MANAGER 

SCOTTISH INSURANCE CORPORATION LTD., 

66-67 CORNHILL, LONDON E.C.3 



BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS 
500, Chesham House, 

150 Regent Street, 
LONDON, W.l. 

BI-pak( ^ A t x? BARGAINS 

TTT Z O /V IL GALORE 

20% OFF 
THESE PARS 

FULLY TESTED NORMAL PRICE 10/- 
SALE PRICE 8/- 

Pack No. Price AI4 4 NPN Germ. Switching Trans marked assorted  8 - AI5 20 Red Spot AF Trans. PNP Factory tested  8/'- AI6 16 While Spot RF Trans. PNP Factory tested  8/- A17 4 OC77 Type Trans, = ACY24, OC30, 2N24A  8/- AI8 4 High Current Germ. Switching Trans. Eqvl. OC42. CV7042  8/- A20 3 200 M/CsSIL. Planar Trans. NPN BSY27  8/- A22 5 2G417 Trans. Eqvt. AF117=AF137, NKT677  8/- A23 3 NPN Germ. Trans. NKT773=AC130, AC13I. AC153. 8/- AC127,2G339A   8/- A25 2 Drift Trans. 2N1225, Germ. PNP 100 M/Cs RCA= 8/- AF118  8/- A26 6 AF; RF Trans OC44/45/8I/81D Plus 1 Diode - 8/- A37 4 OC75 Trans Type NKT213. ACI2J. OC304, 2Sb32 8/- A39 2 OCI39 NPN Germ Switching Trans ~ 2NI090. 2SC90. ASY73 8 - A40 2 Low noise Trans Sil. NPN 2N929= BCI07 8.'- A42 5 CT41.'4J Germ Trans PNP-OC7I. ACIJI. ACI22. 2N280 8/ A43 3 GT3I LF Low noise Germ. Trans PNP-ACI2S. NKT2I5 8/ A48 3 Mullard OC76 Trans =NKT2I2. AC1S1. ACI28. OC307  8/- A52 4 OC72 Type Trans. = NKT212, AC128, OC308   8/- A56 2 2N708 Sil. Trans. 300 M/Cs NPN = BSY63 = BSY19— 8/- A66 4 ACI28 Trans PNP High gain OC82. ACI53. ACI24. NKT222 8 A67 4ACI26Germ, Trans PNP-ACI63.NK r229 8/ A68 *2 003 Mullard Trans. = NK2I4.ACI26   *h A69 7 OC81 Type Trans Bnlish made 8; A79 7 OC71 Type Trans British made . 8 - A8I 6 TIC220 Germ Switching Transistors F^»t OC45 8 A82 3 2NI307 PNP Switching Trans-ASY27 8, A83 3OCI70HF Trans Type NKT6I2,AF124.AFI36 . 8'- A84 3 AFI16 Type Trans - AFI26. AFI27. AF1I3. NKT676 8/- A89 30CI7I HF TranS Type = AFI24. AF134. AF13I NKT6I3 .8/ A90 3 ACI07 Germ Trans TO I Case Low noise 8; 
A97 A98 4 Madt'i 2 MAT100 A 2 MATI20 PNP 8 AI00 3 Madt's 2 MAT 101 A I MAT!21 PNP 8 AIOI 4OC44 Germ Trans AF 8 AI02 3 AC127 NPN Germ Trans 8 AI04 $ S.I Alloy Trans Like OC200. 2S302. TO 5 PNP 8 A106 3 OC84 Mullard Trans I Amp PNP 8/ B14 4 Silicon Rectifiers 400 PIV 500 mABY101 = BYl 14  8/- BI8 4Top Hat SUkon Rectifiers 100 PIV 750 mA._  8/- B44 4 3 Amp Silicon Rectifiers 100-400 PIV unmarked   8/-   " - —  . th B46 C3 20 General purpose Germ. Diodes unmarked.. -  8/- Ui 7 CG628 Germ Diodes --OA9I 8/ CIO 3 OA 10 Diodes Mullard X) PIV I Amp 8, CI4 6 IN9I4 Silicon Diodes 75 PIV 75 mA . 8, CIS 8OA9SGerm DiodesSub-Mm IN69.0A85 . Si- CI6 10 OA202 Sil Diodes Sub-Mm OA200. 0A127, IN2IS. IN463 . 8/ C17 80A81 Diodes AAII7.SDS4 8/- C18 5 OA47 Gold bonded Diodes-OAI80. AAYI3. AAY27, FD3 8/- CI9 4 OAS Gold bonded Diodes IN270. IN276 8/- C2I 12 OA200 Sil Diodes Sub-Min 8/- C22 3 ISI13 Sil Rect 400 PIV 400raA Sub-Mm 8 C23 20 ISI 30 Sil Diodes 50 PIV Sub-Mm 8 C24 4 BY 126 Sil Reel PlaslK 8 C25 3 BY 127 Sil Rects Plastic 8 C40 4 OAI82 Cold bonded Diodes 100 PIV 550mA 8 C45 12 Assorted Germ Diodes all marked 8 D02 3 12 Vlt Zeners 400 roW 5% Tol 8 D04 4 Zenet Diodes 2S0roW Vlts 3/12 Mixed 5% Tol - 8 

250 DIODES 
SUB MIN 
GLASS 10/- 

SIL. GERM & ZENERS IDENTIFICATION CHART FREE 
Pak. No. XB200 

MIXED 
AF/RF 150 TRANS 

Pak. No. XA100 
100 SIL. DIODES ^ 
OA200-OA202 Pak. No. XB100 

The above devices are untested. 

10/- 

10/- 

TRANSIST0R 

BULK BUY 

PAK No. XI 50 AF To-5 ACY17-20 Series..... 10/- X2 SOAFTo-l NKT281-AC128Type 10/- X3 30 VHF To-1 AFI17-NKT667 Type  10/- 

X4 35AF So-2 2G371-OC71-75 Type 10/- X5 50 RF To-5 NKTI26 OC45 Type 10/- X6 40 AF/RF STC ACY27-30 Etc.... 10/- X7 40 RF To-1 NKT141/2-OC44/45 10/- X8 30 VHF To-5 2G401 Texas AFI 16 10/- X9 30 NPN To-1 AC 127 NKT773 Type  10/- X10 40 Sil. To-5 PNP OC200 2S302 Type  10/- XII 30 RF NPN 2G339 2N1302  10/- XI2 50 NPN Sil. Planar mixed 2N706 Type  10/- 

DEDUCT 10% OFF THESE PRICES 
NEW SILICON RECTIFIERS TESTED SCR's PIV 400mA 750mA 1-5A 3A 10A 30A LOWEST PRICE 

50 lOd 1/- 1/6 2/9 4/3 9/6 LARGEST RANGE 
100 1/- 1/3 2/6 3/3 4/6 15/- PIV 1A 7A 16A 30A 
200 1/3 1/9 2/6 4/- 4/9 20/- 25 — 7/6 — 30/- 
300 — 2/3 3/9 4/6 6/6 22/- 50 7/6 8/6 10/6 35/- 
400 2/- 2/6 4/- 5/6 7/6 25/- 100 8/6 10/- 15/- 45/- 
500 — 3/- 6/- 8/6 30/- 200 12/6 15/- 20/- 55/- 
600 2/9 3/3 4/8 6/9 9/- 37/- 300 15/- 20/- 25/- — 
800 — 3/6 4/9 7/6 11/- 40/- 400 17/6 25/- 35/- 80 - 

1.000 — 5/- 6/- 9/3 12/6 50/- 500 30/- 40/- 45/- 95/- 1.200 — 6/6 7/6 11/6 15/- — 600 — 40/-50/  
io%= 2/- in £1; I/- in 10/-; 6d. in 5/- nt. 

BRAND NEW TEXAS GERM. 
TRANSISTORS Code'ia"d 

Pak No Guaranteed 
T! 8 2G371A EQVT. OC71 10/- 
T2 8 2G374 EQVT. OC75  10/- 
T3 8 2G3744A EQVT. OC81D 10/- 
T4 8 2G381A EQVT. OC81 10/- 
T5 8 2G382T EQVT. OC82 10/- 
T6 8 2G344A EQVT. OC44 10/- 
T7 8 2G345A EQVT. OC45 10/- 
T8 8 2G378 EQVT. OC78 10/- 
T9 8 2G399A EQVT. 2N1302  10/- 
T10 8 2G417 EQVT. API 17  10/- 

20 AMP SCR's 
Flying Leads FULLY 
TO-48 Stud TESTED 
100 PIV 10/- 400 PIV 25/- 
200 PIV 15/- 600 PIV 35/- 

25 GERM TRANS. 20/- 
ALL KNOWN TYPES 
EQVT. LIST INCLUDED 
PAK No. T12 

20 SIL. ALLOY TRANS 
EQVT, OC200-205 
TO-5 2S301-304 20/- 
PNP PAK No. T13 

20 SIL. PLANAR TRANS. 
BC108, 2N706, 2N697 
NPN PAK No. T14 20/- 

30 GERM. DIODES CG62 
EQVT. OA70-79~B1 
PAK No. T15 10/- 

20 GERM. GOLD BONDED 
EQVT. OA47 
PAK No. T17 10/- 

10 OA182 GOLD BONDED 
DIODES. EQVT. OA5 
PAK No. T16 10/- 

PLASTIC UNIJUNCTION 
TRANS. 

EQVT. 2N2646 UT46 TIS43 
2 FOR 10/-PAK No. T18 

EX COMPUTER BOARDS 
PACKED WITH SEMI- 

CONDUCTORS & COMPO- 
NENTS 

MIN. 150 25 BOARD 20/-- 
ADD 2/-POSTAGE 
WITH THIS PAK 
No. EX I 

AMP SCR's I1 1 2 
TO 5 
FULLY TESTED 
100 PIV 5/- 400 PIV 8/6 
200 PIV 7/- 600 PIV 12/6 

Please use Pak No's, when ordering, plus description to avoid mistakes. 
Please send all orders direct to our Warehouse & Despatch Dept. P.O. 
Box 6, Ware, Herts. 
Please add 1/- towards Post & Packing. Overseas add extra for airmail. 

BI-PAK CllSRANmSflllSf ACTION OR MONEY BACK 
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i 
* ELECTROIMIC COMPONENTS < 

N388A N696 N697 N706 

N3703 N3704 N3705 N3706 
N3708 
N3709 
N3053 N3055 N3820 

G309 G339A G345B 

AUV10 SAllS BAV38 

8CV33 BCV3* BCY38 
BCY40 BCY54 8CY70 BCY71 BCZII P012t B0123 BF184 8FX12 8FX29 

BTY07/150R BTY91/150R BY100 BYX20/200 BYX36/100 

0A85 OA90 0A91 OA95 OA200 OA202 OA210 0A211 OAZ201 OA2202 OAZ206 OAZ207 0A2208 0AZ241 OAZ242 OAZ243 OA2246 OA2269 0AZ270 0C19 

0C2S OC26 OC28 OC29 OC30 OC35 OC36 

BY293'C2 GeT102 GET103 

OCI23 OCI39 OC140 

OC 206 OC207 0RP12 ORP60 0RP61 0RP63 SX631 SX636 SX638 SZ20C C426 P346A V405A EC401 

2C4S EA403 EB383 BC113 80118 BC12S BCI26 BC154 
BUY! 1 
MPF103 MPF104 MPF105 MJ481 MJ491 40361 40362 

All semiconductors offered bear the relative manufacturers original markings and are subject to full replacement guarantee if not fully to published ratings. Prices quoted are current at publication date arid may be subject to variation. We do not offer for sale "re-marked" transistors. 

SILICON RECTS. 
FULLY TESTED 

PIV 200mA 750m/< 2A 
9d 1 6 23 46 

THYRISTORS SCR'S 
7/6 

3A 10A 100A 
— 7/6 20/ 
10/ 10/- 22/ 

200 8/6 — 12/6 35/ 
400 9/6 12/6 15/- 45 
600 — — 25/ 120/- 

Many other types available. Bulk quantities at special prices 

SPECIAL ZENER DIODE OFFER 
Type Volts Watts Tol. Price 
OAZ241 5-1 v 230mW 5% 3/- 
OAZ243 6-2v 230mW 5% «/- 
OAZ247 9 1 v 230mW 5% «/- 
1N202 12v 1 Watt 10% 3/- 
ZF16 16v 400mW 5% 2/6 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER "SEMICONDUCTOR CENTRE" 
Selenium Solar Battery B3M 0-2-0-4v 2mA 15/- 
Silicon Solar Cell SIM 0-3-0-4v 10/16mA 19/- 
Special Pack of 4 Photo-cells DDI 90 9/11 

(All include free instruction booklets) 
Solar Drive Motor 39/6 (For use with IR photocells) 
K546 Zener Diode Experimental kit containing 12 Zeners 3-30v J-10 Watt Bargain price this month only 45/- 
DD119C Dow Corning Silicone grease for use on heatsinks approx. 6-5 grams per tube 6/- 

ra 

2N3819!™,. 

AD161/AD162 
NPN/PNP 10/- 

BC107/8/9 ?./9d 

TAA263r-.cl7/6 

TIS43 6'9d (g) 
UNijUMCTION t:: 

FAIRCHILD uLoqic 

Full SEMICONDUCTOR CENTRE 
Lists and Prices in our / _ Free Retail Catalogue^ J\ rAu5T heats.nkd TYPE X10D Suitable 2 x OC35 or s 

SL701C 18/- 

34 PAGE CATALOGUE FREE ON REQUEST 

LST 

RESISTORS Hi-Stab 5% i | Wan low-noise 10 ohms 8-2 Meg 4d. ea 100 pieces 2d. ea 

ELECTROLYTICS MULLARD Sub-Mins. full range ex stock Quantity 

VEROBOARD -15 MATRIX 2J x 33" 3/3d. 33 x 33-3/11d. 2J x 3/1 Id. 31 x 4 5/6d. MICR0VER0 -T MATRIX 31 x 2J 4/- piece. Spot face cutters 9 i Pack of 36 pins for -15" 3- 
20 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT Fairchild AF11 design Complete £8.8.0d. SAE details 

S'DeC "BREADBOARDS" SmgleS DeC '29/6d. New 2-0eC incl component tray 67/6d. 4-DeC kits C5.17.6d. All kits incl data book etc 

POSTAGE & PACKING BY FIRST CLASS MAIL 1 CASH WITH ORDER. EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME. BULK QUANTITY PRICES ON APPLICATION. CALLERS WELCOME AT OUR RETAIL SHOP & MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT:- 
7 COPTFOLD ROAD Telephone: BREIMTWOOD Brentwood ESSEX 7904 

Fast Mailorder for the Amateur Radio Enthusiast! 

AERIAL EQUIPMENT 
TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm twin ribbon 
feeder similar K25. 8d. per yard. 75 ohm 
twin feeder, 6d. per yard. Post on above 
feeders and cable, 2/- any length. 
COPPER WIRE. 14G, H/D, 140 ft, 
30/-; 70ft., 16/-. Post and packing 3/3. 
Lengths are approx. only. Actually sold by 
weight. 
FEEDER SPREADERS. 6 Ceramic type 
F.S., 10d. each. Postage 2/6 up to 12. 
CERAMIC CENTRE PIECE for dipoles. 
Type AT, 1/6 each. P. & P. 1/-. 
AERIAL INSULATORS. Ribbed Ceramic 
2/6 each, short stick 1/- each. Egg 6d. each. 
All plus postage. 
2 METRE BEAM, 5 ELEMENT W.S. 
YAGI. Complete in box with 1" to 2^" 
masthead bracket. Price £3.7.0. Carriage 5/-. 
SUPER AERAXIAL. 70/80 ohm coax. 
300 watt very low loss, 2/3 per yard. 50 
ohm 300 watt, 2/6 per yard. P. & P. 2/6. 
TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE, type MLI 
(1001b.), 2d. per yd. or 12/6 per 100 yds. 
Type ML2 (2201b.), 4d. per yd. or 25/- per 
100 yds., ML4 (4001b.), 6d. per yd. Ideal 
for Guys, LW. Supports, Halyards, etc. 
Postage 1/6 on all line. 

Midland Agents 

for 

EDDYSTONE 

K. W. ELECTRONICS 

TRIO 

FERROGRAPH 

NEW BOXED VALVES 
3/6 each, 4 for 10/-. P. & P. 2/-. 

TYPES 6N7GT 6SF7 6AB7 6SH7 6AC7 6F7 6SK7 956 X22 U10 MSP4 6G6G Z21 X22 1 u5 958A 6SK7GT 5Z3 

LARGE CERAMIC COIL FORMERS, 
4| x 2| in. dia., grooved and threaded 
9 t.p.i. Ideal for Linears. 12/6 each. 
P. & P. 1/6. 
SHORT WAVE KIT. 1 valve only 50/-. 
Phones, Ant. & Batts. 40/- extra if required. 
Ideal for junior Op. 
ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS, New 
improved model 3-00-35 Mc/s in 3 switched 
bands, 3-5, 7, 14, 21 & 28 Mc/s. Model 
Control bands marked. Complete with in- 
dicator bulb. A must for any Ham Shack. 
Only 30/-. P. & P. 2/6. 
SEALED RELAYS, 1 2v. 105O Coil. Type 
A. 4 Pole, C.O. 15/-. Type B.2 Pole C.O. 
+ 2 Pole Norm, on, 12/6. P. & P. 1/6. 

Dia 
CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD. 

The Widest Range in the Midlands 

★ HIRE PURCHASE r. » 
★ PART EXCHANGE ^aS* "* ■ vUlHu Ltd. 

At your service G2AK, G3LAY. G3VFV 
Please print your address. No. C.O.D. under £1. 'phone 021-236 1635 

170-172 Corporation Street, 
Birmingham 4 
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Looking for a Hobby 

thats Fun and Fascinating? 

Building Heathkit models is so easy. THE CONSTRUCTION MANUAL SHOWS YOU HOW! 
Easy to understand instructions and large, clear 
pictorials illustrate clearly the step-by-step 
procedure for enjoying a fascinating hobby that 
takes you away from the 'workaday' routine. 
There's also the thrill when you switch on and 
experience that exhilarating sense of self 
accomplishment, knowing that you've done 
something you doubted you could ever do. 

FOR EXAMPLE 

4^ 

33 & 
H ELA/Tn IE IT CATALOGUE 

1968/69 

s». 

^ o ® 

Up to 50% 
savings 

over 

factory-built 
equipment 

This 
STEREO RECORD PLAYER 
IS SO-EASY-TO-BUILD 
• Completely assembled and finished cabinet— 

no glueing or covering required. 
• Completely assembled Record Changer deck. 

Simply drop in and connect a few wires 
• Only a few components to mount on one 

printed-circuit board. 
• Two 8" x 5" speakers, easily mounted. 
• Takes only a few hours to build. 
• Suitcase portability. 
All for only £28-6 Kit SRP-1 Carr. 10/6 
Choice of blue/grey or red/grey colour scheme. 
(please state preference) 

Send for the FREE CATALOGUE 

AND MAKE YOUR SELECTION FROM A WIDE RANGE 
The latest Heathkit 36 page full colour catalogue contains details of models for the 
Hi-Fi and Audio Enthusiast, the Music Lover, the Tape Recordist and the Hobbyist, 
models for Communication, Test and Servicing, Amateur Radio and Short Wave 
Listening. Models for Educational Establishments and Industry. No matter what your 
vocation, there is something for you in this catalogue. 
A welcome awaits you at the Heathkit 
shops and showrooms 
Retail shops with showrooms and Hi-Fi 
demonstration facilities at:— 

The London Heathkit Centre, 
233 Tottenham Ct. Rd., W-1. 
The Birmingham Heathkit Centre, 
17-18 St. Martins Hse., Bull Ring. 

There is a showroom with Hi-Fi demonstration 
facilities at 

The Daystrom Factory, Bristol Rd., Gloucester 
Goods may be purchased at the retail shops at prices 
slightly higher than the advertised mail order price. 
Orders may be placed at the retail shops for mail 
order despatch from the factory at mail order prices. 

r 
DAYSTROM LTD., 
Dept. RC-3, Gloucester, GL2-6EE. 

Please send me FREE Heathkit Catalogue. 

NAME   

ADDRESS   
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TOP TRANSISTORS 

AD161/2 12/8 
(Comp pair) 
AF239 
B5000 
B0121 
BC107B 
BC168B 
BC168C 
BC169C 
BF224 
BF225 
BFY51 
GET693 

8/6 
10/- 
18/- 
2/8 
2/- 
2/- 
2/*3 
4/- 
4/- 
4/- 
1/3 

HK041 
HK101 
HK601 
IS 44 
iS557 
SF115 
TIS18 
TIS60M 
TIS61M 
2IM706 
2N2926G 
2N3055 
2 N 3707 

2/6 
2/- 
2/6 
1/4 
3/- 
2/6 7/- 
4/8 

4/11 
2/7 
2/6 

16/6 
4/3 

2N3794 
2IM3983 
2N4058 
2N4285 
2N4289 
2N4291 
2N4292 
2SB187 
2SB405 
2SD72 
3N140 
40468 

2/6 
5/8 
4/7 
2/6 
2/6 
2/6 
2/6 
21- 
5/- 
5 - 

17/- 
7/6 

New Data &- Circuits 
Our new list includes data on all 
our transistors and components, 
plus circuits & brief notes on our 
TtX kits. 
6d. FREE WITH ALL ORDERS 

EQUIVALENTS LIST 
Save yourself EEC's by using 
these substitutions! 

BC1 48- BC168 BF11S-SF115 2N3702-2N4291 
BC149 BC169 BF167-BF225 2N3704-2N3794 
BC151-BC169 BF173-BF224 2N1308-2SD72 
BC154-BC169 2N3391A-BC169 2N1309-2SB405 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
NEW! PA234, 1W a.f. amp., transformerless. 22V, 22 
ohm load. 24/- 
Mullard TAA320, 15/-. TAA263, 16/8; TAB101. 21/- 
RCA CA3011, 18/-; CA3020, 28/- 

AH new, first grade, guaranteed to specification. 
Mai! order only. Prompt service. Orders over 10/- U.K. post paid. 

NEW 4W AMPLIFIER PACKAGE 

Component Kit AX4 for medium-fi 4W r.m.s. (8W peak) audio power amplifier for 15 ohm 
load. Advanced circuit uses AD1 61 /AD162 output pair, silicon front end, a.c. and d.c. negative 
feedback. Requires 24V, 200mA supply, but can be operated from 18V at reduced output with 
low standby current (12mA). The AX4 kit contains all resistors, capacitors and semiconductors 
—top-grade components of course! 

#High sensitivity—lOOmV in 40K for full output. 
• Full treble response. 
• Low distortion 

PRICE ONLY 30/-. 

RECEIVERS & AMPLIFIERS 
Miniature Amplifier Packs 
Component kits for transformerless class B ampli- 
fiers. Low standby current, reversible polarity 
C + or — earthed). Data sheets included. 
AX2. 9V, 300mW in 10-20 ohms. 12/6 
AX3. 9V, 800mW in 8 ohms. 22/6 
AX9. Sensitive T. R,F, with two r.f. stages & a.g.c. 
Printed circuit, Dilemin tuning cap, ferrite aerial, 
earpiece, etc. MW, adaptabfe to other bands. 
Complete kit 45/-. Printed cct. only 5/c- Data 
only 6d. 
3V T.R.F. Gen sheet on 6-transistor loudspeaker 
circuit described in R.C., Oct. 1968. 6d. 
9V Silicon Reflex T.R.F. Gen sheet on 2-tran- 
sistor circuit described in R.C., Jan. 68. Simple, 
sensitive, reliable. 1/-. 

►I 

>1 

X?v 
80 
mA 

MINI 9V MAINS PACK 
Can be built to size of PP6 
battery. Nominal output 9V, 
80mA. All parts, 17/6. MT9 
Osmor submin. mains trans, 
only, with data sheet, 11/-. 

BEST BUY MOSFET 
R.C.A 40468, as used in R C 
F E T. Voltmeter, Crystal Mic 
Matching Unit, Low Capacit 
ance Meter , NOW ONLY 
7/6! A superb high slope, h f, 
insulated gate. N-channel 
depletion mode mosfet. 

_ __ 396 Seisdon Road, 
AMATROIMIX LTD. !ou'hc/o

R
v,d?rnF Surrey, CR2 ODE 

DENC0(CLACT0l\l) LIMITED. 

355-7-9 OLD ROAD, CLACT0N-0N-SEA, ESSEX 

Our components are chosen by Technical Authors and Constructors throughout 
the World for their performance and reliability, every coil being inspected twice, 
plus a final test and near spot-on alignment as a final check. 

Our General Catalogue showing full product range 
DTB4 Transistor & Valve circuitry for D.P. Coils . . 
DTB9 Valve Type Coil Pack Application circuitry 
MD.1 Decoder Circuitry for Stereo Reception 

All post paid, but please enclose S.A.E. with all other requests in the interests of 
retaining lowest possible prices to actual consumers. 

2s. 6d. 
2s. 6d. 
2s. 6d. 
4s. Od. 
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Eve^ingYou need to knowa/mt 

AMAZING 'KNOW HOW' BOOK 

Brings You RIGHT UP TO DATE! 
REVISED AND ENLARGED—this essential handbook for the enthusiast, handy- 
man or professional repairer, is packed with detailed information and easy-to- 
follow instructions on how to service radio and TV sets (including all-transistor and 
U.H.F. circuits), audio equipment and domestic appliances of every kind. Shows 
every step in fault tracing and the use of modern test gear, from simple meters to 
complex oscilloscopes. Also provides practical guidance on household electrical 
installation work. 576 pages. Over 470 illustrations. Mammoth value—Special 
Library Edition, superbly bound in Leathercloth, 50/-, or on easy terms: 13/- down 
and 3 monthly instalments of 14/- (total credit price 55/-). But first accept 7 Days' 
Home Trial Offer—without obligation! 

COVERS ALL THE LATEST TECHNICAL ADVANCES! 

576 
PAGfS 

OVER 

470 
lUUSnATlONS 

BBS 

7 \m 0BU6M10H WITHOUT 

mmm 

: 

b 

0 

•• r* 

U.H.F. TELEVISION 
Here are basic circuits and full instructions to enable 
you to service modern sets—get perfect 625-line 
reception. 

Getting the best from 
RADIO AND TELEVISION SETS 

How to make adjustments and repairs in order to 
get the best possible performance from any set. 

All you need to know about 
DOMESTIC INSTALLATIONS 

Learn from these helpful pages 
how to carry out modifications 
and extensions - with efficiency 
and safety! Complete guidance on 
lighting and power circuits, prac- 
tical wiring work, safety regula- 
tions, cables, earthing, fuses, etc. 
Also Fluorescent Lighting, Time 
Switches and Thermostats. 
Junction Boxes for Lead-covered Cables 

WATER HEATING 
All you should know about 
water heaters and how to 
install them and keep them 
in perfect working order. How 
to service FIRES and SPACE 
HEATERS. 

HOW TO 
MAINTAIN AND 

REPAIR DOMESTIC APPLIANCES 
From irons, toasters, hair dryers, etc, to cookers, 
washing machines and refrigerators. Also covers the 
repair and rewinding of small motors. 

SPECIAL SECTION 
ON COLOUR TELEVISION 

Explains clearly 
and concisely the 
principles of 
all the main 
colour systems. 

FAULT FINDING 
This grand book is invaluable for tracing 
faults in radio and TV sets (both valve and 
transistor circuits). Deals fully with tools and 
bench work—shows, how to make the best 
use of test instruments. Tells everything you 
want to know—from how to carry out pre- 
liminary tests to how to" align tuned circuits. 

Servicing DOMESTIC 
AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

How to locate and rectify faults in hi-fi 
equipment (mono or stereo), record players, 
tape recorders, etc. 

ACT NOW! 
Simply complete form, indicating method of 
payment preferred, and post without delay. 
Offer applies in U.K. only. Hurry, make 
sure of your copy NOW! 

SEND NO MONEY NOW! 

ONE GREAT VOLUME covers: 
Current, Voltage and Resistance, Coils, Capacitors and Tuning, 
Valves, Tubes and Transistors, Radio Components, Receiver Design 
Principles, Transistor-Radio Circuits, Valve-Radio Circuits, Valve- 
Television Circuits, Transistor-Television Circuits, Colour-Tele- 
vision Systems, Audio Amplifier Circuits, Audio Equipment and 
Gramophones, Tape Recorders, Radio and Television Aerials, Tools 
and Bench Work, Test Instruments and Their Use, Fault Tracing 
and Circuit Testing, Alignment of Tuned Circuits, Television Fault 
Tracing, Interference Suppression, Domestic Power Supply Circuits, 
Electrical Wiring Work, Fluorescent Lighting, Thermostats and 
Time Swit:hes, Motor Repair and Rewinding, Small Appliances, 
Space and Water Heaters, Electric Cookers, Washing, Drying and 
Ironing Machines, Electric Refrigerators, Suction Cleaners and 
Floor Polishers. 
AGC HJ/CC 

MARCH 1969 

To: Dept. AGC Odhams Books, Basted, Sevenoaks, Kent. 
| WITHOUT OBLIGATION please send me, on 7 Days' Home Trial, Radio. 
I Television and Electrical Repairs. Within 8 days 1 will either (a) send the Cash Price 

of 50/- (plus charge for postage and packing), or (b) send a down payment of 13/- 
i (plus postage charge), followed by 3 monthly payments of 14/- (Total Credit Price 
| 55/-). Alternatively, I will return volume in good condition, postage paid, within 
| 8 days. 
■ Cross out words NOT applicable below: 
| 1 wish to pay by CASH/TERMS. T am (a) houseowner; (b) tenant in house or fiat; 
| (c) temporary resident; (d) single; (e) married; (f) over 21; (g) under 21. 
| PLEASE SIGN HERE 
I Your Signature        

(Or, if you are under 21, signature ofparent or guardian) 
I BLOCK LETTERS BELOW 

NAME (Mr./Mrs./Miss)  
| Full Postal 
| ADDRESS  

I AGC/HJ/CC    "...           
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Happy Families 

These are the times when Simon and Clare know that it has all been 
worthwhile. But they know too that such moments of happiness are 
only complete when there is also a feeling of security for the future. 
And Simon's "Family Unit" Policy with the "Yorkshire" guaran- 
tees them all a future - if the worst should happen. 

Happiness in your family too—but for how long ? If you or your wife should 
die, how would the rest of the family fare? A Yorkshire "Family 
Unit" policy provides for both these eventualities in a comprehensive 
way at a sensible premium. Just ask for a leaflet at your local "Yorkshire" 
branch and then see the manager. He'll be glad to tell you why ,,. 

iisYORKSHIREfor 

INSURANCE 

THE YORKSHIRE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED 
Chid Offices: Kcmgier Street, V() I IK. I a I 

and Becket House, 36-37 Old Jewry, LONDON, E.C.S. '— — — _ —            _ — _* -—I 
Branches and Agencies throughout the world 

Please send me details of the Family Unit 
Policy, without obligation. 

Name    

Address   
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LIMITED 

FULLY TESTED AND MARKED 
AC 107 AC 126 AC 127 AC 128 ACYI7 AFI 14 AFI 15 AFI 16 AFI 17 AFI 18 AFI 86 AFI 39 AF239 BFY50 BSY25 BSY26 BSY27 BSY28 BSY29 BSY95A OC41 OC44 OC45 OC71 OC72 OC73 OC81 OC81D OC83 OCI39 OCI40 

3/- 2/4 2/4 2/4 3/- 4/- 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6 10/- 10/- 12/6 
4/- 7/6 3/- 3/- 3/- 3/- 3/- 2/6 l/ll 1/9 2/6 2/6 3/6 2/6 2/6 4/- 2/6 
3/6 

OCI70 OCI7I OC200 OC20I 2G30I 2G303 2N71 I 2N 1302-3 2N 1304-5 2N I 306-7 2N1308-9 2N3844A Power T ransistors OC20 OC23 OC25 OC26 OC28 OC35 OC36 AD149 AUY1 0 Diodes AAY42 OA95 OA70 OA79 OAS I OA73 IN9I4 

3/- 4/- 3/6 7/- 2/6 2/6 10/- 4/- 5/- 6/- 8/- 5/- 

J0/- 10/- 8/- 5/- 7/6 
5/- 7/6 10/- 

30/- 
2/- 21- 1/9 1/9 1/9 2/- 1/6 

FREE! 
PACKS OF YOUR OWN CHOICE UP TO 
THE VALUE OF 10/- WITH ORDERS 

OVER £4 

SPECIAL OFFER!! 
Exclusive to Radio Constructor readers 

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL CLOCK 
PAK CL1 

This pack is approved by the author 
of the project, in this issue. 
This pack consists of all the Semi- 
conductors needed to build the Digital 
Clock. 
Contents: 
110 Silicon Transistors 

^ 1 OC36 Power Transistor 
132 Silicon Diodes 

1 Zener Diode 
AH the Components are 

tested and fully guaranteed 

PAK CL.1 . foronfyfe 

N.B.-Please add 1/- post and packing 
with order. We very much regret that 
the "Free Choice" offer is suspended 
with this pak. 

TRANSISTORS ONLY 1/- EACH 
SILICON • PLANAR 
All these types available 
2N929 2N706 2S131 
2S501 2N706A 2S512 
BC108 2N3011 2S102 

N.P.N. P.N.P. 

25103 2N696 2N1613 2S733 BFY10 
25104 2N697 2N1711 2N726 2S731 
2N2220 2N1507 2N1893 2N2484 2S732 

All tested and guaranteed for gain and leakage—unmarked. 
Manufacturers' fall outs from the new PRE-PAK range. 

NEW UNMARKED UNTESTED PAKS 
■jr BSY95A 4.3 wpm c:i TRANSISTORS 10/- NPN Sil con 
10 MuM, Glass Type TRANSISTORS 10/ 

BSY26-27 NPN Silicon TRANSISTORS 10/ 
« n 10 Watt Silicon 1 u All Voltages ZENERS 10/ 

BFY50-1 -2 25 TRANSISTORS 10/ NPN Silicon 
« « 4 amp. Stud. •U Silicon RECTIFIERS 10/ 

BC107-8 25 TRANSISTORS 10/ NPN Silicon 
40 Sub, Min. Silicon'202 DIODES 10/ 

Mm. Germ. High Quality 150 DIODES 10/ 
or 2N706 A " NPN Silicon TRANSISTORS 10/ 
PRE-PAK. N.605 POWER TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT TO NKT301-2-3-4 5/- each 
COMPLEMENTARY SET O /Unoir 
NPN/PNP GERM. TRANS, / JJ |ldll 

PRE-PAKS 
Selection from our lists 

No. Price 
B1 50 Unmarked Trans. Untested - 10/- 
B2 4 Photo Cells Inc. Book of Instructions- 10/- 
B6 17 Red Spot AF Transistors • - 10/- 
B6A 17 White Spot RF Transistors - 10/- 
B9 1 ORP 12 Light Sensitive Cell - 9/- 
B53 25Sil.Trans.400Mc/s ^ Brand New - 10/- 
B54 40 „ „ NPN to 5 / Trans Voltage -10/- 
B55 „ „ NPNTo 18 T & Gain Fallouts - 10/- 
B56 „ „ NPN/PNPj All Tested -10/- 
B68 10 Top Hat Recs. 750 M/A 100-800 PIV- 10/- 
B69 20 Diodes. Gld-Bnd. Germ Sil. Planer - 10/- 
B74 5 Gld-Bnd. Diodes. 2-OA9, 3-OA5 - 10/- 
B75 3 Comp. Set. 2G371, 2G381, 2G339A - 10/- 
B77 2 Comp. Pair AD161/AD162 -10/- 
C2 1 Unijunction Transistor 2N2160 -15/- 
C32 6 Top Hat Recs. IS100 Type - 15/- 
C35 3 Unijunction Trans. = to 2N2160 15/- 
A1 7 Silicon Rectifiers BY100 Type 20/ 

A3 25 Mixed Marked and Tested Transistors 20/ 
A21 5 Power Transistors 1-AD149/1-OC26 

and 3 others 
AND MANY MORE 

20/- 

JUST INTRODUCED 
2 BRAND NEW ITEMS !!! PAK B.78 

Integrated Circuits, Mixed 
Untested, Types include: 
MIC 930, 932, 936, 944, 945, 
946, 948, 950, 951 & 962. 
These are STC Type Numbers. 
Data Et Circuits supplied with orders. 

PAK B.79. 
Genuine I.T.T. Fully 
Tested and Marked Diodes 
IN4007 1 Amp. 1000 Volt. 

12 

PAh 

4 

10/ 

irders. 

10/ 

Make a Rev. Counter for your Car. The 
TACHO BLOCK'. This encapsulated block 
will turn any 0-1 mA meter into a perfectly 
linear and accurate rev. | 
counter for any car. 
State 4 or 6 cylinder. 

icier imu d 

20/ each 

FREE CATALOGUE AND LISTS 
for:— 

ZENER DIODES 
TRANSISTORS, RECTIFIERS 

FULL PRE-PAK LISTS 
& SUBSTITUTION CHART 

MINIMUM ORDER 10/- CASH WITH 
ORDER PLEASE. Add 1 /- post and packing 
per order. OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR 
AIRMAIL. 

THERE IS ONLY ONE 
BI-PRE-PAK LTD 
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS 

FREE! A WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH ALL OUR TESTED SEMICONDUCTORS 

MARCH 1969 

DEPT. A, 222-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX 
TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344 



lit tlECIRONIC COMPONtNIS CAIAIOGUt 

,H*, SETS THE STANDARD 

Used and 

acclaimed by: 

SCIENTISTS 

ENGINEERS 

TECHNICIANS 

TEACHERS & 

k STUDENTS 

? I, 

RADIO HOME RADIO ICOMPOftcNTS) LTD 

r rr rr 

The latest edition 
of the famous Home 
Radio Catalogue is the 
result of eleven years 
of most careful select- 
ing, compiling and 
indexing. 

Of course, no catalogue is ever really finalised. As soon as we have one edition 
off the press, our researchers get busy finding out what is the latest and best 
in the world of Radio and Electronics—ready for the next printing. 

This edition is without doubt the finest, most compre- 
hensive we have ever produced — it has 300 pages, over 8,000 
items listed, over 1,500 illustrations. It really is a must for anyone 
interested in radio and electronics. 

With each catalogue we supply a Book Mark giving Elec- 
tronic Abbreviations, an Order Form and an addressed envelope. 
All this for only 8/6 plus 3/6post, packing and insurance. By the 
way, every catalogue contains 6 vouchers, each worth 1 /- when 
used as directed. Send the etteched coupon todey, with your 
cheque or P.O. for 12/-. You'll be glad you did I 
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LIGHT 

SENSITIVE 

OSCILLATOR 

by 

IV. A. SLAYMAKER, B.A. 

, 

r r m 

A neat and simple low-cost a.f. oscillator 
whose frequency varies according to the 
light falling on a photoconductive cell. 

This small, one-transistor device can be used as 
an "electronic eye" to mystify your friends, or as an 
amusing party game. Model makers and those 

interested in robot control will also no doubt find plenty 
of other uses for this adaptable device. The circuit is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Basically, it is a light sensitive oscillator. Variations in 
the light intensity falling on the ORP12 cadmium sulphide 
cell cause the frequency of the a.f. tone to vary, this tone 
being heard in a miniature earphone. By putting the 
ORP12 cell in a Ught-proof tube fitted with a lens as 
shown in Fig. 2, the device can be made very directional. 
This enables one to trace the source of a light while blind- 
folded, using the ORP12 assembly as an electronic eye. 
When heading towards the light the frequency steadily 
increases, whereas a wrong turn away from the light 
causes the frequency to decrease. 

Earphone PC, V 

C2 
TR, 

T 

The ORP12 is a cadmium sulphide photocell. It does 
not generate electricity when exposed, to light, as most 
selenium or silicon "solar cells" do; instead its resistance 
varies with the light intensity. In complete darkness, the 
resistance will be very high, usually about lOMQ, but 
it falls to a few hundred ohms when in bright sunlight. 

R-C OSCILLATOR 
In this circuit, the cell is incorporated in the bias control 

network of a simple R-C oscillator. The 47k Cl resistor, 
Rj, limits the base current of TRj to a safe value if the 
cell is strongly illuminated. Most germanium p.n.p. low 
frequency transistors will work well in this circuit; a 
cheap "surplus" type may also be tried, enabling the cost 
of the unit to be kept very low; 

The earphone may be any small magnetic type (not a 
crystal type, which would not provide a d.c. path for the 

Fig. 1. The circuit of the light sensitive oscillator 

COMPONENTS 

47kfl ^ watt 10% 
1.2kfl x watt 10% 

Resistors 
Ri 
R2 
Capacitors 
(All working voltages 9 or more) 
Cj 2(xF electrolytic 
C2 0.02(rF miniature disc ceramic 
C3 tflpF miniature disc ceramic 
Transistor 
TRj germanium p.n.p. l.f. transistor (e.g. 

OC7), OC72 or "surplus" type) 
Photocell 
PC! ORP12 
Earphone 
Medium impedance magnetic earphone (see text) 
Battery 
9-volt battery type PP3 or similar 
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0RPI2 Lens 
.i 

■ 

Light-proof tube 

✓ 

zsm 

Incident 
light 

- slightly less than focal length 

Fig. 2. Mounting the 0RP12 in a tight-proof tube 
fitted with a lens considerably enhances directional 

sensitivity 

collector current of TRj, The earphone employed 
initially was a balanced armature type with a d.c. resistance 
of 30 Q. As this was rather bulky, a miniature earphone 
with a resistance of 400 fi was next checked and was also 
found to work satisfactorily in the circuit. Further tests 
indicated that the oscillator will operate with any medium 
impedance earphone provided its resistance is 30 Q or 
more. 

The two resistors may be I watt, and the capacitors 
require a working voltage of 9 volts or more only. In 
consequence the whole unit may be made very small, 
should this be desired. 

Current consumption from the 9-volt battery varies 
with the illumination of the ORP12, but on average it is 
of the order of 3mA. 

The appearance of the board with C3 at the left 

on the board if desired but this was thought hardly 
necessary with the prototype since the battery clip can 
easily be removed. A small 9-volt battery, such as the 
PP3, will have a long life when powering the oscillator. 

The cell may be mounted near the focus of a small 
convex lens, as in Fig. 2. A cheap "magnifying glass" will 
provide a suitable lens. The focal length of the lens may be 
found by focusing the image of a distant object, such as 
some clouds, on to a piece of white card. The distance 
between the lens and the card is then the focal length. The 
cell should be initially mounted at about this distance; 
an increase in sensitivity may then be obtained experiment- 

/- \ 
C3 

R, 
To 

battery 
/COOOC I 

To PC 
TR, 

4 
earphone 

Positive end 
of C| under 

—9V 

t 

/3 
To 

earphone 

-W"' f 
To PC | 

/00<3C ^ooc- 
battery 

C3 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3 (a). The oscillator may be conveniently assembled on Cir-Kit. This view shows the components side of 
the board 

(b). The conductor side of the Cir-Kit board 
CONSTRUCTION 

The circuit can be built up on a small piece of printed 
circuit board or Veroboard. A suitable layout, which can 
be built very quickly using Cir-Kit, is shown in Figs. 3 (a) 
and (b). (Cir-Kit is available from Henry's Radio or 
Electroniques.) An on-off switch could also be mounted 
march 1969 

ally by moving the lens slightly so that the whole of the 
light sensitive area of the cell is illuminated. 

Readers will have their own ideas on how to use the 
unit. The cell may be concealed in a blindfold, which also 
hides a miniature earphone, to demonstrate a "psychic" 
third eye. Build it and try! |3 
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ELECTRONIC 

OIL CHANGE 

INDICATOR 

by 

J. B. DANCE, M.Sc. 

Details of an American electronic device 
which computes the time when a car 

oil change is required. 

Motorists are advised by car manufacturers to 
change their engine oil each time they complete 
a certain mileage, since the oil will then be polluted 

and the additives used up to such an extent that the oil is 
no longer able to lubricate the engine efficiently. However, 
the distance travelled is not the only factor which deter- 
mines the time at which oil should be changed. In part- 
icular, the number of times the engine is started from cold 
is important and, in the case of cars which are not used 
a great deal, the time for which the oil has been in the 
engine should be taken into account. 

In an attempt to take all these factors into consideration, 
the Bissett-Berman Corporation of Santa Monica, Califor- 
nia has designed a circuit which computes the time when 
an oil change is due and indicates this by means of lamps, 
one of which operates when the engine is being started. 

+ 12V 
Start 

Rs 
lOkn R4 

5Mn 
mf- 

+ 12V 
Run 

Rl r3 
+ 12V lOMn a lOMn 
, , ° WW 1 ww— 
Time 

TR, 

W 
I-.5Ma 

Change oil' 

Oil still 
satisfactory 

Common e> 

The basic circuit of the oil change indicator 

THE CELL 
The basic circuit shown in the diagram is designed 

around a special electrolytic cell marked E. A new cell 
of this type contains a predetermined amount of a platable 
material deposited on its anode. When a current passes 
through the cell, this material is gradually dissolved from 
the anode and is deposited at the cathode; the rate at 
which this occurs is accurately proportional to the current 
passing. 

When all of this material has been removed, the 
potential difference across the cell rises from a few milli- 
volts to about one volt. 

THE CIRCUIT 
In the circuit the connection marked "Time" is always 

connected to the +12 volt supply, no matter whether the 
car is being used or not. The potential at point A is only 
about 1.5 volts and this drives a very small current through 
R3 and through the cell. This small current enables the 
cell E to account for the total time the oil has been in the 
car. 

The second connection (marked "Run") is connected 
to the — 12 volt supply only when the engine is running— 
or, to be precise, when the ignition key is turned. This 
results in a much larger current flowing through the cell E 
during the time the engine is being used. 

The third connection (marked "Start") is connected 
to the +12 volt supply only during the time the starter 
switch is operated, but the current is much larger than 
either of the other currents, since R5 is much smaller than 
R4 or R3. 

Thus the electrolytic cell can be used to add the con- 
tributions of the various currents, taking into account the 
relative importance of each factor in affecting the oil. 

INDICATION 
When an oil change is not yet required, the voltage 

across the cell E is very small. The base current flowing 
in TRi will therefore be small. When the starting switch 
is operated, this transistor passes a negligible current, but 
a current flows through the indicator lamps L] and L2. 
Only L2 will light, since it has a higher filament resistance 
than L,. 

When an oil change is due, the voltage across the cell 
E rises and produces a base current in TR^ If the starting 
switch is now operated, TR! conducts and Lj is illumin- 
ated, L2 being short-circuited by the conducting transistor. 
A suitable indication is thus provided. When the oil change 
has been carried out, the connections of the electrolytic 
cell should be reversed so that the platable material is 
again on the anode and the cell is then used again. 

If the bulb L1 bums out, the bulb L2 will not light at 
any time, thus showing the system requires attention. 

The type of electrolytic cell employed can be chosen 
according to the type of car and the type of oil used. If, 
for example, a long life oil is employed, a cell with a 
relatively large amount of the platable material should 
be used so that the oil change will not be indicated so 
early as with the type of cell used with ordinary oils. 

It is interesting to note that electrolytic cells of this 
type have a wide range of other apphcations, for example 
in long delay timers and in very low frequency oscillators 
(giving a few oscillations per year). 
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SUGGESTED CIRCUIT No. 220 

HIGH VALUE 

OHMMETER 

by G. A. FRENCH 

mMi 

& 
A 

/Js 

The exceptionally high input 
resistance of the insulated gate 
field effect transistor makes this 

semiconductor device extremely useful 
in the design and construction of sensi- 
tive measuring equipment. Typical ex- 
amples occur, for instance, in previous 
articles in the "Suggested Circuit" series, 
these having described a voltmeter 
having a resistance of 10MQ across its 
test terminals and a capacitance bridge 
capable of measuring capacitance to 
less than IpF.* Both of these instruments 
employed insulated gate field effect 
transistors. 

The ohmmeter discussed in the present 
article also incorporates an insulated 
gate f.e.t., and it is intended for measure- 
ment of resistance from lOOkn to SOMQ. 
Since the average medium cost multi- 
testmeter usually provides reliable res- 
istance readings up to some lOOkD to 
1 Mfi only, the present instrument will 
be of particular value in servicing, 
constructional and experimental work. 
If carefully calibrated, its accuracy 
should be at least as good as that offered 
on the ohms ranges of a multi-testmeter, 
and the design could be modified to 
provide resistance readings above 50Mn 
if this should be desired. 
THE CIRCUIT 

The circuit of the high value ohmmeter 
appears in Fig. 1. Power is obtained from 
an 18 volt battery, this coupling via R8 
to a 15 volt zener diode ZD 2. The 
stabilised voltage across this diode is 
then employed by the f.e.t. drain and 
source section of the circuit. The voltage 
across ZDj is also applied, via R7, to a 
second zener diode. ZD], this stabilising 
at 6-2 volts. 

The resistance to be measured is 
connected across the test terminals, these 
being normally short-circuited by push- 
button S2, which opens when pressed. 
When S2 is opened, a fraction of the 
6-2 volts from ZD, appears on the non- 

""'Simple F.E.T. Voltmeter."" July. 1968 issue; "Low 
Value Capacitance Bridge." November, 1968 issue. 
MARCH 1969 

earthy test terminal, the actual voltage 
at the test terminal depending on the 
resistance being measured and the setting 
of range switch S,. This voltage is applied 
to the gate of the f.e.t. TR 

TR, functions as a source follower 
in a manner analogous to a valve cathode 
follower, whereupon its source takes 
up a potential dependent upon that 
at its gate. This potential is measured 
by M,. It will be apparent that the 
voltage across the test terminals will 
increase as the value of the resistance 
under test increases. So also will the 
voltage above chassis at the gate and 
source of TR,, whereupon it becomes 
possible to calibrate M, directly in 

terms of the resistance being measured. 
It is assumed, in the present apphcation, 
that the gate of TR, has infinite resist- 
ance to its other electrodes, whereupon 
the circuit becomes capable of offering 
useful readings for very high values of 
test resistance. 

The voltage across the test terminals 
depends upon the ratio between the 
resistance being measured and whichever 
of R, or R2 is selected by S,. If S, were 
in position 2 and the test resistance were 
equal to, say, SOOkO, one-third of the 
voltage available from ZD, would 
appear across the test terminals. The 
same voltage (and hence the same 
reading in M,) would be given with S, 

r7 *2 
8kft iMn Re 

I20n 
WWH-i 

S| 
Range switch "6 TR, On-Off 3-9 kn 40468 

drain 2 2 Mn gate 
 WW ZD, 

source 6-2V 

Rs 
27kn 18V VR, 

SOkn 
vr2 +-(\ Ikn ZD 

002 M( 
O-IOOuA 

5 V 
S2 Test 

Press terminals 2-2kn 
read 

drain case and substrate 
40468 

Lead-outs 

All fixed resistors 'Mw 
R,,R2 1% Hi-stab 
R3-R8 I00/o 
VR2 ~ see text 

Fig. 7. The complete circuit of the high value ohmmeter 
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in position I and 5M£2 across the test 
terminals. Thus, resistance readings 
given with S, in position 2 are multiplied 
by 10 when S1 is set to position 1. 

It is possible to break down the gate 
insulation of the f.e.t. if excessively high 
voltages are applied to it. With the 
particular f.e.t. specified, gate-to-source 
voltages should not fall outside the 
range 0 to —8. It is for this reason that 
S2 is fitted and it protects the f.e.t. from 
static voltages which could possibly be 
passed to the gate whilst the resistor 
under test is being connected to the 
instrument. A small measure of protec- 
tion is given also by Rj and C,, these 
helping to ensure that any shdrt-term 
"spiky" static voltages are not passed 
to the gate via the non-earthy test 
terminal. 

When there is zero resistance across 
the test terminals (as occurs before 
S2 is pressed) the source of the f.e.t. 
takes up a potential which is positive of 
the gate. The function of preset resistor 
VR2 is to offset this potential, and it is 
adjusted such that the meter reads 
zero under this condition. If S2 is 
pressed whilst no resistance is connected 
across the test terminals, the gate of 
TR! takes up the full positive potential 
available from ZD1. Pre-set resistor 
VRi is then set up such that the meter 
gives full-scale deflection. Thus, the 
meter reads zero for zero test resistance, 
and f.s.d. for infinite test resistance. 

Meter 
reading 

RANGE RANGE 
I 2 

IOO-  INF  INF 

90-  lOOMn 
SOMn  lOMn  8Mn 

80- 
 60Mn 
— SOMn 
 40Ma 

 6Mn 
 5Mn 
 4Mn 

70 — 
 30Mn  3Mn 

-  20Mn  2Mn 
60- _   

50 —  lOMn  IMa 
-  8Mn — eooka 

40- 
 6Mn  600kA 

30 —  5Mn 
 4Mn 

 SOOkA 
 400kA 

20 —  3Mn  300ko 

-  2Mn  200kA 
IO-  IMn  lOOkA 

o-  O  O 

Fig. 2. The calibration obtained 
with the prototype instrument ' 
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The reason for supplying the R^ R2 
and test resistor network from the 
reduced voltage of 6-2 offered by ZD1 
is that higher voltages could cause the 
f.e.t. gate to go positive of its source, 
thereby exceeding the manufacturer's 
recommendation for gate-to-source 
voltage. 

A slight saving in cost would have 
been achieved by replacing ZDi with a 
I-2k£2 resistor, whereupon a voltage of 
6 would still be available for the network 
comprising R^ R2 and the test resistor. 
This voltage would have a reasonable 
level of stabilisation due to the presence 
of ZD2. On the other hand, it is desirable 
that the voltage available for the test 
resistor network be very reliably 
regulated whereupon, since a suitable 
diode for the ZDl position can be 
obtained for a few shillings only, it was 
considered reasonable to include the 
diode here. 

The test resistance/meter reading 
cahbration obtained with the prototype 
circuit is shown in Fig. 2, and it will 
be noted that the Range 2 resistance 
figures are exactly one-tenth of those 
in Range I. Useful indications are given 
in Range 1 up to 50MU. above which 
figure the scale starts to become cramped. 
It must be emphasised that Fig. 2 is 
presented only as a guide to the per- 
formance that other ohmmeters made 
up to the circuit will offer. The gate- 
source transfer characteristics of differ- 
ent f.e.t.'s may well vary, and other 
ohmmeters should be calibrated 
individually. 

Since it is difficult to predict the 
source potential which will be taken up 
by different f.e.t.'s when their gates are 
at chassis potential, VR2 has been given 
rather a large value in order to 
accommodate the range of voltages 
likely to be encountered. In consequence, 
its adjustment is a little critical around 
the point at which the meter reads zero. 
Constructors who are prepared to take 
the trouble will find that a smoother 
zero-set control will be given if a 25OH 
variable resistor in company with an 
added series fixed resistor is used instead, 
as shown in Fig. 3. A Ikfi variable 
resistor is initially inserted in the VR2 
position and is adjusted for zero meter 
reading whilst the ohmmeter is being 
checked and set up. The ohmmeter 
is then switched off and the resistance 
between chassis and the slider of this 
lk£2 resistor is measured. VR2 is next 
replaced by the circuit of Fig. 3, the 
additional fixed resistor being about 
50 to 100£2 lower in value than the 
resistance measured in VR2. This process 
will probably result in a small increase in 
standing current in the chain completed 
to the 15 volt supply by R6, but such an 
increase is unimportant. The measured 
resistance between VR2 slider and chassis 
with the prototype circuit was 51 Off. 

Rather a heavy current, of around 
25mA, flows through R8, and a similarly 
fairly heavy current, of about 5mA, 

flows through R7. These currents result 
in both zener diodes being brought well 
on to the more horizontal parts of their 
characteristics. It should be added that 
accuracy may suffer if the ohmmeter 
is used with a battery whose voltage has 
fallen to 16-5 or less. 

Provided that initial calibration has 
been carried out carefully, the ohmmeter 
should offer good long term accuracy. 
Both the transistor drain voltage and 
the reference voltage for the R,, R2 and 
test resistor network are regulated and 
these should not shift with time. The 
only "unknown quantity" in the 
measurement chain from the test 
terminals to the meter is the source- 
follower performance of the f.e.t. itself. 
However, the f.e.t. is operated at a low 
dissipation level and adjustments are 
available to cater both for the zero 
resistance and the infinite resistance 
ends of the scale. It would seem reason- 
able to expect a constant long term 
gate-source characteristic between these 
two extremes. Another possible long 
term cause of inaccuracy could be 
decreasing insulation resistance in Cj 
and in any other insulation to chassis in 
the gate circuitcomponents. Fortunately, 
it is possible to check this last point 
very simply at any time by merely 
changing the range switch from one 
position to the other whilst S2 is pressed 
and no resistance is connected across 
the test terminals. If the insulation 
resistance is adequate there should not 
then be any significant change in M, 
reading for either position of 

The prototype circuit has an arbitrarily 
chosen top resistance measurement of 
50MQ, since it is felt that this range 
would be more than adequate for normal 
experimental constructional and ser- 
vicing work. If desired, nevertheless, it 
should be theoretically possible to extend 
the range to lOOMff by having a 20MQ 
resistor in the Rj position, whereupon 
Range I readings become 20 times 
greater than Range 2 readings. This 
modification has not been checked by 
the writer in practice. 

COMPONENTS 
Details of the fixed resistors are given 

in Fig. 1. It was found, with the prototype, 
that VR, needed no further adjustment 
after it had been initially set up, where- 
upon it could be housed within the 
case of the instrument. VR2 needed 
very slight occasional adjustments to 
counteract drifts of the order of 1 to 
2pA, and could be mounted on the 
front panel. This last comment also 
applies, of course, if the 2500 variable 
resistor of Fig, 3 is used. 

Both zener diodes should have a 5 % 
tolerance on zener voltage, whereupon 
ZD, could be a Z6-2 and ZD2 could 
be a ZLI5, both of which are available 
from Henry's Radio Ltd. 

Insulation in the gate circuit of TRj 
must be of a very high order, and both 
S, and S2 must be good-quahty com- 
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ponents. Paxolin insulation is quite 
satisfactory here provided that surfaces 
are kept clean and dry. Q must be a 
good quality component and an excellent 
choice would be a Mullard polyester 
capacitor. These capacitors have insula- 
tion resistance in the order of tens to 
hundreds of thousands of megohms. 
Incidentally, the Mullard range uses 
preferred capacitance values, whereupon 
Cj would require a value of 0-022pF. 

The f.e.t. is an R.C.A. 40468 (available 
from Amatronix Ltd.). This is an n- 
channel depletion type. Very great care 
must be taken to prevent high voltages 
being applied to the gate during wiring 
up, and it should be remembered that 
such voltages can be present on the bit 
of an unearthed soldering iron. The 
author's approach to this problem is to 
wire the f.e.t. circuit connections to a 
4-way transistor holder (suitable white 
nylon transistor holders are also avail- 
able from Amatronix, Ltd.) and then fit 
the f.e.t. to this holder after all soldered 
connections have been carried out and 
wiring has been completed and checked. 
The case and substrate lead-out of the 
f.e.t. connects direct to chassis. 

So far as switch types are concerned, 
and S3 may be rotary or toggle, as 

desired. 83 is a panel mounting push- 
button which opens when pressed. Alter- 
natively, a spring-biased toggle switch 
may be used. 

The 18-volt battery could be con- 
veniently provided by two PP9 batteries 
in series. 

ASSEMBLY AND SETTING UP 
The complete circuit can be assembled 

in a metal case which also forms the 
chassis. 

It is important to note that Sj must 
only be pressed after the resistance to be 
checked has been connected to the test 
terminals and the operator's hands have 
been removed. Similarly, it must be 
released before the test resistance is 
disconnected. A notice on the front 

panel should be appended to emphasise 
these points. It would be preferable to 
use insulated test terminals to guard 
against the risk of the non-earthy 
terminal being accidentally touched by 
a soldering iron or any wire or conductor 
which may carry a relatively high voltage. 
These precautions have to be observed 
because the non-earthy test terminal has 
a high impedance to chassis and any 
high voltage applied to it accidentally 
could cause breakdown of the f.e.t. gate 
insulation. 

When construction is completed and 
wiring has been checked, the ohmmeter 
is ready for testing and setting up. 
Adjust VR, to insert full resistance and 
VRj to a central position. Switch on, 
then check that the correct direct 
voltages appear across ZDj and ZD2. 
This guards against the not-too-rare 
possibility of their being wired into 
circuit wrong way round ! 

Adjust VR2 for zero reading in the 
, meter. Press S2 and adjust VR! for 
f.s.d. indication in the meter. Repeat 
the adjustments in VRj and VR!, then 
finally adjust VR2. Next, press S2 again 
and check the meter reading for both 
positions of Si. If there is no significant 
change in meter reading, it can be 
assumed that the insulation in the gate 
circuit is satisfactory, whereupon 
calibration may commence. 

A calibration chart similar to that 
shown in Fig. 2 should be made up by 
noting the meter readings for known 
values of resistor. Readers will have 
their own ideas on the procedure here, 
and the process is simplified in the 
present instance because the figures 
in Range 1 are exactly 10 times those in 
Range 2. When calibration is completed, 
the chart may then be mounted on the 
front panel of the ohmmeter. 

The procedure for using the ohmmeter 
is quite simple. First switch on the 
instrument and check that the meter 
reads zero, slightly readjusting VRj, if 
necessary. Then press S2 with no test 

*6 

250n 

Added 
resistor 

■—r    
Fig. 3. VR 2 may be replaced by 
a lower value variable resistor, 
if desired. The procedure 
needed for finding the value 
of the added resistor is des- 

cribed in the text 
resistance connected and ensure that 
the meter gives full-scale deflection. If 
it does not, the battery may require 
replacement. (Incidentally, a run-down 
battery can cause the meter to read 
more than f.s.d.). Then connect the 
resistance to be measured across the 
test terminals, pressing S2 only after 
the resistance has been connected and 
the operator's hands have been removed 
from the terminals. Sj may be adjusted 
whilst S2 is depressed. After taking the 
reading, release S2 before disconnecting 
the resistor from the test terminals. 

Insulation resistance in capacitors can 
also be tested with the ohmmeter.- If 
electrolytic capacitors are to be checked, 
their positive lead-outs should be con- 
nected to the non-earthy test terminal. 
With capacitors above IpF or so, the 
ohmmeter will take some time to reach 
its final reading due to the delay in- 
curred in charging the capacitor via 
R, or R2, as applicable. Capacitors 
must always be discharged before being 
connected to the test terminals. 

Occasionally, say once every several 
months, check that the gate circuit 
insulation has not deteriorated by 
pressing S2 with no test resistor con- 
nected, and ensuring that the meter 
gives the same f.s.d. reading for both 
positions of range switch Si. 

fall 
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CAN ANYONE HELP I 

Requests for information are inserted in this feature free of charge, subject to space being available. Users of this 
service undertake to acknowledge all letters, etc., received and to reimburse all reasonable expenses incurred by 
correspondents. Circuits, manuals, service sheets, etc., lent by readers must be returned in good condition within 

a reasonable period of time 

Bush Receiver Type PB61.—R. Batty, 2 Manor View, 
Halfway, Sheffield SI9 5GG—loan or purchase of the 
circuit diagram for this a.c. mains operated receiver. 
Conversion—TV to Oscilloscope.—M. Cawson, Meadow 
Down, Tichbome Down, New Alresford, Hants.—any 
details of such a conversion. 
R1155 Receiver.—B. Dunn, 8 Lancaster Drive, Clayton- 
le-Moors, Accrington, Lanes.—details of modifications 
and any other information, circuit diagram, etc. 
Collins TCS 12 Receiver.—R. Burrows, 100 Fell Lane, 
march 1969 

Keighley, Yorks.—purchase of circuit diagrams. 
Labgear Wide-Band Multiplier Unit.—P. Leydon, 37 
Bamwood Avenue, Gloucester—loan or purchase of 
circuit diagram of this unit—Type E5026. 
Marconi CR150/4 Receiver.—P. Garrett, 24 Tibberton 
Close, Merry Hill, Wolverhampton, Staffs.—loan or 
purchase of circuit, manual or any other information. 
Wireless Set B44 Mk. 2.—P. D. Russell, "Wyford", 
P.O. Van Reenen, Natal, South Africa—circuit diagram, 
manual or any other information. 
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NEWS . . . AND 

THE GOSCUT PISTOL-GRIP SHEAR 

The new Goscut shear introduced by R. A. Stephen B Co. Ltd., Miles 
Road, Mitcham, Surrey, has numerous uses in the workshop and will 
cut aluminium alloy chassis for terminal strip without distortion of the 
metal. To cut out a slot as shown, the blade is used to make a diagonal 

cut, or tor thinner slots, to trim along the side of the insertion. 

The Goscut single-handed shear is only 6in, long and is adjustable 
to cut almost all sheet materials from paper to steel. The shear is named 
after its inventor, Anthony Goss (41), a former steeplejack. 

It has three interchangeable blades: 
(a) the general purpose blade which cuts laminated plastic sheeting 

in ^gin, thicknesses, -lin. hardboard, melamine-surfaced or 
plain, thermoplastic and other rigid floor tiles, p.v.c. sheet and 
guttering, and many other tough materials. 

(b) the metal blade which cuts mild steel to 19 s.w.g. (0-040in. or 
1 •Omm.) and heavier gauges of softer metals such as aluminium 
and copper, to 16 s.w.g., 0*062in., 1 •6mm. Zinc, brass, tinfoil and 
metal alloys of many kinds, perforated metal sheet, expanded 
metals, grids and meshes, etc., also come within the capacity of 
the metal blade. 

(c) the third blade which cuts circles and shapes in the plastic sheets 
and hardboard described above to IJin. radius, and in metal sheet 
of 0-032in., O'Smm., to 4in. radius. 

In general the Goscut will cut all the thicknesses of sheet material 
listed above, except those kinds which shatter, such as glass and 
pottery. 

The blade bears down through a slot in a flat surface, so that the tool 
provides its own anvil or workbench. Close support at the point of cut 
prevents distortion or fracture of the material and leaves a clean-cut 
edge. 

Adjustment of the slot width enables materials of varying thicknesses 
below ^in. to be cut. Cutting speed is about 30 seconds a foot run or a 
little longer for the heavier gauges of metal. The tool weighs about 8 oz. 
with a blade inserted. Blade changing takes less than a minute. The 
retail price of the Goscut complete with three blades is 37s, 6d. 
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FARADAY MEDAL AWARD 

The Council of the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers has made the 47th 
award of the Faraday Medal to Dr. 
Philip Spom, C.Eng., F.I.E.E., "for his 
outstanding pioneering work in the 
development of the generation, trans- 
mission and distribution of electrical 
power." 

The Faraday Medal is awarded not 
more frequently than once a year, 
either for notable scientific or industrial 
achievement in electrical engineering or 
for conspicuous service rendered to the 
advancement of electrical science, with- 
out restriction as regards nationality, 
country of residence, or membership of 
the Institution. 

Dr. Philip Sporn, C.Eng., F.I.E.E., 
was born in Austria in November, 1896, 
and became an American citizen in 1907. 
He was educated in the United States 
and from 1917 to 1918 did postgraduate 
work in electrical engineering at the 
University of Columbia. Dr. Spom 
subsequently held many important 
positions and has had a most brilliant 
career. 

The awards which Dr. Spom has 
received include the Edison Medal in 
1945, the John Fritz Medal in 1956 and 
the Conservation Award from the US 
Department of the Interior in 1960. 

RADIO AMATEUR LEADS 
AFRICA EXPEDITION 

David Dunn, 25-year-old senior de- 
sign draughtsman with Hydraulic 
Machinery (Great Britain), is leading a 
trans-Africa expedition. 

During an eight-month safari through 
North, East and South Africa, the team 
will study the reliability of low power 
short wave radio communications. They 
will also carry out geological in- 
vestigations in the Rift Valley area of 
East Africa. 

A bachelor, Mr. Dunn is a radio 
amateur (call sign GW3XRM) and will 
make daily contact en route with a radio 
operator based at Cardiff University. 
The University and the Students' Union 
have provided grants for the provision 
of the radio equipment, which will be on 
board the ex-Army Commer cross 
country truck the team have bought for 
£100 to take them on the 12,000 mile 
journey. 

Application has been made for radio 
transmitting licences from each country 
the team visits, and Mr. Dunn hopes to 
meet some of the radio amateurs he has 
"worked" from time to time. 
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• • COMMENT 

FAIRCHILD'S RAPID GROWTH 

Although it has only been established ten years, 
SGS-Fairchild is well known throughout Europe as a 
leading supplier of semiconductor devices. Its rapid 
success, and indeed its origins, are due to one of the 
most significant electronic developments of the 
century, the planar process for producing transistors. 

Before this process was developed, a production 
difficulty common to all types of transistors was 
exposure of the wafers of semiconductor material to 
the external atmosphere during the manufacturing 
process. This gave rise to surface contamination and 
consequent device instability. The planar process 
overcomes this hazard by using wafers of silicon and 
first coating the wafer surface with a hard glass-like 
layer of silicon dioxide. This layer, formed by diffusion 
under intense heat (1200oC), protects the wafer 
surface and thus prevents contamination. The semi- 
conductor junctions which constitute the device are 
afterwards formed by further diffusions underneath 
the layer and are therefore never exposed to contam- 
ination. 

Not only does the planar technique produce better 
transistors and diodes, it also enables several devices 
including resistors and capacitors, to be diffused on a 
"chip" of silicon about 50 thousandths of an inch 
square, so that whole circuits can be formed on an 
area no larger than a pinhead. Therefore the planar 
semiconductor diffusion process opened the way for 
the semiconductor integrated circuit, or micro- 
circuit as it is often called. It is still the basis of all 
microcircuit production methods. 

The planar technique was developed about ten 
years ago at the research laboratories of the Fairchild 
Camera and Instrument Corporation of America. 

It soon became clear to the SGS-Fairchild 
management that if the new technology and its 
potential markets were to be fully exploited, the 
Company would have to be organised on an inter- 
national basis. They foresaw the vital role semi- 
conductors would play in the economy of each 
national market, and realised that separate national 
organisations would be needed to meet individual 
market requirements. 

Therefore the Company created a series of market- 
ing teams in the main countries of Europe staffed 
entirely by nationals of the countries concerned, the 
intention being that teams would develop into 
autonomous companies, depending on their rate of 
growth. In 1962, SGS-Fairchild Limited was formed 
in the UK, 

As soon as each national company became 
established, the second step towards autonomy—the 
setting up of manufacturing facilities—was under- 
taken. In the case of the British company, progress 
towards self-sufficiency was accelerated by the 
construction of a temporary plant at Ruislip, Middle- 
sex, early 1963. 

ELECTROIMIQUES EXTEND RANGE OF 
DIE-CAST BOXES 

r mmmm 
The Electroniques range of die-cast boxes has been 

extended from five to nine sizes. The complete range now 
extends from 4 x 3 x lin. to 11 x 7 x 6in. 

The new larger sizes incorporate the slot guide system 
used on the original range. The guides are unique to 
Electroniques boxes. They allow greater mounting flexibil- 
ity, since printed circuit boards or screens can be inserted 
on which additional components can be mounted, thus 
increasing the component density. 

The four larger sizes, which are not available elsewhere, 
will prove useful in housing equipment for which 
fabricated steel cases are currently used. The die-cast 
construction offers ruggedness and lightness, ease of 
machining and economical price. The screening properties 
will be valuable in some applications. 

Further enquiries to: Electroniques, Edinburgh Way, 
Harlow. 

czzzs 

IE3 •] flT- ACS — 

"Could you put the co-axial down the chimney? 
It would look neater." 
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QUICK 

PARALLEL-R 

CALCULATIONS 

by A. L. GRASSO 

A neat mathematical trick eases the 
problem of finding the total resistance 
of several resistors in parallel. It is 
particularly helpful if the number of 

resistors is three or more. 

Now let's sum up Ij and I2 to find the total current 
(I,) passing through Rj and R2. 

I. = Ii + I2 
= 2A + 1A 
= 3A. 

V By applying R = we can obtain Rx for the two resis- 

tors R, and R2 as follows : 

R. = 
v; 
i. 
150 V 
3A 

= soa 

Any assumed voltage can be used for this calculation, 
but the easiest way is by using a voltage of equal figures 
to the highest resistor. 

There is one formula that technicians and 
amateurs particularly dislike among the multitude 
of formulae in our branch. That is the equation for 

two resistors in parallel, 

Rx 
or, in the case of three, 

R, = 

Ri R2 
R. -(- R, 

Ri R2 R3 
(Ri R2) + (Ri R3) + (R2 R3) 

One way of avoiding it is by assuming a certain voltage 
y 

across each resistor. By means of I = — calculate the 
R 

current that goes through each resistor (call the currents 
lo I2, etc.) and then sum up to find the total current 
going through the resistors. 

If we then divide the assumed voltage by the total 
current, we will find the resultant resistance of the 
resistors in parallel. 

EXAMPLE WITH TWO RESISTORS 
Suppose we have two resistors in parallel of 75D 

(RJ and 150Q (R2) respectively, and we want to know 
the resultant resistance (RJ of the two. We proceed in the 
following manner. 

Let us assume for our convenience a voltage of 150V, 
and let us find the current that passes through each 
resistor. 

First, 

Second, 

150V 
75fi 

= 2A. 

y_ 
r2 

150V 

I, =^- 

1500 
= 1A. 

USING A SLIDE RULE 
If the reader owns and can use a slide rule, so much the 

better. In this way, the calculation of Ru for Rj, R2 and 
R3 in parallel won't take more than 15 seconds, and the 
extraordinary practicability of this method can be fully 
appreciated. 

Let's say that Ri = 400, R2 = 160O and R3 = 2000. 
We automatically choose the value of R3 as our 

assumed voltage, that is 200V; therefore we know 
already that I3 is equal to 1A. 

Using the slide rule we find right away the values of Ij 
and I2 by dividing 200V by Ri first, and R2 after. Mentally 
sum up Ij, I2 and I3, and find the value of Rx on the 
slide rule by dividing the assumed voltage (V) by the It. 

First, 

Ii = 

Second, 

Ri 
200V 

_ 400 
= 5A. 

__ _V_ 
-r2 

200V 
leon 

= 1.25A. 

We know that I , is IA so, 
I, — Ix + I2 + I3 

= 5A + 1-25A - 
= 7-25A. 

1A 

Therefore, we may say, 

200V 
" 7.25A 

=11.6Q. 
And that's it! □ 
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Q 

by 

L. SAXHAM 

(All times GMT) 

A report on the stations - both 
amateur and broadcast - that may 
be logged by the s.w.l. on the 
various short wave bands; com- 
piled by a Dx'er whose QTH is 
located near the S. Suffolk coast. 

• Topic 
Most s.w.l's usually progress from the 
construction and operation of a simple 
"straight" or t.r.f. receiver to the 
purchase of an inexpensive com- 
munications superhet. In practice these 
do not display those qualities desired 
by the discerning operator and to 
overcome this, recourse must be had to 
the construction and operation of 
various items of ancillary equipments. 

The first essential, to the writer's 
mind, is an aerial tuning unit and this is 
easily and cheaply constructed, its use 
making the long wire aerial—that most 
used by s.w.l's—part of a resonant 
circuit and providing maximum transfer 
of energy over a wide frequency range, 
(See page 10, August, 1968 issue). 

The next unit to construct is a 
preselector. This is nothing more than 
an outboard tuned r.f. stage that will 
pre-tune and boost the desired signal, 
passing this to the aerial input of the 
receiver. Its use will largely overcome 
inherent faults in a superhet receiver 
produced to a low price specification— 
lack of sensitivity, selectivity and 
second channel interference. The unit 
should exhibit as low a noise level as 
possible and be capable of producing 
as much gain, with stability as can be 
obtained. (See page 282, December 
1968), 

To still further enhance the 
selectivity of the receiver a Q-Multiplier 
should be constructed. When con- 
nected into circuit, and correctly 
aligned, a Q-Multiplier will improve 
the selectivity out of all recognition. 
Transmissions that were formerly 
almost inaudible, due to strong ad- 
jacent transmissions, will now become 
intelligible. The unit should be capable 
of being switched in or out of circuit 
and should present as little insertion 
loss as possible. A correctly matched 
and aligned Q-Multiplier will provide a 
selectivity response equal to a crystal 
filter. (See page 102, September 1968 
issue). 
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The acquisition of a crystal con- 
trolled frequency sub-standard unit 
allows the operator to align his receiver 
dials to accurate frequency readings. 
Most crystal standards oscillate at a 
fundamental frequency of 100 kc/s 
and produce harmonics of this 
frequency throughout the range of the 
average communications receiver. The 
additional inclusion of a switchable 
10 kc/s multivibrator in the circuit 
allows the operator to sub-divide the 
100 kc/s points into 10 kc/s markers 
and this latter facility is of paramount 
importance when calibrating the band- 
spread dial over a particular Amateur 
or Broadcast band. 

At this juncture, it is usual to draw 
up a series of graphs using bandspread 
dial readings against the marker points. 
Providing the graphs—using suitably 
sized graph paper scaled in tenths to 
the inch—have been prepared with 
some forethought and care, frequency 
interpolation will be found to be 
quite accurate. Before preparing graphs 
however, care should be taken to 
ensure that the receiver and the 
ancillary units have attained their 
stable working temperatures, A further 
point to note, when taking handset and 
particularly bandspread dial readings, 
is that of parallax. Dials should always 
be read from the same visual angle. 
To obtain pin-point readings, the 
writer uses magnifying lenses mounted 
external to the receiver, and directly in 
front of, the handset and bandspread 
dials, Down the vertical axis of these 
lenses is a thin hair-line graticule 
which must line up with the receiver 
graticules prior to a frequency reading 
being taken, 

• Amateur Bands 
Conditions on these bands have 

varied very greatly over the period 
which this report covers. Very little 
time was spent on the higher frequency 
bands and most of the Dx, at least for 
the writer, was found on Top Band 
(1-8 Mc/s), For a change—anything 
to make life harder!—the mode of 
reception was limited to c.w. 
14 Mc/s 
CW: CR7HU, JA2IG, 2I0D, KP4GI, 
LU2ACH, PY1CSN, 7AHO, 6Y5UC 
and 7P8AB. 
7 Mc/s 
CW: C02BB, K6AHV, PY7AOR, 
7AWD, PZ1DE, VE1AWB, 3BWY, 
3EAQ, 3WTV, W4BW and W6RW. 
1 -8 Mc/s 
CW: DL1CF, GM3BGW, 3FSV, 3IAA, 
30XX, GW3HGL, 3XJC, HB9CM, 
K1PBW. (1802 kc/s 0500GMT), 
K2GAL, 8BBI, KV4FZ, OKI AOR, 1ATP, 
1 AWN, 1 FVV, 1 JOE, 1 KAY, 1 KRS, 
1 KYS, 1STU, 1VC, 1WT, 2HZ, 2ZU, 
3CHR, 3KAG, 3KIC, OL1ALM, 2AKS, 
2AIO, 6AIN, 6AKO, 6AKW, 7AKS, 
9AIR, PA0DC, 0SNG, VE3QU, 
W1BB/1 (1803 kc/s 0455), W2BP 

(1803 kc/s 0620), 2EQS, 2FJ, 2IU, 
3FET, 3IN, 3TV, 7NMJ, 8ANO and 
W8JIN. 
• Broadcast Bands 
3277 kc/s 1635 R. Kashmir, India, 
with sitar music. Clear channel at this 
time. 
3339 kc/s 1940 R Tanzania, Zanzibar, 
Arabic type songs, QRM from Mozam- 
bique on 3338 kc/s. 
3395 kc/s 0125 YVOK Merida, Vene- 
zuala, with talk in Spanish. 
3883 kc/s 2040 CR4AA R. Clube de 
Cabo Verde, music programme. 
4680 kc/s 0245 HCWE1 R. Nacional 
Espejo, Ecuador, with identification. 
4800 kc/s 1520 AIR Hyderabad, 
India, current affairs talk in English. 
4820 kc/s 1530 VUM Madras, India, 
drama programme. 6 "pips" at 1530 
then "This all All India Radio" and 
news in English. 
4823 kc/s 1600 Hanoi, Vietnam, 
female speaking in vernacular. Heard 
several times, taped. 
4865 kc/s 0235 PRC5 R. Club do 
Para, Brazil, with Latin American music. 
4872 kc/s 0230 TGQH Santa Cruz, 
Guatemala, with identification. 
4900 kc/s 1950 Conakry, Guinea, 
with African type music. 
4904 kc/s 2025 Fort Lamy, Chad, 
with talk in French. 
4905 kc/s 2020 R, Peking, China, 
with talk in dialect. 
4907 kc/s 1550 R. Cambodia, 
(Phnom-Penh), with female singer and 
childrens choir. Announcements in 
dialect then Military band. Heard 
several times, signal never very strong, 
best, SINPO 33333. 
4910 kc/s 0430 HCMJ1 Emis. Gran 
Colombia, Ecuador, with identification. 
4980 kc/s 2000 Accra, Ghana, with 
African drums and news in English. 
4985 kc/s 1500 R. Malaysia, with 
"Your Newsreel Magazine" in English, 
6160kc/s0258 HJKJ Bogata, Colum- 
bia, with Marimba chimes and 
identification. 
• For Beginners 

For broadcast bands beginners, the 
following stations would serve as 
possible "targets," They are not "dead- 
easy" to receive but, on the other 
hand, they are not over difficult given 
the right conditions. 
3883 kc/s CR4AA R. Clube de Cabo 
Verde, Cape Verde Islands. Listen 
around 2000 to 2100 for best results. 
Identification—5 notes on Marimba 
and "Aqui Praia Estacao de Ondas 
Curtas do Radio Clube de Cabo Verde." 
Power—variable 0-5 to 5kW. 
6250 kc/s EAJ205 Emisora de Santa 
Isabel, Fernando Poo, Equatorial 
Guinea. Listen 1800 to 1945. Identi- 
fication"Desde la Isla de Fernando 
Poo, transmite EAJ205 Radio Santa 
Isabel". Power lOkW. 

Try to listen to this latter station and 
see how you make out. I'll be writing 
about this frequency next time round 
(May). £3 
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MINI-RADAR— 

ANEW 

INDUSTRIAL 

TOOL 

Anew industrial and research tool is announced 
by James Scott (Electronic Engineering) Limited, 
which may well revolutionise industrial measure- 

ment techniques. 
The instrument is a miniature battery-operated radar, 

which can measure velocities of up to 100 m.p.h. where a 
body is travelling in a straight, angled, or curved path, and 
which in addition can measure high rotational speeds of 
the order of 1 million r.p.m. The device, known as the 
'Allscott Mini-Radar Type MRJ5' (see illustration), 
provides a means of measurement, the accuracy of which 
is limited only by the accuracy of the chosen method of 
indication, without coming into contact with the object 
being surveyed. It is fully portable with provision for 
connection to external instruments, such as digital 
counters, oscilloscopes or computers, in order to provide 
additional dynamics data. 

The heart of the Mini-Radar is a Gunn-effect diode 
which generates the microwave frequency of 13.4 GHz at 
a power output of 5mW maximum unmodulated c.w. 
and operates off a simple 12V nominal d.c. battery. The 
equipment thus costs about a third of the price of con- 
ventional apparatus with a considerable saving in space 
and weight. 

APPLICATIONS 
The equipment has many apphcations as a research 

tool, particularly in conjunction with suitable external 
instrumentation, when it can be used to measure complex 
motions of vibration, acceleration, relative target range, 
distance travelled, fluid wave height and speed etc. 
Moreover, it is anticipated that technical and scientific 
educational courses will use it to demonstrate the theory 
and practice of Doppler effect. 

The Mini-Radar can be hand held, fixed to a tripod, or 
suitably mounted for mobile applications. For measuring 
radial velocities, the function switch is turned to the 
appropriate speed range "10" or "100" and the target 
speed is indicated on a monitor meter at the rear, or on 
external high accuracy remote instruments if required. 
For rotational speeds, the function switch is turned to 
"RPM" and indication will be supplied by an external 
oscilloscope or counter; an internal loudspeaker provides 
useful audio indication of doppler signals within the 
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audio frequency range and provision is made for jacking 
in an external audio system if required. 

The range and sensitivity of the instrument depends 
largely on the radar cross-section area of the target. The 
distance involved will be only a few inches when measuring 
the balance wheel of a wristwatch, and may be up to 
100 feet or more when viewing the impact of an armoured 
vehicle during parachute drop tests. 

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION 
The Mini-Radar consists of a cast aluminium case, 

4|inx3|inx2iin, with a horn antenna projecting 3^in, 
and weighs less than 40 oz. 

The data recovery circuits include 16 semi-conductors 
of which 8 are integrated circuits, all mounted on a 
printed board. Indication of the target speed is shown 
on a moving coil meter at the rear of the casing, calibrated 
in units of 5 from 0-100 on a linear scale covering 1-34 
inches. This meter covers two ranges which are switch 
selected; up to 10 m.p.h. or up to 100 m.p.h.—alternative 
models are calibrated in Km/h or knots. Audible indication 
of Doppler signals in the audio range are provided by a 
2in diameter moving coil loudspeaker set in the side of 
the casing. 

Jack sockets and sub-miniature coaxial connectors are 
provided where indication of the target speed is required 
on a remotely situated meter, tape recorder, digital 
counter, oscilloscope, U.V. or pen recorder, or on a 
computer. A further socket allows for connection to an 
external amplifier/loudspeaker, and the jack automatically 
mutes the internal speaker. 

FURTHER DATA 
Two stabilisers are incorporated in the internal power 

supply. The electrical circuits operate on 10V and 4V; 
the Gunn-effect diode operates on approximately 6V at, 
typically, 150mA. Battery supply should be 12-14V d.c. 
but a mains a.c. transformer and rectifier is available. 

The standard horn antenna measures 3^in x l|in x l|in, 
giving a Ifjin square aperture. Beam width is 28° (3dB) 
in E plane, and 35° in H plane; overall gain is 15dB. 
Any J (ku) band antenna system may be substituted 
with UG419/u flange. Q 

the radio constructor 



TRANSISTORS 

AS "ADJUSTABLE ZENERS" 

by G. W. SHORT 

Planar transistors can be used instead of Zener diodes at low supply 
currents, and the value of the stabilised output voltage can be adjusted 
over a wide range. This article describes the design principles and gives 

an illustrative example. 

Constructors are often faced with the problem 
of keeping the voltage applied to a piece of 
equipment within safe limits. For example, a 

transistor battery set may have to be operated from a 
mains power unit whose voltage is too high and which 
varies with mains voltage and load variations. The 
standard solution to the problem is to use a Zener diode 
to stabilise the voltage. However, Zener diodes "can still 
be rather expensive, and the more accurately their 
voltage is specified the more they cost. In cases like this, 
where only a moderate amount of stabilisation is needed, 
the approach described in this article is often an attractive 
alternative. 

In Fig. 1 the transistor behaves very much like a Zener 
diode. At low values of the input voltage Vin it passes 
no collector current. As Vin is raised, a point is reached 
at which collector current begins to flow, and if Vin is 
raised still further the collector current increases very 
sharply. Since this current flows through the series 
resistance R,, which has exactly the same function here 
as in a Zener diode stabihser circuit, most of the increase 
in Vin is dropped across and the output voltage 
Vout remains relatively constant. 

This means that its collector current is controlled by a 
voltage applied to its base rather than by a current forced 
into its base without regard to the base voltage. If TRi is a 
silicon transistor, it will pass virtually no collector current 
until the voltage on its base (strictly speaking, its base 
to emitter voltage, Vbc) reaches about 0.5V. Thereafter, 
its collector current increases sharply; most small tran- 
sistors are "fully on" and passing their maximum rated 
collector current when Vbe is 0-8V. 

The base voltage in this circuit is determined by the 
setting of R3. But the current through Rj, and therefore 
the voltage at its slider, depends on Vout, because it is 
Vout that drives current through R2 and R3 in series. 
This means that, as Rj is adjusted, the transistor begins to 
conduct at different values of Voul. In other words, R3 is 
the output voltage control. When its shder is at the top 
of its track, stabilisation sets in at a low value of Vout. 
When its shder is near the bottom of the track, Voul has 
to be large before enough voltage appears at the slider 
to bias TRj into conduction. With the slider right at the 
bottom, TRi never conducts. Thus by adjusting R3, 
stabilisation can be made to begin at any voltage above 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 
In the circuit of Fig. 1, the transistor is arranged to 

function as a voltage-controlled device, not as a current- 
controlled one as occurs in most normal amphfier circuits. 

R| 
ww- 

vout 
r3 

Fig. 1. Basic stabiliser circuit. TR^ behaves in much 
the same way as a Zener diode if the associated 

resistance values are correct 
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Fig. 2. Practical stabiliser circuit 
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a very low value (actually about half a volt). In practice, 
the maximum voltage is restricted by the collector voltage 
rating Vceo or Vcer of the transistor. 

PRACTICAL DESIGN 
As an example of what can be done with this type of 

circuit we shall design a stabiliser to supply a nominal 
6V at 20mA from an input which varies between 8V 
and 12 V. 

The first step is to calculate Rj. This is done in exactly 
the same way as in a Zener stabiliser. The starting point 
is that the output voltage has to be 6V when the input 
voltage is at its minimum value of 8V and the output 
current is at its maximum value of 20mA. In the present 
case, therefore, 

Ri 
= 8 V — 6V 

20niA 

= 10012 
In making this calculation we are ignoring the current 

through Rj and R3, which should really be added to 
^out(max) • The effect will be to reduce Vout when Vin is 
minimum, but as we shall see, it is not serious provided 
that TR! has a high gain. 

R! dissipates an appreciable amount of power when 
Vin is maximum, since it must then drop 6V. The power 
rating of this resistor must therefore be at least: 

X! 
R 

(?_ 
100 

36 = W 
100 

= 360mW. 
A half-watt resistor will do the job, but if the output is 

accidentally short-circuited it will bum out. For complete 
safety, it is necessary to rate Rj to take the maximum 
possible voltage of 12V. This calls for a 1-5W rating. 

We now turn to TRj and consider, first, its maximum 
collector current. This is the same as the maximum 
current in Rj, less the current in R2 and R3 and the load 
current. Since R^ under normal operation, drops a 
maximum of 6V, the maximum current in it is 60mA. 

out 

/ / / 

v' 

/ / . / 

—//T . 

10 
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Fig. 3. Performance of Fig. 2 circuit with 300 ohm 
load: i.e. 61/ and 20mA. The dashed curve shows 

what happens when 77? 1 is removed 

Ignoring the current in R2 and R3, this leaves 40mA 
collector current in TR! when the output current is 
20mA. TRj must therefore be able to pass at least 40mA. 
Since its collector voltage is 6V, its collector dissipation 
must be at least 6V x 40mA, or 240mW. 

However, the possibility of the unit being switched on 
without any load connected ought to be allowed for. In 
this case TR. has to handle the full 60mA, and to dissipate 
360mW. This gives us a good idea of the transistor 
ratings needed. 

Before we can go on to work out suitable values for 
R2 and R, we need another bit of information about 
TR^ namely its "d.c.beta" or large-signal current 
amphfication factor, hFE. Plenty of high-gain transistors 
are available, so we shall assume that hFE is at least 200. 

We can now calculate R2 and Rj. The important 
point is that the transistor has to be voltage-controlled. 
This means that R2 and Rj must pass many times the 
maximum base current of TRj, so as to swamp variations 
in base voltage which could arise from the base current, 
which varies from zero to Ic(mM)/hFE. In the present case 
this gives a maximum base current, in the normal working 
circuit, of 

Ic(max) ^ 40mA 
hFE 200 

= 0-2mA. 

If the current in R2 and Rj is ten times this, i.e. 7mA 
then 

R, 
6V 

K3 

= 3kfl 

To allow for component tolerances and transistof 
variations, we shall design for a maximum Vbe rather 
higher than we expect to need, say IV. This fixes R3 at 
500Q, so R2 must be 2,5kfJ. The next lowest preferred 
value, 2-2k£l will be satisfactory. 

REDUCING TRANSISTOR DISSIPATION 
The component values just calculated above appear 

in the final circuit, Fig. 2. An example of the performance 
which can be obtained is shown in Fig. 3, where the dashed 
line illustrates what happens when the transistor is 
removed. The load current in Fig. 3 is approximately 
20mA. The transistor shown in Fig 2 is an HK601 Yellow 
(available from Amatronix, Ltd., 396 Selsdon Road, 
South Croydon, Surrey), this being a high gain silicon 
type with a TO 18 encapsulation. 

An extra resistor, R4, has suddenly appeared. Why? 
R4 plays no part whatever in the operation of the 
stabiliser, but it enables the constructor to use a transistor 
whose collector dissipation rating (Pc max) is rather less 
than what at first sight appears to be required. 

When TRj is not conducting, R4 does not really enter 
the picture at all. When TRj conducts heavily, R4 absorbs 
power which would otherwise have to be absorbed by the 
transistor. We calculated that if the load were removed 
TRj would dissipate 360mW. The HK601 specified in 
F'g- 2 happens to have an absolute maximum collector 
dissipation of 360mW, whereupon there is no margin 
for error. By putting R4 into circuit, the collector dissipa- 
tion is roughly halved without affecting the stabilising 
action by any measureable amount. 
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Choosing a value for R4 is quite simple, and the value 
is not at all critical. All that is necessary is to ensure that, 
when the maximum normal collector current flows, there 
is still enough voltage on the collector to allow the 
transistor to operate properly. Most transistors work 
with as little as IV on their collectors. Any value of R4 
which leaves, say, 2V on the collector should not, therefore, 
interfere with the normal operation of the stabiliser 
circuit. In the present instance, the maximum normal 
collector current is, as we have already calculated, 40mA. 
At this current, a resistance in R4 of 500 would drop 
2y, and the maximum collector dissipation in normal 
operation would be 160mW ; i.e. 4V x 40mA. 

Under open-circuit load conditions, with ,60mA flowing 
into the collector, 50f2 drops 3V and the transistor 
dissipation is IBOmW. This is so comfortably inside the 
maximum rating of the transistor chosen that it is obvious- 
ly possible to use the nearest standard value of 47D without 
making any more calculations. It would have been equally 
possible to use 56f2, since even with 100Q in circuit there 
would still be 2V left on the collector when Ic = 40mA. 
This very simple trick, which has no counterpart in Zener 
diode circuitry, enables the power-handling capacity of 
the transistor to be effectively increased. 

Fig. 2 also contains an added capacitor, Cj. This may 
not be needed, because there may be one inside the 
equipment supplied by the stabiliser. It is absolutely 

necessary for Cj (value, about 100 to 5,OOOpF, working 
voltage equal to Vin max.) to be present, somewhere, 
if the load contains a Class B amplifier, because this will 
take high-current pulses which would otherwise be 
clipped by Rj. Q also helps to remove any mains ripple 
from the input voltage. 

In Fig. 3 the output voltage falls to 5-7V for minimum 
input voltage, and rises to a maximum of b-SV. As was 
explained earher, the fall at the low-voltage end comes 
from neglecting the effect of the bleed current through 
R2 and Rj. Readers should note that it is only justifiable 
to neglect this current if a high-gain transistor is used. 
If the value of hFE had been only 20, instead of 200, the 
current through R2 and R3 would have had to be increased 
to 20mA, which is equal to the load current, and hardly 
a practical value. The performance of the stabiliser 
would not, however, have suffered in proportion, because 
when transistors are current-controlled they do not vary 
much from one to another. The recipe for success with 
this type of stabiliser is to take one high-gain transistor, 
and don't worry what its exact hFE is, so long as it is 
above about 200. Two-transistor stabilisers, which work 
with transistors of lower gain, are possible. One obvious 
trick is to use a "Darlington pair" or compound transistor 
arrangement. But this puts up the cost, and perhaps a 
Zener diode is then more economical. It all depends on 
what you have in the spares box. 

TRANSMITTER FAULT FINDING 

FOR THE UNINITIATED 

by 

A. D. TAYLOR, 

Our contributor, an R.A.E. lecturer of ten years standing, deals with a 
particular aspect of transmitter work which is not covered in most 

R.A.E. courses. 

For some reason there seems to be a general 
assumption that the fact of having passed the Radio 
Amateurs' Examination automatically qualifies an 

amateur as an expert in servicing transmitters. Having 
had ten years experience as an R.A.E. lecturer the writer 
can say that this is rarely the case unless a student has had 
previous training in radio. About half the remaining 
students without such training have a modicum of 
practical skill, usually gained by building non-transmitting 
equipment, and the rest have had little or no practical 
experience. While some practical work is done during 
the average R.A.E. course, it is insufficient to make good 
this deficiency, particularly when one considers the 
breadth of the course which students with no previous 
radio training have to cover in one winter. All honour is 
due to those who pass the examination—only those 
march 1969 

who teach them know how much effort and enthusiasm 
is applied to the task—but it is quite unreasonable to 
expect the bulk of the successful candidates to be capable 
of servicing a transmitter without further guidance. 

This article is therefore addressed to those who find a 
faulty transmitter a complicated and unfamiliar piece of 
equipment, whether they be holders of new callsigns or 
would-be amateurs. It describes a number of measure- 
ments which can usefully be taken when the transmitter 
is functioning correctly, then shows how similar measure- 
ments can be used as an aid to fault diagnosis if trouble 
occurs. The causes of certain other faults are also 
discussed. All the tests can be carried out with the aid 
of a multi-range testmeter and an absorption wavemeter 
having a simple lamp indicator or a diode rectifier and 
meter to indicate the r.f. amplitude across its tuned 
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A basic circuit for the r.f. section of a simple transmitter operating on 
the 1.8 Mc/s and 3.5 Mc/s bands. Typical faults, with their diagnosis 

and cure, are described in the text 

circuit. Whilst the treatment may appear elementary to 
the experienced amateur, this article nevertheless fills a 
gap in current amateur literature and also a gap which is 
present in most R.A.E. courses because of the amount of 
ground which has to be covered in the time available for 
lectures and demonstrations. 

TYPICAL TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT 
A large number of newly licensed amateurs start off 

with a simple transmitter covering the two lowest 
frequency amateur bands. The accompanying diagram 
shows a typical basic circuit for the r.f. portion of such a 
transmitter. Vj is an electron coupled oscillator operating 
in the 1-8 Mc/s band, V2 is a buffer/doubler providing 
output on either 1-8 or 3-5 Mc/s and V3 is a power amplifier 
which can also be tuned to either of these bands. H.T. for 
the oscillator is derived from a stabilised supply and 
a common unstabilised supply of higher voltage is used 
for the other two stages. 

Only one meter, Mj, is provided, this being connected 
so that it reads the p.a. anode current. The transmitter 
can be keyed in the p.a. stage cathode circuit via the 
key click filter being located externally. If plate and 
screen-grid modulation is required, the h.t. fine to the 
p.a. can be broken at the point marked X in the diagram. 

FIGURES WHICH CAN BE RECORDED 
One of the most useful aids to fault finding is a set of 

nominal figures of current and voltage taken when the 
equipment is functioning correctly. Provided a multi- 
range meter having a minimum internal resistance of 
IOOOO per volt on the voltage ranges is available it is 
comparatively easy to take the necessary measurements. 
They should be made when the transmitter is correctly 
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tuned and loaded, and a list of suitable measurements is 
given in the Table. 

A further useful reading is the grid current of V2. To 
take this, the earthy end of R3 must be disconnected 
from the chassis and a mica capacitor (any value between 
lOOOpF and 0-0 IpF) connected between the free end of 
this resistor and chassis. If a milhameter is then connected 
across the capacitor the grid current can be measured. 

It must be realised that as the unstabihsed supply 
voltages are derived from a mains operated power 
pack they will vary if the local mains supply voltage rises 
or falls. This often happens, particularly in heavily 
populated areas, so variations of up to 10% between 
readings taken at different times may be ignored. Larger 
variations should be investigated, however. In particular, 
a steady decrease in h.t. voltage over a period indicates 
either a loss of emission in the h.t. rectifier valve or an 

TABLE 

Suggested reference measurements, to be taken and 
recorded with the transmitter correctly tuned up and 
loaded. 
Voltage 

V.F.O. h.t. positive line to chassis. 
V.F.O. valve screen-grid pin to chassis. 
Buffer/p.a. h.t. positive line to chassis. 
V2 screen-grid pin to chassis. 
V3 screen-grid pin to chassis. 
Voltage across R4. 

Current 
Reading in meter Mj (p.a. anode current). 
Reading in a meter jacked into Jj (p.a. cathode current). 
Reading in a meter jacked into J2 (p.a. grid current). 

(continued on page 503) 
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TRANSMITTER FAULT-FINDING FOR 
THE UNINITIATED 

(continued from page 500) 

increased leakage current in one or more of the smoothing 
capacitors, and it should be investigated. 

Similarly, a steady, long term decrease in the current 
drawn by a given valve in the transmitter indicates a 
gradual loss of emission and the valve should be replaced 
before this has gone too far. 

P.A. AND DOUBLER FAULT ANALYSIS 
Fault analysis in the p.a. and buffer/doubler stages 

may be carried out with the aid of current and voltage 
measurements. It is convenient to cover this subject by 
considering each type of common fault in turn and 
explaining how it can be analysed by making the 
appropriate measurements. In each instance an attempt 
is made to give an exhaustive analysis so that every 
likely cause of the fault is covered. Obviously, the power 
supplies are switched off when making resistance and 
continuity checks with the meter switched to ohms. 

Fmilt No. 1. V! and V2 are operating normally, but when 
the key is pressed meter M1 indicates that V3 is only 
drawing two or three milhamps of anode current. This 
fault indicates either a screen-grid voltage failure or a 
very high resistance in the cathode circuit. Assuming that 
jack J, is of the self-shorting type, pull out the key jack. 
If the anode current is immediately restored to its original 
value the fault is in the external keying circuit and this 
must be checked to find the high resistance joint or 
component. If the anode current remains the same, check 
the voltage between the screen-grid pin of V3 and chassis. 
If this voltage is very low or non-existent, disconnect the 
screen-grid decoupling capacitor, C^, from chassis and 
repeat the voltage measurement. If the voltage is now 
correct, is partially or wholly broken down. If the 
voltage is still low or non-existent R8 is faulty. If the 
screen-grid voltage is found to be between its normal 
value and that of the h.t. positive line the fault must he 
either in the cathode bias resistor, R7, or the wiring 
associated with jack Jj. The value of R7 must be checked, 
using the meter on an ohms range, and if it is correct the 
continuity of the cathode circuit wiring and Jj must be 
checked until the bad joint is located and rectified. 

Fault No. 2. V1 and V2 are operating normally but \3 
draws no current whatsoever when the key is pressed. 
This fault can be due to a number of causes which will 
become apparent as the method of investigating it is 
described. First withdraw the key jack from Jj. If the 
valve draws normal current there is a break in the external 
keying circuit and this must be located and repaired. If 
the valve still draws no current, check that the normal 
voltage appears between the anode pin and chassis. If it 
does not, check the continuity of the circuit from the h.t. 
positive line through meter M, and RFC2 to the anode 
pin. When the break is located, repair it. If the correct 
voltage is present at the anode, check the screen-grid 
voltage, using the method described under Fault No. 1. 
If the screen-grid voltage is correct, check R7 with an 
ohmmeter. If this resistor is functioning correctly, check 
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that the correct voltage is present at the heater pins of V3. 
If it is not, find the discontinuity in the associated circuit 
and correct it. If the correct heater voltage is present, 
unplug V3 and check its heater for continuity. If the 
heater is open-circuit replace the valve. If the heater is 
intact the only likely causes of the fault which remain are 
either a poor contact between one or more of the valve 
pins and the valveholder or a faulty connection within 
the valve itself. The valve pins should be carefully cleaned 
and lightly smeared with switch cleaning fluid. A small 
amount of the cleaning fluid should also be dropped into 
each of the contact holes on the valveholder. If this does 
not clear the trouble the valve should be replaced. 

Fault No. 3. Vj and V2 are functioning correctly, but 
V3 takes full current even when C15 is tuned through its 
normal resonance setting. (It is assumed that the correct 
settings of C15 and C16 are known and that C16 has been 
set to the right value.) Jack a meter into J2 and see if the 
correct grid current is flowing. If it is not, use the absorp- 
tion wavemeter, coupled to L2, to check that V2 is 
delivering r.f. at the correct frequency. If the r.f. is present, 
either C^j or R6 is open-circuit. R6 should be checked 
with the ohmmeter. If it is faulty it should be replaced, 
and if it is showing the correct resistance Cn should be 
replaced. If grid current is found to be present at the grid 
of V3, the fault must lie in the output circuit of the valve. 
The whole circuit between the anode of V3 and SKTi 
should be checked for continuity. If a break is found it 
should be repaired. If there is no break in the circuit, C15 
and C16 should be checked to see if a short-circuit has 
developed on either of them. If it has it should be corrected, 
but if the capacitors are functioning correctly C14 should 
be replaced, as it is likely to be open circuit. 

Almost identical methods to those described above can 
be used for servicing the buffer stage. No anode current 
meter is provided for this stage, but similar results can be 
obtained by connecting a voltmeter across the cathode 
bias resistor, R4. The voltage across this resistor is equal 
to I multiplied by R, where I is the cathode current and 
R the resistance of R4. As a result, when C9 is tuned 
through resonance and the current through V2 drops, the 
voltage drop across the resistor will also decrease, thus 
allowing the voltmeter to be used as a resonance indicator 
in the same way as meter As already stated, grid 
current can be measured by disconnecting R3 from chassis 
and using a meter and bypass capacitor. 

V.F.O. FAULTS 
We turn next to the v.f.o. stage, where we shall consider 

four basic faults and their diagnosis. 
Fault No. 1. The oscillator does not function. Carry out 

the anode, screen-grid and heater voltage tests described 
earlier. If these voltages are correct, check the continuity 
of all the wiring associated with the grid circuit, including 
the coil and the cathode tap. If the circuit still does not 
oscillate, check capacitors Cj, C2 and C3 for short-circuit. 
If these capacitors are functioning correctly, clean the 
valve pins and valveholder contacts using the method 
already described. If this does not clear the fault, change 
the valve. 

Fault No. 2. The oscillator frequency changes suddenly, 
and by a small amount, at random intervals of time.' 
Changes of this type are almost always caused by 
variations in contact resistance somewhere in the v.f.o. 
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circuit, and the most likely cause is a poor contact at the 
valve base. It is often possible to verify this by gently 
pushing the valve backwards and forwards with the 
end of a wooden ruler and seeing whether the symptoms 
are reproduced. Whether this test is carried out or not, 
the first remedial action should be to check and clean the 
valve pins and the valveholder contacts. If this does 
not clear the fault, every soldered joint in the v.f.o. circuit 
should be checked. This can be done by using an insulated 
hook to pull every connecting lead in turn at the point or 
points where it is soldered. A plastic crochet hook is a 
suitable tool for this operation. At the same time any solder 
tags which are bolted to the chassis should be unbolted 
and the tag itself and the area of the chassis with which 
it makes contact should be carefully cleaned. When 
replacing the tag it should be bolted down really tight. 
The moving vanes of C2 and C3 should also be checked 
to ensure that there is no possibihty of an intermittent 
contact in their earth return circuits. 

During these operations the opportunity should be 
taken to check that no components are free to move 
about and that all tagstrips and chassis-mounted com- 
ponents are firmly bolted down. The mechanical and 
electrical stability of the v.f.o. screening box must also be 
checked. The box should be firmly bolted to the chassis 
in such a way that a good electrical connection is provided, 
and similar precautions must be taken when bolting on the 
lid of the box. If these checks do not cure the instability, 
change the valve, and if this does not cure the trouble 
change firstly R2 and then Rj. If the fault is still present 
the remaining likely causes are either a poor internal 
contact in Cj or C4, or a partial fracture in the coil 
winding, probably caused by the wire being kinked 
before it was drawn tight. The capacitors should be 
changed first, and the coil as a last resort. 

Fault No. 3. After the v.f.o. has been switched on for 
a while the note suddenly becomes rough and exhibits an 
a.c. ripple. It may be possible to temporarily clear the 
fault by switching off for a period then switching on 
again. This fault is caused by defective heater-cathode 
insulation in Vj. The only cure is to change the valve. 

Fault No. 4. The transmitter aerial system is changed 
and the note immediately becomes rough. When modula- 
tion is applied to the transmitter there are symptoms of 
r.f. feedback in the modulator. In this instance the fault 
does not lie in the v.f.o. itself. If a short aerial and/or a 
long, rather high resistance earth lead is used, the trans- 
mitter chassis often tends to "float" at an r.f. potential, 
thus causing r.f. feedback. Cures are as follows. If possible, 

shorten the earth lead, improve the efficiency of the 
earth connection itself and lengthen the aerial, say by 
running more wire down the mast. If it is not possible 
to do this an alternative solution is to get the r.f. out of the 
shack by locating the aerial tuning unit at the remote 
end of the aerial and making the earth connection at this 
point. The transmitter can be connected to the a.t.u. via 
a suitable length of coaxial cable. 

MODULATOR FAULTS 
All the techniques of voltage, current and continuity 

testing already mentioned can be used when servicing a 
modulator, which is after all only an audio amphfier. 
As this article is basically written to cover the servicing 
of the r.f. stages of a transmitter, only two possible 
modulator troubles will be discussed. 

The first of these is the possibility of feedback caused 
by r.f. picked up on the microphone leads. This can be 
avoided by using a reasonably short, well-screened lead 
and ensuring that a really good job of bonding is done at 
the microphone case and the co-axial plug on which the 
lead is terminated. Careful earthing of the modulator 
chassis itself is also important. Equally damaging pick-up 
can take place in the grid circuit of the first speech 
amplifier valve, so it is essential not to alter any screening 
arrangements that the designer may have incorporated. 

A second fairly common modulation "fault", which the 
writer has seen even professional communication 
engineers baffled by, sometimes occurs in transmitters 
using a common power supply for the modulator and 
p.a. valves. The matching between the modulator and 
the p.a. is correct and there is adequate drive to the p.a. 
grid, but "downward modulation" occurs and no amount 
of readjustment will cure it. The cause is simple. The h.t. 
supply is being overloaded on modulation peaks, causing 
the h.t. voltage applied to the p.a. anode to drop sharply, 
and this in turn causes the reading in the anode current 
and aerial meters to drop. The cure is to use separate 
power supphes for the two stages. 

CONCLUSION 
It is obviously impossible to cover every sort of 

transmitter fault in an article of this length, but it is 
hoped that the information provided will give those not 
previously familiar with the subject the confidence 
necessary to tackle faults which may occur on their own 
equipment. 

□ 

CONFERENCE—RELIABILITY IN ELECTRONICS 

The reliability of electronic equipment will form the subject of a conference to be held at Savoy Place, London WC2 
from the 10th to 12th December, 1969. The conference is being organised by the IEE in association with the Institute 
of Physics and the Physical Society, the Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers and the Institute of Electrical and 1 

Electronic Engineers (UK & Republic of Ireland Section). The emphasis of the conference will be on the practical, 
rather than the theoretical aspects of the subject, i.e., on how realistic reliability programmes can be achieved. It is hoped 
to assess the state of the art, to promote discussion between manufacturers and users, and to relate the physics of 
reliability to the hard facts of failure rates. 

The scope of the conference will include the design requirements for reliability and assessment procedures, as well 
as the study of causes of failure and the analysis of case histories. 

The conference organising committee invite offers of contributions and intending authors should submit a 200 word 
synopsis to the IEE Conference Department by the 1st April, 1969, 

Further details of the conference and registration forms will be available in due course from the Conference Depart- 
ment, IEE, Savoy Place, London WC2. 
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SOLID-STATE AUDIO GENERATOR 

PART 2 

by 

G. A. STANTON, G3SCV 

In last month's issue, full details were given for the circuit operation of 
this high-performance design. The present article concludes the 2-part 

series, and deals with construction, setting up and calibration. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Construction of the instrument is straight- 

forward, almost all the components being mounted 
on four printed circuit boards, details of which are 

given in Fig. 3. No attempt has been made at miniatur- 
isation and standard components are used throughout. It 
will be obvious that only first class components can give 
dependable results, and these should be fixed in place as 
firmly as possible. This applies especially to the oscillator 
sections. 

The printed circuit board for panel 
A is illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) and here, 
as in the remaining drawings of Fig. 
3, the view is such that the copper 
side is towards the reader with all 
the components on the other side of 
the board. Coil L2 is mounted 
vertically with coil tags away from 
the board, these being connected by 
insulated wires to the circuit points 
indicated. Coil L] has its pins con- 
nected directly into the printed circuit, 
as shown. Trimmer VC3 in the 
prototype is of the type which has a 
rotating silvered ceramic disc coupled 
directly to the adjusting screw. 
Mounting holes should be made to 

• suit the particular trimmer employed. 
Panel B appears in Fig. 3 (b), and 

the remarks for L, and VC3 of 
Panel A apply similarly to L3 and 
VC6 respectively. 
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Fig. 3 (c) shows panel C. Trimmer VC7 is of the same 
type as VC3 and VC6 and the same comments apply here 
once more. The pot core assembly (L4) is mounted 
"upside down" by means of the nylon screw provided (or 
by means of a suitable adhesive if no screw is available). 
This enables the core to be adjusted from above if 
necessary. 

The last panel, panel D, is illustrated in Fig. 3 (d). No 
further comments are needed here as all the components 

H 

: 
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Fig. 3 (a). The printed circuit board for pane! A. The copper is towards the reader, and the components are on 
the other side of the board 

(b). Layout for Pane! B 
(c). The mixer connections and components for pane! C 

(d). Pane! D, the fourth printed circuit board 

on this panel are resistors, capacitors and transistors, 
which are mounted in normal manner. 

All the panels measure by 4jin, and have six 6BA 
clear mounting holes. 

The panels are spaced off from the surface to which 
they are mounted by means of spacing washers (see 
Figs. 5 (c) and (d)). Sections of the copper pattern adjacent 
to the mounting holes, and which are not at chassis 
potential, must be dimensioned such that they will not 
short-circuit to the spacing washers. 

(The four panels of Fig. 3 are reproduced on a reduced 
scale, as the diagrams would take up too great a space if 
reproduced full size for tracing. With the present design, 
the copper layout dimensions are not critical provided 
that care is taken to correctly locate the pin and mounting 
holes of L! and L3.—Editor.) 

COIL WINDING AND METALWORK 
As was mentioned last month, coil L4 consists of a pot 

core assembly. It has 296 turns of 40 s.w.g. enamelled 
wire wound on a Neosid pot core type 10D. 

The metalwork of the instrument consists of a panel- 
shelf arrangement with extra rigidity imparted by two 
screens which are bolted to both the panel and the shelf. 
Details are given in Fig. 4 (a) and the subsequent diagrams, 
and these also indicate the general layout. Exact measure- 
ments will depend upon the larger components used 
including, in particular, the meter, the two tuning cap- 
acitors VQ and VC4/VC5, and the dial drives. (Dial 
drive centres are at the required height for a Jackson Bros, 
type L capacitor in the VC4/VC5 position.) If expense 

is no object professional dials can be used, but the author 
has found epicyclic drives and Data Panel-Sign Transfer 
scales quite satisfactory. Constructors should first obtain 
the larger components and confirm that they will fit into 
the dimensions given. If not, the appropriate changes can 
be made before the metalwork is cut out. In general, 
however, the dimensions given here should be suitable 
with nearly all standard parts. 

Fig. 4 (a) shows the front panel layout, and Fig. 4 (b) a 
view behind the panel with controls identified. Views 
from above and below appear in Figs. 4 (c) and (d) 
respectively. Note the screens on either side of panel C. 

Both the variable capacitors VCj and VC4/VC5 have 
epicyclic drives with flanges capable of taking a cursor. 
Spacing washers may be fitted to the mounting bolts for 
one or the other of these capacitors, as required, to ensure 
that their spindles are the same height above the shelf. 
If VCj is a panel-mounting capacitor instead of the 
chassis-mounting type specified, an additional metal 
bracket will need to be-made up and secured to the shelf. 
VCj bush will then be mounted at a hole in this bracket. 

Fig. 5 (a) shows the manner in which the shelf is attached 
to the front panel, whilst Fig. 5 (b) illustrates the screen 
dimensions after bending. In both diagrams, the material 
is 16 s.w.g. aluminium sheet. Both right and left hand 
screens appear in Fig. 5 (b). With each screen, the jin 
flange along the 4in edge bolts to the shelf whilst the jin 
flange along the Ijin edge (bent the opposite way) bolts 
to the panel. ' 

Fig. 5 (c) shows how the panels A and B are secured to 
the shelf with spacing washers. Panels C and D appear on 
either side of the shelf (see Fig. 5 (d)) and share the same 

Jk jbS 
t A 
* 9 

Under the chassis of the Beat Frequency Signal Generator. Pane! D is in the centre, with the battery connector 
to its left 
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six mounting bolts. When drilling the fixing holes in 
panels C and D, mounting to the shelf later will be 
facihtated if the panels are clamped together with the 
copper sides together to ensure that the holes exactly 
correspond. 

The attenuator components are mounted directly onto 
the tags of the attenuator switch, S,2. Those associated 
with the meter are mounted on a small piece of circuit 
board held in place by the meter terminals. The zener 
diode, the resistors connected with it, and C27, are wired 
to a 5-way tagstrip. 
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The whole instrument is conveniently housed in a 
simple box made from fin plywood. 

ALIGNMENT 
Before the instrument can be calibrated a number of 

preliminary adjustments are necessary, the first of which 
is to align the two oscillators. To do this an oscilloscope is 
connected to the output of the instrument; VC3 and VC6 
are set at minimum capacitance, the two tuning capacitors 
(VC! and VC4/VC5) are set at maximum capacitance 
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Fig. 4(a). The front pane! with the dimensions employed in the prototype 
(b). View from the rear, illustrating the positions uf the major components and assemblies 

(c). Above-chassis view, showing grommet positions and further layout details 
(d). Pane! D and the other under-chassis assemblies take up the positions shown here 

and the zero control (VC2) at its mid point. L3 is adjusted 
until the top of the core is approximately fin below the 
top of its screening can. With both gain and attenuator 
controls set for maximum output, a display will be visible 
on the oscilloscope screen and Li is carefully adjusted 
until zero beat is indicated. In the prototype the core of 
Li is fin below the screening can, but the exact position 
will be determined by component tolerances. With VCj 
re-set to its mid point position, the core of Lj is tuned for 
maximum response. This completes the alignment pro- 
cedure. 
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In order to adjust the filter circuit, the output from the 
variable frequency oscillator is short-circuited by clipping 
a OTpF capacitor from the base of TR5 to chassis. The 
oscilloscope will then display an amount of r.f. VC7 is next 
adjusted for minimum response and a definite null point 
should be observed, this being the correct setting. With 
the Ol pF capacitor removed it only remains to adjust 
VC3 and VC6 for maximum undistorted output, and a 
good sine wave should be obtainable over the whole 
audio range. 

(continued on page 521) 
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100/10 Kc/s 

FREQUENCY 

SUB-STANDARD 

UNIT 

by L. Saxham 

This article is the fourth in the series of 
constructional projects in which each 
item is built into an Eddystone Diecast 
aluminium alloy Box. Previous articles 
in this series were: "Aerial Tuner Unit for 
The S.W.L.", August 1968; "Q Multiplier 
And Audio Filter Unit", September 1968; 
and "3-Band Self-Powered Preselector", 
December 1968. These matching units 
constitute a series of ancillary equipment 
for use with a communications receiver. 
The present unit provides frequency 
marker points at every lOOkc/s through- 
out the coverage of 0-5 to 32Mc/s. An 
additional feature is the inclusion of a 
switchable lOkc/s multivibrator circuit, 
this providing a standard against which 
bandspread dials may be accurately cal- 
ibrated. To obtain stability of operation, 
the unit is operated with a built-in 
stabilised h.t. supply, the box being 

provided with adequate ventilation. 

An accurate and stable frequency sub-standard 
unit is a virtual necessity when operating a 

L communications receiver over the short wave 
bands. This is particularly true when serious short wave 
listening is the eventual aim of the operator. With the 
aid of this unit, the receiver handset dial readings may be 
accurately calibrated throughout the frequency range. 
Using the 100 kc/s oscillator and lining up the Mc/s dial 
markings both with the dial cursor and the marker point, 
the dial will then exhibit a true frequency reading. With 
this dial set to a band edge or a megacycle reading—say 
510 

5 Mc/s—and the bandspread dial set to zero, the 10 kc/s 
multivibrator circuit may be next switched into operation, 
the bandspread dial rotated throughout its range and the 
marker points obtained read off, thus providing an 
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Fig. 1. The circuit of the Frequency Sub-Standard. V 
and V3 the volta 
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During the calibrating process, a graph may be prepared 
showing bandspread dial readings against the lOkc/s 
marker points and the method adopted is discussed in a 
later paragraph. 

accurate indication of the frequencies over which this 
latter dial is operating. This process can be carried out 
for all broadcast and amateur bands within the frequency 
range of the receiver. 
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V is the lOOkc/s oscillator, V2 the lOkc/s multivibrator 
voltage stabiliser. 

CIRCIIT 
This is shown in Fig. 1. The 100 kc/s oscillator stage, 

Vj, uses an EF80 r.fjpentode in a Colpitts configuration, 
the feedback being produced by capacitive coupling via 
the crystal from the signal grid to the screen grid of the 
valve. This circuit, when correctly adjusted, will provide a 
sure-fire fundamental oscillation at 100 kc/s and ex- 
tremely strong harmonics right up to, and including, 
32 Mc/s. Adjustment of the fundamental frequency is 
provided by the preset capacitor C,, 

In the writer's case, the aerial input to the operating 
position is fed via a length of 7512 coaxial cable to the 
switch S1(ii). This facility has been included since experience 
has shown that a greater ease of reading the frequency- 
points may be obtained when the aerial is switched out 
of circuit. In this manner, only the marker points can be 
heard when operating the unit with a receiver, thereby 
eliminating possible errors with beats obtained from 
broadcast stations. 

In position 1 of S1(a), the aerial input is fed direct to the 
aerial tuning unit, the preselector input or the receiver 
input, as applicable to individual installations. In positions 
2 and 3, the unit is functioning and the aerial input is 
earthed to chassis. In position 1 of S1(b), the grid of V! is 
connected direct to chassis thereby rendering the stage 
inoperative. The relatively high values of R.! and Rj 
prevent excessive dissipation under this condition. At 
positions 2 and 3, the oscillator is allowed to function. 

In positions 1 and 2, S1(c) isolates the 10 kc/s multi- 
vibrator, an ECC83 double triode, from the stabilised 
h.t. supply. In position 3 the multivibrator stage is 
connected to the h.t. supply and thus allowed to function. 

From the above, it will be seen that in position 1, the 
aerial input is fed direct to the unit output whilst the 
100 kc/s oscillator and 10 kc/s multivibrator are in- 
operative. In position 2, the aerial input is earthed and 
disconnected from the output whilst the 100 kc/s oscillator 
is brought into operation, the 10 kc/s multivibrator still 
being switched out of circuit. In position 3, both the 
100 kc/s oscillator, and the 10 kc/s multivibrator are 
functioning, the latter being locked to the fundamental 
frequency generated by Also, the aerial input is still 
earthed to chassis and disconnected from the unit output. 

Vi is provided with an internal screen, pin 6, and this 
must be externally connected to pins 1, 3,9 and the chassis. 
The values of the components associated with have 
been carefully calculated to produce stable and efficient 
operation and these should be adhered to by intending 
constructors. All components used in this unit should be 
of the best quality and exhibit the tolerances shown in 
the Components List. 

The anode of Vj (pin 7) offers two outputs. The first 
passes through Cx and supphes the necessary coupling 
to the output of the unit. The capacitor Cx is formed by 
wrapping 6 turns of a short length of p.v.c. covered 
lead-out wire of C5 which connects to the anode. 
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The second output, via C5, is that to the 10 kc/s multi- 
vibrator stage, Vj. Potentiometer R4 is a chassis mounted 
component whose function, when correctly adjusted, is to 
control the input to the grid of V2(ii) such that 9 beats are 

obtained between two adjacent 100 kc/s points. 
The multivibrator consists effectively of two resistance 

capacitance coupled amplifier stages, the outputs being 
coupled back to each other and resulting in the triodes 

CHASSIS 
DECK 274 

Apron 

v2 

23/4 

2 78 13/8" _ ,1/2" U3/4» 

CHASSIS 
FRONT 
APRON 

FRONT PANEL 

REAR PANEL 3^8 

Front 
(a) 

3/4" PL I 
172 

3/4 272 272' -I 3/4" 
See text (bj 

35/8" 

4 5/8' 

PL, s2 X 

3 to" 7/8 

3/4 
X - 

7/16 die 45/8' 

3/4 
S/8 5/8" 

Fig. 2 (a). Plan view of the chassis deck with drilling dimensions. The chassis is L-shaped and has only one apron, 
(b). Drilling dimensions of the chassis apron. The inverted V-shaped cut-out is necessary to give clearance 

when securing the diecast front pane! to the box. 
(c). Drilling details of the diecast box front panel. 

(d). The diecast box rear panel, showing the drilling dimensions of the ventilation holes. Note here that the 
outside measurements of the rear pane! differ from those of the front panel. 
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Capacitors 
C1 140pF trimmer 

■ COM PON ENTS1 Cj 200pF silver-mica 
C3 200pF silver-mica 
C4 0-01pF paper or plastic foil 

Resistors C5 5pF silver-mica 
(j watt 5 % unless otherwise stated) C6 2,200pF paper or plastic foil 

R! 47kn C7 2,200pF paper or plastic foil 
R2 lOOkO C8 l6|iF, electrolytic, 350V wkg 
Rj 220kn C9 SpF, electrolytic, 350V wkg 
R4 20kf2 pot. lin. Cx See text 
R5 lOldl 
R6 lOkfi Switches 
R7 5-lk£I Sifaj/wci 4 pole, 3-way, miniature rotary 
R8 5-6kfl 3 watt S2 s.p.s.t., toggle 
R9 4-7kI2 2 watt 

Panel Lamp Assembly 
Valves 6-5V, 0-15A, type LES (Green) (H. L. Smith & 

Vj EF80 Co. Ltd.) 
V2 ECC83 
V3 OA2 Rectifier 

Di BY100 
Valveholders 

2 off B9A with centre spigots Mains Transformer 
1 off B7G with centre spigot 250V 60mA, 6-3V 1-5A, type 6BR10 (H. L. Smith 

& Co., Ltd.) 
Chassis 

L-shaped, 6jx2jx 1-jin (H. L. Smith & Co. Ltd.) Crystal 
100 kc/s, vacuum mounted 

Cabinet (Electroniques Ltd., Cat. No. 168F 12991B) 
Eddystone Dte-Cast Box, type 6357P (Home 
Radio Ltd.. Cat. No. E903). Knob 

Spun Aluminium (H. L. Smith & Co., Ltd.) 
Tagstrips 

1 off 3-way end tag earthed, 1 off 5-way centre tag 
earthed Miscellaneous 

4 and 6BA nuts and bolts, p.v.c. covered wire, 
Rubber Mounting Feet solder. Panel Sign Transfers Set No. 3 (Data 

Grey (4 off) (H. L. Smith & Co., Ltd.) Publications Ltd.), coaxial cable (75Q) and sockets. 

alternately driving each other from the conducting to 
the non-conducting states, the rate at which this occurs 
being determined by the time constants of the coupling 
capacitors and grid resistors. 

For stable and efficient operation of the circuit, it is 
essential that a stabilised voltage supply be included in 
the circuit. This is provided by the OA2 stabiliser tube, 
V3, together with the required voltage dropping resistor 
R8. 

The components C8, R9 and C9 provide smoothing 
of the d.c. supply from the BY100 silicon rectifier. The 
mains transformer T,, is a small fully shrouded component 
with secondaries rated at 250V, 60mA and 6-3V, 1-5A. 
Serving admirably in this half-wave circuit, the type 
number for the transformer quoted in the Components 
List should be adhered to for reasons of physical size. 

The panel lamp assembly, PL!, is connected from the 
live side of the heater winding to chassis and provides a 
panel indication showing whether the unit is on or off. 

The a.c. mains input is via a 3-core cable and should be 
connected to the circuit as shown in Fig. 1, the mains 
plug being fitted with a L5A fuse. The live wire of the 
mains cable should be connected to the panel mounted 
on/off switch Sj. 
march 1969 

CONSTRUCTION—DRILLING DETAILS 
Fig. 2 (a) shows the drilling dimensions for the chassis 

deck. It should be noted here that the chassis is L-shaped 
having only a front apron. The mains transformer Ti 
should be mounted flush with the left-hand edge of the 
chassis deck, the component itself being used as a template 
when marking out the four fixing holes (fin) and the two 
holes (jin) required to take its wires through the chassis 
deck. These latter two holes should be fitted with rubber 
grommets. T! should be later mounted into position 
such that the two black wires are nearest the left-hand 
edge of the chassis. The holes for Tj may be drilled 
immediately after marking out. 

The holes for V2 and V3 valveholders should next 
be marked out. They may be cut out with chassis cutters of 
appropriate size. The two mounting holes for each 
valveholder are drilled latef. 

The ^in hole required for the potentiometer R4 is not 
shown in Fig. 2 (a), the position of this depending on the 
size of the component obtained. It should be positioned 
in front of and midway between V! and V2, being as near 
to the two valveholders as possible. 

The crystal is fitted with flying leads and two holes 
(|in) should be drilled to take these below the chassis. The 
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Below-chassis view showing the method of mounting the preset capacitor C, and the layout of components. 

position of the vacuum-mounted crystal may be clearly 
seen from the above-chassis illustration. The two holes 
should be gin apart from each other. 

Fig. 2 {b) shows the drilling dimensions of the chassis 
deck apron. The holes for PLj, S2 and Sj should be 
igin diameter. The cut-out shown below the S2 position 
should be fin deep and fin wide, this being necessary to 
clear the lower centre fixing bolt of the front panel once 
the chassis is secured to the panel. 

Prior to fitting any components to the chassis, ensure 
that the bottom edge of the front apron sits on the inside 
ledge of the front panel with the V-shaped cut-out clearing 
the panel fixing bolt hole. Placing the chassis such that 
the ends are equidistant from the edges of the front panel, 
and using the chassis apron as a template, mark the three 
panel holes on the rear of the panel. Drill these three 
holes xgin diameter, see Fig. 2 (c). 

As shown in Fig. 2 {d), the rear of the diecast box 
requires to be drilled with a series of ventilation holes. 
At the top of the rear panel, and in a horizontal line fin 
from the top of the case, drill a series of jgin holes, the 
first hole being drilled in the centre of this line with three 
holes each side, all the holes being lin apart. 

At the bottom of the case, in a line fin above the bottom 
drill a further seven holes, each ^gin diameter, exactly 
below the corresponding holes at the top of the case. 
Three of the lower holes are later used for the a.c. mains 
input cable, and the aerial input and oscillator output 
coaxial cables. 

The bottom of the case should now be fitted with four 
rubber mounting feet, using self-tapping screws for 
securing purposes. The positions of the feet are a matter 
of personal preference. 

MOUNTING THE COMPONENTS 
Mount T | into position as previously described, 
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feeding the wires through the grommeted holes and using 
four 4BA nuts and bolts. It should be noted here (see 
below-chassis illustration) that the two tagstrips are 
secured to the underside of the chassis by means of two 
of the T j securing bolts. 

The 3-way tagstrip is associated with the a.c. mains 
input cable, and is secured into position by the front bolt 
nearer the outer edge of the chassis. The 5-way tagstrip 
is secured by the rear bolt nearer the hole for V3. 

Secure into position V3 valveholder, after first drilling 
two mounting holes (^in) positioned such that tags 1 and 
2 of V3 are nearest the rear of the chassis. The valveholder 
is mounted with two 6BA nuts and bolts. 

Similarly deal with the valveholder for Vj, ensuring that 
tag 7 is nearest the rear edge of the chassis. Fit a chassis 
solder tag under the nut nearest V3. 

Deal next with the valveholder of V2, and position 
this such that tag 3 is nearest the rear edge of the chassis. 
Secure under the nut nearest the rear edge a chassis 
solder tag. 

Mount into position potentiometer R4 such that its 
three tags are located nearest the V2 edge of the chassis 
without fouling V2 valveholder tags. 

Present the chassis to the front panel and secure these 
together by mounting into position the three front panel 
components, Sj, S2 and PL,. Note that the on/off switch 
S2 is mounted such that its two solder tags are nearest 
PL,. 

WI RING-UP 
Commence this process by first wiring-up the power 

supply section. It is not proposed to describe the wiring-up 
process in any great detail, and only those points which 
the writer considers require further explanation will be 
dealt with here. All wiring inside the unit should be 
carried out with p.v.c. covered wire. 
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T| primary 
PL 

red 

blue lack 

Line 

eutral 

heater winding 

Earth 

AC.mains cable 

Tags I and 5 of V3 

T| (red) 
C9 

To tag I 
tagstrip I 

+   

!?i 
C0 To tag 1 

tagstrip I 

Tagstrip I 

Fig. 3. Showing the 3-core a.c. mains input cable 
soldered to tagstrip 7. 

Connect the a.c. mains cable to tagstrip 1 as shown in 
Fig. 3. The remaining black wire from T1 primary should 
be soldered to the free tag of 82- 

The two blue p.v.c. covered wires from TI should be 
cut to length (as will now be detailed), the enamelled 
covering removed with a penknife, and the wire ends 
tinned. One lead is soldered to a tag of PLj (it does not 
matter which tag is used). The remaining blue p.v.c. 
covered wire is connected to tag 1 of tagstrip 1, as shown 
in Fig. 3. Also, from tag 1 of tagstrip 1, solder a short 
length of wire to the remaining tag of PL!. The blue 
p.v.c. covering on the unwanted lengths of wire from the 
transformer should be saved for later use as insulation on 
component wire ends when these are soldered into 
position. 

A length of p.v.c. covered wire should next be connected 
to that tag of PLj to which the T, blue wire was soldered. 
Its other end is connected to tag 5 of V! valveholder 
and from there to tags 4 and 5 of V2. 

The remainder of the power supply is connected to the 
various tags of the 5-way tagstrip as shown in Fig. 4. This 

Tagstrip 2 

Fig. 4. The soldered connections to tagstrip 2. 
Note that this drawing is presented in "exploded" 
form for purposes of clarity and does not show 
the components either to scale or in their true 

positions. 

diagram is presented in "exploded" form for purposes of 
clarity and the position of the components should be 
ascertained from the illustration of the underside of the 
chassis. 

Great care should be taken when wiring-up the power 
supply stage to ensure that no wire or component carrying 
h.t. potential makes contact with the chassis or any other 
earthed point. Additionally, it should be borne in mind 
that the unit, when wired-up, will be contained within a 
metal case. It should be ascertained that no contact with 
the metal case is possible when the chassis and panel are 
secured within it. 

The remainder of the components associated with Vi 
and V2 are suspended in the wiring, the wire ends of these 
components being cut to length and tinned prior to 
soldering into position. The below-chassis illustration 
assists in showing the method of construction and the 
positions of the components. 

In order to obviate several lengths of wire being soldered 
into position for earthing purposes at each volveholder 
the method adopted by the writer was to (a) connect. 

Above-chassis view. At left is Tv with the valves in the sequence V 1/j and V2. The potentiometer spindle 
is shown fitted with a small optional knob for adjustment purposes and located in a position mid-way between 

and \/2. The vacuum-mounted crystal is nearest the front panel. 
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Tag 5 V3 
Tag 6 Vj 

Tag 2 V, 

Tag 7 V| 
(see text) 

v 3 

Jag I V2 

' \S|V , 
2 fSlbX I I 

.ila\ / 

sla'lb'lc 
Output 

Fig. 5. The 4-pole, 3-way switch S^(a) (b),(c) 
shown with the tags pointing towards the reader 
(rear view of the component) and the required 

soldered connections. 

with a short length of bare wire, the central metal spigot 
of each valveholder to chassis and next (b) bend the 
appropriate valveholder tags so that they made contact 
with the spigot and then solder these all together. Thus, 
when dealing with Vj valveholder, tags 1, 3, 4, 6 and 9 
are each soldered to the metal spigot, which is itself 
connected to the adjacent chassis solder tag by a short 
length of bare wire. With some types of valveholder, 
however, this approach is not possible as the bending 
may result in the tags being broken. When such valve- 
holders are used, the earthing wires to the appropriate 
tags may travel radially from the centre spigot. Bare wire 
may be used here. 

The position of the preset capacitor Q may be clearly 
seen from the illustration, one end of this component 
being soldered to the metal body of switch Sj and the 
other end being connected to one of the crystal flying 
leads and to tags 2 and 3 of S1(b)—see Fig. 5. 

One final point—the metal case of the BY100 rectifier 
must not make contact with any other component or tag. 

The wiring to switch S1U (b) (c) is shown in Fig. 5. From 
this it will be seen that one Section of the switch is unused. 
In this diagram the switch tags are shown pointing 
towards the reader. 

As has previously been stated, the coupling capacitor 
Cx (see Fig. 1) is formed by wrapping 6 turns of p.v.c. 
covered wire around the wire end of C5 which connects 
to the anode of Vj. 

The crystal unit specified—see Components List—is 
supplied with two flying leads. These leads should be cut 
to length and then covered for almost their entire length 
with systoflex so that the wires do not make contact with 

TABLE 
Voltage readings, Sj in position 3 

Aerial input 

lOOKc/s marker points 
2-IMc/s 

I I 

lOKc/s marker points 

Fig. 6. With the lOkc/s multivibrator switched 
into circuit, 9 beats should be heard between 

2 and 2-1 Mc/s when Ft, is correctly adjusted. 

Circuit point Volts d.c. 

Junction BY100, C9 315 

Junction C8, R9 240 

V2 pin 1 115 

Vj pin 7 93 

Vi pin 8 72 

2Mc/s 
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the chassis. Prior to soldering these two leads into circuit 
after passing through the chassis, they should be pulled 
taught, without at the same time applying undue strain. 
When this has been done, it will be found that the base 
of the crystal unit will sit squarely on the chassis deck. The 
crystal glass envelope may now be secured into position 
by the application of a few dabs of clear Bostik or other 
similar adhesive. 

Once construction of the unit has been completed, the 
diecast case may be sprayed with Yukan Self Spray 
enamel—see advertisement in this issue—or painted in 
any colour of the reader's choice. Once this coat has 
dried, the Panel Sign wording and figures, as shown on 
the front panel illustratior may be applied. These Panel 
Signs are supplied with Sll No. 3. 

TESTING AND ALIGNING 
Having completed construction and with the circuit 

wiring checked and rechecked, testing and aligning may 
proceed. A voltage Table is shown herewith and similar 
readings should be obtained, within plus or minus 10% 
by those readers equipped with a voltmeter. 

The communications receiver, once it has attained its 
normal working temperature, should be set to the 5 Mc/s 
position and the MSF transmission on this frequency 
tuned to exact resonance with the receiver adjusted to 
its most selective state. When the frequency sub-standard 
unit has been allowed to warm up, the preset capacitor 
Cj should be adjusted such that an exact resonant beat 
is obtained. It is often of assistance here to switch into 
circuit the receiver b.f.o., this being set to the zero beat 
position. Once has been correctly set, no further 
adjustments need to be made to this component. 

Tune the receiver next to, say, 2 Mc/s, using the 100 kc/s 
beats to locate this frequency. Switch on the 10 kc/s 
multivibrator, and adjust R4 such that 9 beats are heard 
between 2 and 2T Mc/s—making eleven beats in all—see 
Fig. 6. The foregoing should be carried out by operating 
the handset control only. The frequency sub-standard 
unit is now working correctly. 

Disconnect the mains supply and fit the unit into the 
diecast box, passing the appropriate leads through the 
holes in the rear. When the unit is finally secured in the 
box, reconnect the mains and switch on. Allow the unit to 
regain its working temperature, and then finally re-check 
against MSF. 
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5Mc/s 5000-4950 Kc/s 

\4990 4970 

^9 SO ywso 

4970 4950 

O SO 7 0 6 D 5 O 4 O 3 O 2 O K D C 
Dial reading 

Fig. 7. A graph obtained by plotting bandspread dial readings against 
the lOkc/s marker points. 

OPERATION 
In operation, the frequency sub-standard may be used 

not only for lining up the receiver to a particular frequency 
or band edge but also in the preparation of bandspread 
dial readings against frequency with the aid of the 10 kc/s 
multivibrator. A pad of suitable graph paper should be 
obtained, that used by the writer having a scale area of 
9x7in, being scaled in lin squares and sub-divided into 
lOths of an inch. However, this type of paper may not be 
satisfactory in all individual cases, depending on the 
number of divisions into which the bandspread dial is 
marked. Should the bandspread dial be marked from 
0 to 100, then the paper obtained should have a scale area 
greater than that just described. 

A specimen graph is illustrated in Fig. 7. Along the 
bottom of this are entered the bandspread dial readings, 
i.e., 0, 10, 20, 30, etc., and the 10 kc/s points plotted from 
upper left to lower right in order of descending frequency. 
Only the main graph rules are shown in this diagram, 
the fainter rules—ten to the inch—are not included for 
reasons of clarity. Similarly, only the 10 kc/s points are 
shown in Fig. 7, but in fact Ikc/s points are interpolated 
and marked on the actual graph used by the writer. With 
the aid of this graph, any transmission between the limits 

4950 to 5000 kc/s (4-95 to 5 Mc/s) may be located with 
respect to frequency. 

A number of these sheets may be prepared covering the 
complete range of the receiver, or graphs may be drawn 
up for those broadcast and amateur bands in which the 
operator is particularly interested. These sheets may then 
be numbered consecutively, in the right-hand comer, and 
placed in order of frequency within a clear plastic folder. 
When operating over any selected range of frequencies, 
the appropriate graph is then placed on top of the 
remainder and read through the clear plastic cover. In 
this manner the graphs themselves are protected and kept 
clean. 

In the sequence of ancillary equipments from aerial to 
receiver as used by the writer—i.e. aerial tuning unit and 
preselector—the crystal oscillator is inserted between the 
aerial and the aerial tuning unit. 

Having the oscillator in this position confers the 
advantage that 100 kc/s signals are available at any point 
to enable the appropriate ancillary equipment to be 
rapidly brought into line, maximum transfer of signal 
being indicated on the receiver S-meter. The operator 
can then be assured that his equipment is functioning at 
maximum efficiency at the frequency chosen. 

□ 

MOBILE RALLY AND FETE 
The Maidstone YMCA Radio Club G3TRF will be holding a Mobile Rally and Fete on Sunday, 1 st June, 

1969, to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of the YMCA. The Club will be operating an Ex Station under the call 
GB3YMC for one week, culminating in N.F.D. 7th-8th June. 

Further details may be obtained from the Secretary, W.E.B, Kent, G8BVG, 72 Bower Mount Road, 
Maidstone, Kent. 
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ELECTRONIC NEWS 

TRUST IIM INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING 

A public lecture was given recently by the BBC's Director of External Broadcasting, Mr. Charles 
Curran, who, as has been recently announced, is to be the BBC's next Director-General. His subject was 
broadcasting overseas and the aims and policy of the BBC External Services. 

Mr. Curran recalled the various major political changes since the BBC began broadcasting overseas 
thirty years ago—the second world war, the cold war that followed, the Hungarian rising, the Suez 
crisis, and last summer, the invasion of Czechoslovakia. He then turned to the future role of the BBC's 
overseas service and the significance of broadcasting now that Britain is ceasing to be a world military 
power. "Power based on physical resources is one thing", said Mr, Curran, "influence can be based on 
other factors, and I believe that those other factors Britain has in adundance". 

His case had been made a little while ago by Senator William Fulbright, "Britain has bequeathed a great 
legacy to much of the world", said the senator, "the legacy of her own experience in constitutional 
government, peaceful evolution and the orderly accommodation of diverse interests within the society. 
When the fleets and bases have been dismantled, there will remain something much more valuable and 
more durable. The legacy of British ideas which other nations have found worthy of imitation. To my mind, 
the setting of a decent example is probably the greatest single service most likely of good effect, least 
susceptible to corruption, that any one people can perform for another." 

What then, must the BBC do to make sure that the influence of Britain is properly brought to bear on 
the opinion of the world audience? How should it speak to those who live under Communist domination' 
in Eastern Europe, to those in the developing countries, and to those in countries suffering uncertainties 
and strife? "It seems to me," said Mr. Curran, "there is one central element which will satisfy all those 
needs. It is a comprehensive and accurate service of news, brought to the listeners either by us or by the 
news agencies." 

"It is very easy if one lives in a Western country with reasonably free access to information to forget 
that over a large part of the world, for reasons either of censorship or of the technical inadequacy of 
communication, the availability of news is very limited indeed. Reliable news is in short supply and 
greatly wanted. And it is the unique function of the BBC that it can convey this news, and convey it 
with authority." 

Why is it that the BBC is believed? There is one very simple historical reason, Mr. Curran explained. 
Our broadcasting had its origin at a time when adversity was our expectation. We reported defeats, we 

reported them accurately, and when the time came to report victories we were believed, because people 
knew we had been honest about our failures. To have credibility, you must have a history, a credit rating 
with the listening public. We must never depart for one instant from the standards of objectivity and of 
accurate reporting which we have set ourselves." 

CONFERENCE—DIGITAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATION 

A major impact on all aspects of satellite communication over the next five years is expected to result 
from the introduction of digital techniques, especially pulse code modulation. In recognition of the 
economic and technical implications of this, Intelsat, the international consortium of over 60 nations, is to 
sponsor a conference entitled "Digital satellite communication." The I EE is to co-sponsor the conference 
which will be held at Savoy Place, London WC2 from the 25th to 27th November, 1969, 

The aim of the conference is to provide a forum for the presentation and exchange of information on 
digital-communication techniques, and the programme will embrace: (a) systems aspects including 
performance targets and comparisons with analogue systems; (b) coding and modulation: (c) signalling 
and switching including interface with terrestrial networks; (d) demand assignment and multiple access 
techniques; (e) error control; (f) interference aspects. 

The programme will also include some invited papers from international authorities in this field. 
The technical programme committee invite contributions from all nations, and intending authors 

should submit synopses written in English (preferably) or French of 500 to 100 words in length by the 
1st April, 1969, 

Further details of the conference and registration forms will be available in due course from the Intelsat— 
I EE Joint Conference Secretariat, Savoy Place, London WC2, England, 
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SOLID-STATE AUDIO GENERATOR 
(continued from page 509) 

CALIBRATION 
The final stage of construction is that of calibration, 

with the main dial calibrated in 1 kc/s steps to 20 kc/s., and 
the "bandspread" dial in 50 c/s steps to 500 c/s with 25 
and 75 c/s points added for convenience. 

Calibration is greatly facilitated if at least two "stan- 
dard" frequencies are available, these most conveniently 
being 1 kc/s and 50 c/s. These are used either to syn- 

If the Lissajous method is used, the standard frequencies 
are fed to the "X" amplifier of the oscilloscope, and the 
geneeator calibrated from the resulting patterns. Lissajous 
patterns will be found in most text books dealing with 
oscilloscopes. They were also dealt with in full in "Getting 
the Best from your Oscilloscope" Part 1, by D. J. Griffiths, 
in the May 1968 issue of this journal. 

Whichever method of calibration is adopted, the first 
step is to accurately set the zero position on both dials. 
This is done by adjusting the Zero Set control for zero 
beat, and marking the zero point on each dial. The 
main dial is of course calibrated with the "bandspread" 
set at zero and vice versa. Frequent checks should be 
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(b). How the left and right hand screens are made 
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(d). Panels C and D are mounted, above and below the shelf, with a single set of bolts and nuts 

chronise the oscillator timebase, or to produce Lissajous 
figures. 

The author used the former method, the synchronised 
timebase being adjusted to give one complete sine wave 
for 1 kc/s and 50 c/s respectively. Calibration is carried 
out by tuning the beat frequency generator for successive 
stationary sine waves, each of which will be an exact 
multiple of the "standard". 
march 1969 

made upon the zero setting during the actual calibration, 
for this is itself the reference point in ch|cking the calibra- 
tion in use. Short of damage or alteration in the respective 
tuning circuits the calibration should remain accurate 
indefinitely. 

In use, frequencies above 500 c/s are obtained by 
simply tuning the main dial; frequencies below 500 c/s 
are obtained by tuning the "bandspread" control with 
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the main dial set at zero. If both dials are used the "band- 
spread" setting is subtracted from that of the main dial, 
and in this way any frequency from 25 c/s to 20 kc/s can be 

readily generated, accuracy being quickly confirmed, as 
required, by checking the zero beat. 

SOLID-STATE DIGITAL CLOCK Part 4 

by 

A. J. EWINS 

This article concludes our 4-part series and describes the assembly of 
the power supply and Schmitt trigger, together with general details on 

construction, setting-up and testing. 

IN THE LAST ARTICLE WE COMPLETED OUR DESCRIPTION 
of Board 3, on which the chime circuits are assembled. 
We turn next to Board 4, to which are fitted the power 

supply and Schmitt trigger components. 
As is to be expected, Board 4 is not particularly critical 

with regard to component layout and positioning. The 
accompanying photograph shows the board used in the 
prototype, this consisting of a piece of Veroboard of 
0-1 Sin pitch measuring approximately 2 x &jin (13 x 41 
holes). However, a board of 0-lin pitch could just as 
readily be used whereupon, if two large 0-lin Veroboards 
measuring 17-9 x 3Jin are obtained there will be enough 
to construct all four boards. 

It should be noted that mains transformer Tj is not 
fitted to Board 4. The components on the board take up 

roughly the same positions as they do in the circuit 
diagram (Fig. 5), with four rectifier diodes to the left 
followed by the large 500pF capacitor, Cj. It is left to the 
constructor to design his own layout for the remaining 
components. When Board 2 was discussed, it was recom- 
mended that rectifier diodes Dj and D6 be mounted to 
this board. These two diodes need not, in consequence, 
be fitted to Board 4. 

There are four connecting spills to the left of the board, 
these connecting to the secondary of the mains trans- 
former which, in the completed assembly, is mounted 
alongside these spills. The connections are made to the 
0V, 12V, 15V and 24V taps, thereby obtaining the 12-0-12V 
supply for the rectifier circuits together with the 3 V supply 
for the Schmitt trigger, as shown in Fig. 5. Five connecting 
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The components on Board 4, which carries power 
supply and Schmitt trigger circuits 
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spills at the right provide the follow- 
ing outputs. 

1. Unstabilised positive supply 
(not used), 

2. Stabilised positive supply rail. 
3. Schmitt trigger output, 
4. Negative supply rail, 
5. 0 volts or earth rail. 
Transistor TR, is mounted on a 

small heat sink away from the board. 
Potentiometer RV, was not incor- 
porated in the prototype, the author 
shunting one of the lOkQ bias 
resistors (R7 and R8 of Fig. 5) with a 
suitably valued fixed resistor to ob- 
tain the correct working point. 
However, it is recommended that 
constructors fit the potentiometer in 
their own versions, as the setting-up 
process is then easier. 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONAL HINTS 
Before continuing with the description of the mounting 

of the boards and other components in the complete 
assembly it is thought worthwhile to give a few general 
hints on the construction of the boards and the order in 
which they should be attempted. 

Firstly, as 0-1 in pitch Veroboard is used, the spacing 
between the copper conductors is very narrow and 
great care must be taken to ensure that no solder blobs 
bridge the gaps. Soldering irons with bits larger than 
jin are not recommended. A good cored solder is essential 
and the bit of the soldering iron should be kept clean at 
all times. The proper copper removal tool is recommended 
for "breaking" the copper conductors. 

When designing layouts the author's approach is to 
mount and solder the components on to the Veroboard 
first and then "break" the copper conductors in the 
correct places afterwards. The only care that must be 
taken is to ensure that a free hole is always left available 
for the copper conductor to be "broken" at that point. 

Board 4 should be constructed first in order that the 
other boards can be tested as their construction progresses. 
The output of the positive stabilised supply should be 
between 9 and 10 volts and the output of the negative 
supply should be —9 volts at a current drain of 1mA. 
The best way to check the output from the Schmitt 
trigger is to display the waveform on an oscilloscope. 
This way the mark-space ratio can easily be observed. 
If an oscilloscope is not available the output can be 
checked by measuring the voltage between the collector 
of TR6 and earth (Fig. 5) with an a.c. voltmeter connected 
in series with a large blocking capacitor. If the output is 
of the order of 1.3 volts the chances are that the Schmitt 
trigger is working satisfactorily. 

Having constructed the power supply, Board 1 should 
now be attempted. It is suggested that initially binaries 
B1 to B6 and the monostable should be constructed 
march 1969 

Fig. 20. A cabinet suitable for use with three read-out meters 

and tested before progressing to the next stage. With the 
appropriate connections made to the power supply and 
Schmitt trigger, and with the trigger input to the mono- 
stable from the inverse output of binary B5 disconnected 
(see Fig. 1) the output from B6 should be a pulse every 
1-28 seconds, or approx. 47 pulses per minute. This is 
because the six binaries are dividing by 64. If now the 
connection between B5 and Ml is made the pulse rate 
should increase to one every second or 60 pulses per 
minute. The outputs from the various binaries can be 
checked by using the 10 volt range of a 20,000£2 per volt 
voltmeter. It is worthwhile becoming familiar with the 
operation of binaries B1 to B6 and the monostable 
before continuing with the next stage. 

When satisfied that the first part of Board 1 is working 
correctly, construction should be continued by wiring 
up the binaries B7 to BIO, initially without the feedback 
and feedforward connections being made and with the 
inputs to the two input capacitors of BIO joined together. 
If this process is carried out correctly an output pulse 
should be obtained from BIO every 16 seconds. Output 
pulses from B7 to B9 will be obtained every 2, 4 and 8 
seconds respectively. A stop watch is useful for checking 
all these times, including the one second pulse from B6. 
After the four binaries B7 to BIO have been found to 
work correctly (i.e. dividing by 16) then the feedback 
and feedforward connections can be made and the 
trigger input to BIO divided into two as shown in Fig. 1. 
The output from BIO should now be a pulse every 10 
seconds. 

Binaries Bll to B13 can next be constructed together 
with their feedback and feedforward connections and 
checked as before. The output from B13 will be a pulse 
every 60 seconds. It will be observed that the output 
pulses from binaries B10 and B13 do not have a 1:1 mark- 
space ratio. The output from B10 is, in fact, "off" for 
8 seconds and "on" for 2 seconds, and in the case of 
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B13 the output is "off" for 40 seconds and "on" for 
20 seconds. Having gained confidence with the construc- 
tion of the first two rows of Board 1, the assembly of the 
third can be tackled in its entirety before finally checking 
the operation of the completed board. An output pulse 
should be obtained from B20 once every hour. As this is 
rather a long time to wait, checking of binaries B14 to 
B20 can be carried out by disconnecting the lead between 
the output of B13 and the input of B14 and by connecting 
a temporary lead from the output of B6 to the input of 
B14. This will give pulses at the outputs of B17 and B20 
every 10 and 60 seconds respectively. 
It is not, of course, necessary for Board 1 to be constructed 
in this step-by-step manner, but it is thought by the author 
to provide an easy learning and checking process for the 
various stages of the board, the constructor becoming 
familiar with the operation of each stage before pro- 
gressing to the next. 

Having completed and tested Board 1, Board 2 should 
be wired up. There is no advantage to be gained by 
assembling this board in any particular order and the 
constructor will probably feel confident enough to 
construct it completely before carrying out any further 
tests. Once it has been completed it should be tested in 
two stages, the order of which is not important. Consider 
first the binaries B21 to B25 and the AM/PM fight circuit. 
If a one second series of pulses is fed into the input of B21 
the bulbs of the fight circuit should be alternately lit up 
every 12 seconds. The meter read-out circuit can be 
tested in four stages or all at the same time. No part of 
the circuit will suffer if any meter or any connection 
between the binary outputs and the read-out circuit 
inputs are disconnected. With the outputs, 1-7, from the 
binaries B7 to B13 connected to the inputs 1 to 7 of the 
read-out circuit and a 1mA meter connected in the seconds 
position, as indicated in Fig. 4, it should take 60 seconds 
(or 60 pulses into B7) for the meter to 
read from zero back to zero again. 
59 seconds is full scale deflection, the 
sixtieth pulse returning the meter to 
zero. If the reader wishes to use the 
same type of cabinet as that employed 
by the writer, a seconds read-out 
can easily be provided by switching 
the hour meter between the hours 
position and the seconds position 
as required, a two way switch being 
all that is needed to achieve this 
result. (This switch may also bring 
into circuit suitable meter shunts, if 
required.) 

Having checked the seconds read- 
out the other read-outs can be 
checked by connecting the remaining 
outputs 8-18, from the binaries B14 
to B24 to the inputs 8-18 of the read- 
out circuit. Full scale deflection 
of the hour, tens-of-minute and 
minute meters are 11 o'clock, 50 
minutes and 9 minutes respectively. 
The zero on the hour meter is 
replaced by 12. 

It is advisable that the leads connecting the outputs 
from the binaries on Board 1 to the inputs of the read-out 
circuit on Board 2 should be long enough to reach between 
the various connecting points when the boards are 
mounted in their final positions. Any disconnection 
for experimenting or final mounting should be carried 
out at the Board 2 end of the leads. It will be readily 
appreciated that having once soldered a lead on to 
Veroboard, at the outputs of the binaries, it is not advisable 
to keep removing and resoldering it. 

Once the checks on the read-out circuit have been 
completed the meters can be recalibrated and new scales 
drawn. The hour meter's scale should be divided into 
eleven and made to read 12, 1 to 11; the tens-of-minutes 
meter's scale divided into five to read 0 to 5 and the 
minute meter's scale divided into nine to read 0 to 9. 
Panel-signs or other similar figuring is ideal for marking 
the scales. 

When the new scales have been drawn and fixed into 
place the accuracy of the meter readings can be checked. 
It will probably be necessary to shunt the meters with 
suitably valued resistors to obtain the correct full scale 
deflections. If any of the individual meter readings do not 
coincide with the scale markings, resistors of suitable 
values should be connected in parallel and/or series with 
the collector resistors of the read-out circuit transistors 
TRj to TR18 to correct the readings. Altering the 
individual meter readings will affect the full scale 
deflections of the meters so that the addition of the 
correcting resistors must be carried out by trial and error 
until the constructor is satisfied with the results. If 1 % 
resistors are used for the collector resistors of TR! to 
TR18 it will only be necessary to correct the full scale 
deflection of each meter. In the author's opinion the 
use of 1 % resistors is not justified as he only had to 
correct the values of four of the collector resistors when 
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the recommended 5 % tolerance ones 
were used. With the meters rescaled 
and recahbrated the circuit boards 1, 
2 and 4 can be interconnected and 
the clock allowed to run so that it can 
be checked for time-keeping 
accuracy. 

With the basic circuit of the clock 
and the read-out circuit operating 
satisfactorily, the chime circuit, 
Board 4, should now be constructed. 
The ten binaries BC1, BH1 to BH4, 
BC2 and BS1 to BS4 are first wired 
up on the board, the operation of the 
hour binaries, BH1 to BH4, and the 
second binaries, BS1 to BS4, being 
checked for satisfactory operation 
before continuing with the rest of 
the wiring. The comparators, C1 to 
C4, and the OR gate are constructed 
next. The output of the OR gate will 
be at near zero volts when the outputs 
of binaries BS1 to BS4 are the same as 
the opposite binaries, BH1 to BH4, 
this being checked for the twelve 
possible conditions of the two sets of 
binaries. When the construction so 
far completed is working properly 
the remainder of the chime circuit 
building blocks can be wired up, plus 
all the various interconnections be- 
tween them. After completion, the 
board must be double-checked to 
ensure that the copper conductors 
have been "broken" in the correct 
places and that no link exists 
between components that should not. This is a tedious 
process but is well worth the effort when the circuit 
operates correctly first time. To check the operation of 
the completed chime circuit all but the input to the 
binaries BC1 and BH1 should be connected up to the 
existing clock circuit. Upon switching on the oscillator 
will operate for a number of times depending on the 
initial state of the binaries. When the oscillator ceases 
operation it should be possible to restart it by connecting 
the input to binaries BC1 and BH1 to the negative going 
second pulses at the output of B6 for long enough to 
hear the first "chime", removing the connection as soon 
as it is heard. The oscillator will now operate for a number 
of chimes. If the circuit is operating properly, a repeat of 
the above instructions should produce a count of the 
next logical time sequence (i.e. 8 chimes if the first was 7 
and so on). 

It is difficult to give any guidance on "trouble shooting" 
when the possible number of faults is so numerous. The 
author can only stress the necessity of checking that all 
the breaks in the copper conductors have been made in 
the appropriate places and that no "blobs" or "runs" of 
solder exist between the rows of conductors. It is certainly 
advisable to check the operation of the circuit boards at 
the various stages of construction, not progressing to 
march 1969 
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the next until satisfied that what has already been 
constructed is working correctly. 

It is to be expected that as the semiconductors are of 
the surplus variety they may give trouble. They should all 
be checked before inserting in the circuits. All the 
transistors (except where specific types are mentioned 
in the Components Lists) should have a current gain of 
20 or more at an emitter current of 1mA. A suitable test 
circuit was given in Part 1 of this series. 

As an indication of the reliability of the semiconductors 
used only three transistors have had to be replaced and 
this occurred before the clock was completed. It has at 
the time of writing been running for several months, 
though not continuously (approximately 8 hours a day) 
without any other trouble. 

THE CABINET 
When construction is complete and the clock is 

functioning satisfactorily, some form of housing for all 
the components is needed. The size of the cabinet will, to 
a large extent, depend on the number and types of meter 
used. In the cabinet illustrated in Part 1 there are, for 
instance, three meters, these being Japanese SEW types, 
readily obtainable from electronic component stockists. 
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The completed assembly viewed from the side 

The hour meter was an MR56P type, which is approx- 
imately X 3|in, and the tens-of-minutes and minute 
meters were the MR45P type, which is approximately 
2in square. Dimensions for a suitable cabinet to take 
these three meters and the microphone insert referred to 
in Part 1 are given in Fig. 20. The four holes at the bottom 
are for push-buttons S2 to S5. Alternative cabinets can, 
of course, be designed to take four meters and/or meters 
of different type. 

The accompanying photographs show a suitable method 
of assembling the parts of the clock into a form suitable 
for fitting into a cabinet such as that of Fig. 20. The three 
boards are held in the framework shown in Fig. 21, the 
large rectangular piece of wood being at the top. The 
slots were made with a tenon saw, and the lin wide 
pieces should be cut off from the larger piece (the extra 
length required having been allowed for) after the slots 
have been made. The threaded rods are 4BA studding 
about Sin long, and they pass down through the lin 
wide pieces and a wooden baseboard. To this baseboard 
are also secured the mains transformer, Board 4 and the 
heat sink for TRi of the power supply. The heat sink may 
be an aluminium bracket with a flat surface approximately 
2in square. The four push-buttons are mounted on a 
piece of fin aluminium angle. Switch Sj is mounted behind 
the mains transformer on another piece of |in aluminium 
angle in such a manner that its toggle just protrudes 
through a hole in the base. Four small wooden feet are 
provided for the baseboard. 

The three boards are mounted in the framework in the 
manner shown in the photographs. Board 1 is at the rear 
(i.e. furthest away from the mains transformer and 
Board 4), Board 3 is in the middle and Board 2 is at the 
front, with all the component sides towards the front. 
Note that, with Board 1, bistables B1 to B6 are at the 
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top; with Board 3, bista' BS! 'o BS4 are at the top; 
and with Board 2, transit TR, to TR18 are at the top. 
This enables short wiring 10 be given between Board 1 
and the other boards. 

AM/PM LIGHT HOLDER 
Constructors may have their own ideas on making up 

the AM/PM light holder, but a very suitable method is 
illustrated in Figs. 22 (a) and (b). This holder is intended 
for fitting to the cabinet of Fig. 20. 

The light holder is made, basically, from a piece of 
|in square Paxolin tubing, l|in long. Two pieces of 
i^in thick Paxohn were glued on the open ends with 
Araldite to form a completely enclosed rectangular box. 
With the aid of a rotary bench sander one side was 
completely sanded off. A centre partition was then glued 
inside making two compartments. Holes were drilled 
in the centre back of each compartment large enough to 
allow the 6V bulbs to pass through. Aluminium brackets, 
as shown in Fig. 25 (a), were glued to each end to support 
the bulb holders, which are of the clip-ori type, and to 
enable the front of the assembly as so far constructed to 
lie |m forward of the rear of the cabinet panel. 

Fig. 22 (b) shows the sandwich type construction of the 
AM/PM letter screen. Large Letroset letters were used 
for the lettering. "Permatrace" is a plastic type of tracing 
paper, and ordin .y tracing paper could probably be 
used as a substitute. The two extra thicknesses are 
necessary to "hide" the lettering until illuminated from 
behind. The |in thick Perspex window is made a push fit 
into the panel hole and is inserted from the front and 
pushed flush up against the light holder. 
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UNDERSTANDING 

> 
Tuning Indicators 

f= 
2*VLC 

by W. M or ley 

IN LAST MONTH'S ISSUE WE CONTINUED OUR DISCUSSION 
of automatic gain control systems by examining the 
manner in which the a.g.c. voltage is applied to the 

control grids of the controlled valves. Two basic methods 
are employed. One of these is the parallel feed method, in 
which the a.g.c. voltage is applied to the control grid via 
a high value resistor, d.c. isolation between the grid and 
its tuned coil being achieved by inserting in series a 
capacitor having a low reactance at signal frequencies. The 
other method uses the series feed circuit in which the 
a.g.c. voltage is applied to the lower end of the grid tuned 
coil, this end of the coil being bypassed to chassis via 
a capacitor having a very low reactance at signal 
frequencies. We also examined a.g.c. time constant, 
noting that, with domestic a.m. receivers, typical charging 
time constants normally lie between 0-05 and 0-2 seconds. 

We shall now conclude on. the subject of a.g.c., turning 
our attention afterwards to tuning indicators. 

27kn 

LOW-COST A.G.C. SYSTEMS 
It is possible to produce a.m. valve superhets intended 

for long and medium wave reception, or for long, medium 
and short wave reception, having low-cost bias and a.g.c. 
circuits, and a typical example is shown in skeleton form 
in Fig. 1. In this diagram we have a frequency changer, a 
double diode pentode and a triode pentode. The frequency 
changer is a standard valve employing normal frequency 
changer circuitry, and could be an ECH81. The pentode 
section of the double diode pentode gives i.f. amplification 
whilst one of its diodes functions in a common circuit to 
provide signal detection and an a.g.c. voltage. The other 
diode is unused and connects to chassis. A typical choice 
for the double diode pentode would be the EBF89. The 
triode in the third Valve is an a.f. voltage amplifier, whilst 
the pentode is an output valve feeding the loudspeaker. 
This third valve could be an ECL83. 

It will be apparent that the circuit offers a significant 
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Fig. 1. Skeleton receiver circuit illustrating the economic bias and a.g.c. circuits encountered in some low-cost 
domestic a.m. superhets. Component values are typical. 
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economy in components because the cathodes of the 
first two valves simply connect direct to chassis. The cost 
of the cathode bias components which would otherwise 
be required is, in consequence, saved. 

Even though the first two valves are operated without 
cathode bias they do not, in practice, suffer excessive 
dissipation. This is partly because they still receive a 
small bias due to contact potential in the detector diode.1 

The contact potential causes a negative potential of the 
order of 0-3 to 0-5 volts to be present at the diode anode 
relative to its cathode, and this is applied to the control 
grids of the preceding valves via the a.g.c. filter com- 
ponents. The control grids of these valves will also them- 
selves exhibit a negative contact potential, which can 
assist in ensuring that a small bias is present. Another 
reason for stating that the working conditions in Fig. 1 
are permissable is that the screen-grid feed resistors for 
the first two valves automatically assist in preventing 
excessive dissipation. A high electron current from the 
cathode of each of the valves causes a relatively high 
voltage to be dropped across its screen-grid resistor, 
whereupon the screen-grid takes up a low positive 
potential and partially limits anode current. Another 
point, which applies to the frequency changer valve only, 
is that anode current in the mixer section of the frequency 
changer is limited, to some extent, by the fact that the 
mixer oscillator injector grid will have an average negative 
bias due to its being connected to the grid of the oscillator 
section. 

As soon as a receiver incorporating the circuit of Fig. 1 
is tuned to a transmitted signal (or is subjected to "noise" 
picked up in the aerial stage) an a.g.c. voltage is developed 
and the first two valves function in the same manner 
as would have occurred had they been provided with 
cathode bias components. 

HT+ 

'.Contact potential was discussed in "Understanding Radio" in the July, 1965 issue. 
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Fig. 2 (a). A contact potential indication may be 
given in a high resistance voltmeter connected 
across a diode whose cathode is at emitting 

temperature. 
(b). The same effect may be perceived between 
the control grid and cathode of valves other than 

diodes. 
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Fig. 3. A simple example of a meter tuning 
indicator, in which the meter is inserted in series 
with the anode supply to an a.g.c. controlled i.f. 
pentode. The bypass capacitor offers a low 
reactance at intermediate frequency and could 

have a value of some 0-02\iF. 

The fact that the double diode pentode has its cathode 
at chassis potential means that the load for its diode 
(Ri in series with R2 in Fig. 1) may also be returned to 
chassis. Signal detection follows standard practice and 
there is no voltage delay on the a.g.c. system. 

The voltage amplifier triode of the triode pentode has 
its cathode connected to chassis. This employs grid 
current bias, which we have already discussed in recent 
articles. The output pentode has standard cathode bias. 

The basic a.g.c. circuit of Fig. 1 has been employed in 
many low-cost commercially made a.m. valve receivers. 
A commonly encountered variation consists of using a 
series feed circuit for the signal frequency section of the 
frequency changer, the lower end of the first i.f. trans- 
former secondary being returned to the bypass capacitor. 
(This version is similar to Fig. 3 in last month's article). 
The basic circuit may also be met in receivers incorporating 
the following "line-up"; frequency changer, i.f. amplifier 
pentode, double diode triode and separate output pentode. 
In this instance, the signal and a.g.c. diode is transferred 
to the double diode triode instead of being in the double 
diode pentode. 

The presence of contact potential in the a.g.c. diode 
has not been mentioned before whilst discussing a.g.c. 
systems, because its effect may usually be ignored. 
However, it should be taken into account in a carefully 
designed receiver using a single diode for signal detection 
and a.g.c., and having cathode bias for the controlled 
valves. In this case the contact potential should be allowed 
for when determining the cathode bias voltages, as it will 
be present in the absence of signal and may slightly affect 
the sensitivity of the receiver to very weak signals. 

Experimentally minded readers may find it of interest 
to carry out the simple test shown in Fig. 2(a). Here, any 
diode of the type used for signal detection has its heater 
connected to a suitable supply, and a high resistance 
voltmeter is connected between anode and cathode. If 
the diode cathode is at emitting' temperature, the volt- 
meter should give an indication of some 0*5 volts contact 
potential. The same results are given between the control 
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grid and cathode of a triode or pentode valve, as shown 
in Fig. l{b). The experiment of Fig. 2{b) will be most 
successful when the valve has a cathode capable of 
providing a high electron current, as occurs in an a.f. 
output valve. 

A.G.C. AND A.V.C. 
Before concluding on a.g.C. systems two final points 

concerned with terminology, need to be mentioned. 
The term "automatic gain control", or "a.g.c.", is the 

one commonly employed for describing the systems we 
have been examining. An earlier term for such systems 
was automatic volume control, or a.v.c. This last term 
is out-dated, but is occasionally encountered in references 
to sound receivers. The term "automatic gain control" 
is to be preferred because a.g.c. systems are also used in 
r.f. and i.f. amplifiers, such as those encountered in 
television receivers, which are not intended to produce 
an audio signal. 

Another term commonly employed is a.g.c. line. This 
refers to the circuit line employed for carrying the a.g.c. 
voltage to the controlled stages, and is identified in Fig. 1. 

TUNING INDICATORS 
It is a simple matter to add a tuning indicator to a valve 

a.m. superhet, the function of this indicator being to show 
when the tuning capacitor is in its optimum position for the 
reception of a signal. Such an indicator is of value in a 
receiver fitted with a.g.c. because it enables accurate 
tuning to be achieved even when, due to the a.g.c. action, 
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Fig. 4 (a). Circuit symbol for the "Magic Eye" 

tuning indicator type 6U5G 
(h). The 6U5G in a working circuit. 
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Fig. 5 (a). A side view, showing the internal 

structure of the 6U5G. 
(b). Looking down on the target with the cover 
of (a) removed. The surface shown here is 

coated with fluorescent material. 

the volume level from the loudspeaker for a single trans- 
mission remains virtually unaltered over a wide range of 
tuning adjustment. 

There are two main types of tuning indicator. One 
consists basically of a meter, the deflection of whose 
needle indicates the accuracy of tuning. The other employs 
an electron-ray tube which presents a visible fluorescent 
display whose area varies according to the control voltage 
applied to it. The electron ray tube is assembled in an 
evacuated glass envelope in the same way as is a valve. Both 
types function by indicating in visual form the voltage 
across the a.g.c. diode load or across the signal detector 
diode load. It will be remembered that this voltage increases 
as the receiver is brought nearer the correct tuning point 
for a given signal. If the a.g.c. diode is fed from the anode 
of the last i.f. amplifier valve (instead of from the second- 
ary of the last i.f. transformer following that anode) it is 
better for the tuning indicator to obtain its control 
voltage from the signal detector diode load, where the 
voltage will rise more sharply as the position of correct 
tuning is approached. 

Fig. 3 shows a very simple form of tuning indicator 
incorporating a meter. This meter, which may have a 
full-scale deflection of, say, 1mA, is inserted in series with 
the anode supply to an i.f. amplifier pentpde. It is assumed 
that the a.g.c. voltage in the associated receiver is obtained 
from a diode fed by the secondary of the last i.f. trans- 
former, whereupon it will increase sharply as the receiver 
tuning is brought closer to its correct point. The preset 
variable resistor across the meter in Fig. 3 is adjusted so 
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that, in the absence of signal input to the receiver, the 
meter reads full-scale deflection (i.e. with a 1mA meter, 
the needle points to the 1mA gradation). This reading 
corresponds to the anode current of the pentode when no 
a.g.c. voltage is applied to it, as would occur if the receiver 
were not tuned to any transmission. 

' When the receiver tuning is adjusted towards a trans- 
mission the a.g.c. voltage starts to rise, causing the anode 
current of the pentode to fall. This drop in anode current 
is indicated by the meter needle and the correct tuning 
point for the receiver corresponds to minimum current 
reading in the meter. 

The meter in Fig. 3 not only enables the position of 
correct tuning to be found but also, after the receiver has 
been correctly tuned, indicates the strength of the signal 
which is being received. A strong signal causes the appear- 
ance of a higher a.g.c. voltage, and hence a lower reading 
in the meter, than does a weak signal. As a result, the 
meter can, if desired, be calibrated in units corresponding 
to signal strength. Tuning meters using the basic approach 
shown in Fig. 3 are very frequently employed in com- 
munications receivers, where they also provide a measure 
of signal strength, and we shall deal in detail with the 
circuits and techniques which are used in a later article. 

HIGH NEGATIVE 
GRID VOLTAGE 

LOW NEGATIVE 
GRID VOLTAGE 

ZERO GRID 
VOLTAGE 

Fig. 6 (a). Typical 6U5G display when the triode 
is near cut-off. AH the area within the circle glows 

green with the exception of the shadow. 
(b). The shadow widens as the grid becomes less 

negative. 
(c). The shadow is at its widest when the grid has 

zero potential with respect to cathode. 
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We turn next, this month, to tuning indicators which 
employ fluorescent displays, and we shall deal first with 
the type which is popularly known as the "Magic Eye". 
An early version of the "Magic Eye" is given by the valve 
type 6U5G and, since this represents what is virtually the 
simplest type of device available using "Magic Eye" 
principles, we shall use it for an introductory example. 
The 6U5G is fitted on an octal base, and it has approx- 
imately the same outside dimensions and shape as any 
octal-based valve in the "G" category. 

A circuit symbol for the 6U5G is shown in Fig. 4(a), 
and it will be seen that this incorporates a triode with its 
familiar cathode, grid and anode. Connected internally 
to the anode is an electrode described as a "deflector 
rod." There is also a "target" (shown in the same way as 
an anode) which is in juxtaposition with the common 
cathode but without an intervening grid. 

Fig. A(h) illustrates the "Magic Eye" in an operating 
circuit. Here, the target connects direct to the h.t. positive 
supply line. The anode connects, via a IMG resistor, to the 
h.t. positive supply line also. The cathode connects 
direct to chassis, whilst the grid connects to a varying 
control voltage which can range from zero potential 
to about 20 volts negative, both with respect to chassis. 

The characteristics of the triode section in Fig. 4(6) are 
such that, for a grid voltage of approximately 20 volts 
negative of cathode, the triode is cut off and no anode 
current flows. Thus, no current passes through the IMfl 
resistor and both the anode and the deflector rod are at 
the same potential as the target. If, next, the negative 
voltage on the grid is gradually reduced, the triode will 
commence to pass anode current, causing a voltage to be 
dropped across the 1MQ resistor. In consequence, the 
anode and deflector rod go negative of the target by that 
voltage. As the negative grid voltage continues to reduce 
the anode current increases, and so also does the voltage 
by which the anode and deflector rod are negative of 
the target. When, finally, the grid potential is equal to 
cathode potential, maximum anode current passes through 
the IMfl resistor and the anode and deflector rod are 
negative of the target by the maximim voltage which the 
device is capable of providing. 

We can see how these varying voltages affect the visual 
"Magic Eye" display by next examining Figs. 5(a) and 
(6). Fig. 5(a) gives a side view of the 6U5G internal 
structure and illustrates the triode assembly in the 
lower section of the tube. The common cathode passes 
through the triode electrodes, continuing up until it 
passes through a hole in the lower surface of the target 
electrode (part of which is shown cut away for purposes 
of illustration). Also projecting up through the hole in 
the target is the deflector rod, this being mechanically 
coupled to the triode anode below. A small metal cover 
affixed above the target hides the upper end of the cathode 
from outside view and ensures that its red glow does not 
distract from the display given by the target. Fig. 5(6) 
gives a view looking down at the top of the target (with 
the cover which has just been mentioned removed). The 
surface of the target visible in Fig. 5(6) is covered with a 
fluorescent material which gives a green glow when 
bombarded by electrons. 

When the tube is operated with the triode section 
drawing a very low anode current, so that the deflector rod 
is just slightly negative of the target, the target fluoresces 
over all its surface except for a very small area which is 
in the shadow of the deflector rod. See Fig. 6(a), which 
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shows the target surface with the tube oriented such that 
the deflector rod is below the cathode. This fluorescence 
is due to electrons being emitted radially from the surface 
of the cathode. If the triode anode current is made to 
increase by causing its grid to become less negative, the 
deflector rod potential becomes more negative than that 
of the target whereupon it offers electrostatic repulsion 
to the electrons emitted from the cathode. As a result, 
these electrons do not pass as close to the rod as occurred 
previously, and the visible effect is that the angle of 
shadow widens, as in Fig. 6{t>). When the triode anode 
current is at its maximum (as occurs when the grid is at 
the same potential as its cathode) the deflector rod is 
at its most negative with respect to the target and it 
offers greatest repulsion. The angle of shadow is then 
at its widest, as in Fig. 6(c). 

Thus, the angle of shadow in the "Magic Eye" display 
varies according to the voltage on the triode grid. Working 
through the effects we have just discussed in reverse order, 
the angle of shadow is at its widest when the triode grid 
has the same potential as its cathode If the grid is made to 
go negative of the cathode the angle of shadow narrows 
until, when the triode section is very near cut-off, the 

angle is at a minimum, as shown in Fig. 6(a). 
A minor point not so far mentioned is that, if the triode 

grid is made more negative again, so that the triode 
becomes completely cut off, the angle of shadow dis- 
appears, and the fluorescent areas on either side give the 
effect of overlapping each other. 

It will be apparent that the "Magic Eye" can give 
excellent results as a tuning indicator in a valve a.m. 
receiver since the only basic requirement is that its grid 
be coupled to either the signal diode load or the a.g.c. line. 
In the absence of signal the "Magic Eye" will then offer 
maximum angle of shadow. When a signal is being tuned 
in, its grid voltage will go negative, whereupon the angle 
of shadow becomes narrower. The position of correct 
tuning is indicated by the narrowest angle of shadow 
in the "Magic Eye". 

NEXT MONTH 
In next month's article we shall deal with the practical 

circuits required for coupling the "Magic Eye" to the 
receiver signal diode or a.g.c. circuits, after which we shall 
examine other types of electron-ray tube indicator, 

n 

o o 

o o o 
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Dick could never be accused of a lack of curiosity 
and, after a study of the spare service manuals in the 
Workshop, he is brim-full of questions. As usual. 
Smithy the Serviceman rises to the occasion, and he 
is able to satisfy his assistant's search for knowledge 
on a variety of matters, these ranging from elec- 
trolytic capacitor voltage ratings to fusible resistors. 

WHAT is it," asked Dick, "that 
lies on the bottom of the sea 
and shivers?" 

Irritably, Smithy crashed his soldering 
iron down on its rest. 

"For goodness' sake," he snorted, 
"stop coming out with these nonsensical 
riddles of yours. All right, what is it?" 

"A nervous wreck," replied Dick 
promptly. 

"And that," pronounced Smithy, "is 
what ril be if you keep on with those 
idiotic jokes of yours. That's about the 
fourth in the last hour. Haven't you got 
anything to do?" 
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"Not a great deal," replied Dick. 
"I've cleared up the final set that's in for 
repair and I'm just passing the last 
half-hour before pacldng-up time by 
looking through some of the service 
sheets we've got on file." 

"Well, that should keep you occ- 
upied." 

"It has," said Dick. "At the same 
time, though, I've bumped into one or 
two things in some of these circuits 
which have got me puzzled. I was 
wondering whether you might shortly 
have a bit of time spare yourself, so that 
you could explain them to me." 

Smithy looked at his watch. 
"That could be arranged," he con- 

ceded. "It so happens that I've very 
nearly finished the present job I'm 
working on. So, if you don't interrupt 
me any more, there's a good chance of 
my being free in about five minutes' 
time." 
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR 
RATINGS 

Dutifully, Dick remained silent whilst 
the Serviceman continued with his work. 

"Ah, there we are," remarked Smithy 
with a satisfied grunt as he finally 
switched off the receiver he had been 
repairing. "And that's that!" 

Eagerly, Dick sprang up and carried 
the receiver to the 'Repaired' rack. 

"I must say," remarked Smithy, a 
little taken aback at Dick's unwonted 
helpfulness, "that was very civil of you." 

"Think nothing of it," said Dick 
carelessly, as he retunted to his bench. 
"Now, the first question I want to ask 
you concerns the voltage ratings of the 
h.t. electrolytic capacitors you get in 
valve radio and TV sets." 

"Blimey," commented Smithy, taking 
his stool over to Dick's bench, "you 
don't waste much time, do you?" 

"What I don't understand," continued 
Dick unabashed, "is why in most home- 
constructor valve designs it's usual to 
use h.t. electrolytics having a working 
voltage equal to the peak rectified 
voltage, whereas commercially-made sets 
have electrolytics with a much lower 
working voltage. Look at this, for 
instance." 

Dick showed Smithy the circuit of an 
a.m./f.m. radio and prodded at the h.t. 
rectifier section. (Fig. 1). 

"Now here," he said, "you've got a 
mains transformer secondary bashing 
out no less than 250 volts r.m.s. into a 
bridge metal rectifier. Before the valves 
warm up and start drawing current after 
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Fig. 1. As is illustrated here, commercially manufactured valve equip- 
ment normally employs h.t. electrolytic capacitors having lower 
working voltages than would be employed in home-designed circuits. 

This apparent anomaly is explained by Smithy to his assistant. 

switching on, that rectifier, as I under- 
stand it, is going to cause the reservoir 
and smoothing electrolytics to charge up 
to the full peak value of the alternating 
voltage on the transformer secondary." 

"Which is," put in Smithy helpfully, 
"250 times 1-4, or 350 volts." 

"Exactly," returned Dick triumph- 
antly. "Why is it, then, that the two 
electrolytics in this set have a working 
voltage rating of 275 volts only?" 

Smithy chuckled. 
"This is an instance," he remarked, 

"where the set manufacturer has the 
edge over the home-constructor." 

"How come?" 
"The set-maker," explained Smithy, 

"has access to information which is not 
so readily available to the constructor. 
To start off with, aluminium electrolytic 
capacitors of the class we're considering 
here have surge ratings in addition to 
their working voltage ratings, the surge 
rating usually being about 50 to 100 
volts above the working voltage which 
is marked on the case. Such capacitors 
can withstand a short period of excess 
voltage across them immediately after 
switching on. But there's more to it 
than that." 

"Is there?" 
"Oh yes," said Smithy. "What I must 

point out next is that the leakage current 
in an aluminium electrolytic starts to 
rise very quickly when the voltage across 
its plates exceeds the working voltage. 
(Fig. 2). Most commercially manufac- 
tured valve radio and TV sets take 
advantage of this effect, and the in- 
creased leakage current in the h.t. reser- 
voir and smoothing electrolytics actually 
serves the purpose of keeping the 
rectified h.t. voltage from rising to too 
high a level before the valves have 
warmed up." 

"Gosh," said Dick impressed. "That's 
a bit.dicey, isn't it?" 

"Not when you have all the informa- 
tion applicable to the capacitors being 
used, and it tells you that they are 
capable of being operated in this 
manner," explained Smithy. "Now, if a 
commercially made valve receiver with 
a new type of h.t. circuit is to be launched. 

the circuit designer will first of all check 
through the capacitor maker's data to 
find the most economic capacitors suit- 
able for the job. This will include 
checking surge ratings and the ability 
to pass extra leakage current. If necess- 
ary, he will also check directly with the 
capacitor maker's technical staff as 
well. After he has satisfied himself that 
all is well, he'll then specify suitable 
capacitors for the application, and these 
will almost certainly have a lower work- 
ing voltage than the peak voltage to 
which they can be subjected." 

"A home-constructor," remarked 
Dick, "couldn't possibly do all that." 

"Not very easily," agreed Smithy. If 
a home-constructor is making up his 
own circuit design, and is using com- 
ponents bought over the counter or 
through the post, his best approach will 
be to play safe and employ reservoir and 
smoothing electrolytic capacitors whose 
working voltage is equal to the peak 
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voltage they're liable to have applied to 
them. Which, in your example, is 350 
volts. If he employed capacitors with a 
lower working voltage he could well 
be unlucky and find the ones he's using 
won't stand up to the surge conditions 
imposed on them." 

"Fair enough," said Dick. "Incident- 
ally, why did you keep referring to these 
electrolytics as aluminium electrolytics?' 

"Did I?" replied Smithy. "It must 
have been a reflex action on my part, 
now that tantalum electrolytic capacitors 
are appearing on the scene so much these 
days. As you know, an ordinary common 
-or-garden electrolytic capacitor uses 
aluminium foil for the plates, the 
dielectric being given by an oxide film 
which is formed on the surface of the 
foil connected to the positive terminal 
of the capacitor. With tantalum electro- 
lytics, the plates are made of the metal 
tantalum." 

"Are there any advantages with tan- 
talum capacitors?" 

"Definitely," replied Smithy. "For 
instance, the properties of the oxide film 
formed on a tantalum foil, together with 
those of the electrolyte employed, are 
such that leakage current is lower than 
with aluminium electrolytics. Another 
advantage with tantalum capacitors is 
that they can work over a wider range 
of temperatures and their useful life is 
longer. Again, tantalum electrolytics can 
be made somewhat smaller than alumin- 
ium electrolytics of similar value. On 
the other hand, tantalum capacitors are 
not usually encountered with working 
voltages higher than about 150. Also, 
since tantalum is a more expensive metal 
than aluminium and, being much harder 
is not so easy to roll out into foil, 
tantalum electrolytic capacitors tend 
to be more expensive than their alumin- 
ium counterparts." 

t r Working Surge 
voltage voltage 

Applied voltage 
Fig. 2. Aluminium electrolytic capacitors with working voltages of 
around 200 or more exhibit leakage current/voltage characteristics 

similar to that shown here. 
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Fig. 3. Slightly simplified^ circuit illustrating the variable capacitance diode tuning system employed in the 
H.M.V. 'Stereomaster' Mode! 2328. (See the accompanying Editor's Note). 

VARUBLE CAPACITANCE 
DIODES 

"I see," said Dick, turning to another 
service sheet. "Well, that seems to clear 
up the electrolytic query I raised. Here's 
something else that's been puzzling me. 
It's an f.m. receiver front-end circuit 
which has no visible means of tuning 
whatsoever!" 

Dick handed Smithy a circuit for a 
stereo radiogram, and indicated the 
front-end section in question. (Fig. 3). 

"What's your trouble here?" asked 
Smithy, glancing briefly at the circuit. 
"So far as I can see it's perfectly obvious 
how the tuning is being carried out." 

"It may be obvious to you," retorted 
Dick irritably, "but it jolly well isn't to 
me. The only variables I can see in the 
r.f. and oscillator tuned circuits are the 
dust cores for the coils, and even those 
are shown as being preset. There isn't 
a variable capacitor to be seen, mate!" 

"There are three potentiometers, 
though." 

"Potentiometers? Whoever heard of 
adjusting tuned circuits with a pot?" 

"Well, that's just what's being done 
here," replied Smithy decisively, "and 
a very nice and simple circuit it is too. 
What you have omitted to notice are the 
two diodes D, and D2. These are variable 
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capacitance diodes and their function is 
to apply a capacitance to the r.f. and 
oscillator tuned circuits which varies 
according to the reverse voltage that's 
fed to them by the pots." 

"Variable capacitance diodes, eh," 
said Dick musingly. "I seem to have 
heard something about them at some 
time in the past." 

"They've been knocking around for a 
good many years now," said Smithy. 
"However, it's only recently that they 
seem to be finding their way into dom- 
estic electronic equipment made in this 
country." 

"How do they work?" 
"They take advantage of a property 

which is evident in practically all semi- 
conductor junction diodes," said Smithy. 
"This property being that, if the diode 
is reverse biased, the capacitance across 
the junction decreases as the reverse 
bias increases. The theoretical explana- 
tion is fairly simple and is quite easy 
to follow if you're well enough up in 
diode and transistor theory to know 
that the negative charge carriers in a 
semiconductor material are free elec- 
trons, and that the positive charge 
carriers are holes." 

"A hole," put in Dick, "being actually 
a convenient method of describing the 

absence of an electron?" 
"Precisely," confirmed Smithy. "And 

I hardly need to remind you that the 
semiconductor material is doped by 
adding very small quantities of im- 
purities so that it either has free electrons 
wandering around in it, or it has free 
holes. If the impurity causes the appear- 
ance of free electrons you then have an 
n-type semiconductor and if it causes 
the appearance of free holes you have a 
p-type semiconductor. Now, when a 
p-n junction diode is formed, some of 
the electrons on the n side diffuse across 
the junction into the p side and some of 
the holes in the p side diffuse across the 
junction into the n side. This process 
is an almost instantaneous one and it 
stops when a state of equilibrium is 
reached. There is then a quantity of 
electrons on the p side of the junction 
and another quantity of holes on the 
n side with no further diffusion from 
one side to the other taking place. At the 
junction itself, therefore, there are no 
free electrons or holes. This is, in con- 
sequence, described as the 'depletion 
region', and' it offers a very high resist- 
ance. You could also say that it res- 
embles the dielectric of a capacitor, the 
two plates of which are the pieces of 
semiconductor material on either side. 
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Under these conditions, the depletion 
region is very thin." 

"I'm with you," said Dick. "At any 
rate, up to now I am!" 

"Good show," replied Smithy, pulling 
Dick's note-pad towards him and 
making a few sketches. "Well, now, 
let's draw the diode with nothing con- 
nected to it, giving us the very thin 
depletion region where there are no free 
charge carriers. (Fig. 4 (a)). Let's next 
put a forward bias on the diode, so as 
to make it pass forward current, by 
connecting a battery to it with battery 
negative to the n side. (Fig. 4 (b)). The 
depletion region at once disappears, 
electrons from the n side pass over to the 
p side and holes from the p side pass 
over to the n side. Really, of course, the 
forward current is all electrons, with new 
electrons coming from the negative 
terminal of the battery. If, next, we 
apply a reverse bias, quite a different 
thing happens. (Fig. 4 (c)). There is 
obviously, no forward current. Instead 
the electrons which are left in the n side 
are attracted towards the positive term- 
inal of the battery, and the holes which 
are left in the p side are attracted 
towards the negative terminal of the 
battery; and the final result is that the 
depletion region widens. As is to be 
expected, the amount by which it widens 
varies according to the magnitude of the 
reverse voltage." 

"I can see how this is going to work 
out," Dick broke in. "The widening of 
the depletion region due to reverse 
bias is the same as the widening of the 

N P 

dielectric in a two-plate capacitor. What 
must happen, then, is that the capacit- 
ance offered by the diode reduces." 

"That's right," concurred Smithy, 
"and that's exactly what happens in a 
variable capacitance diode. As reverse 
voltage increases the capacitance offered 
by the diode reduces. As I mentioned 
earlier, this effect is present with virtually 
all semiconductor junction diodes, and 
variable capacitance diodes are merely 
diodes which have been specially 
designed to exploit the effect to the full. 
Having got that little lot sorted out, 
let's go back to the f.m. front-end 
circuit you were so puzzled about. Now 
in this particular case the tuning of the 
front-end is not continuously variable 
by means of a front panel knob as you 
get on an ordinary receiver. Instead, 
there are three push-buttons which select 
one of the three pots, R^, R14 or R15. 
These are set up individually for Radio 
2, Radio 3 and Radio 4. You'll notice 
that the aerial input transformer, Li L2, 
is broadly pre-tuned to the centre of the 
f.m. band, this being common practice 
with all f.m. front-end circuits. Assume 
for the time being that 84, is closed, 
whereupon the lower ends of R3 and 
R6 are at chassis potential. In this 
circuit, incidentally, the chassis con 
nection is to the upper positive supply 
line, and not to the lower negative 
supply line." 

Smithy made a further sketch. (Fig. 5). 
"I've just drawn this," he remarked, 

"so that you won't get confused when 
I start talking about the 'anode' and the 

'cathode' of Dj and D2. Now, the , 
cathodes of both Dj and D2 are at 
positive supply level via R3, R6 and S4. 
Whereupon, whichever of the three pots 
is selected by the push-button switches 
is bound to apply to the diode anodes, 
via R4 and R5, a voltage which is : 
negative of the cathodes. Thus', the 4. 
diodes are always reverse biased, regard- 
less of the setting of each pot. To pre- 
tune the front-end to any particular 
transmission you press the appropriate 
button and then adjust the pot it selects 
until the station is tuned in. What the 
pot actually does, of course, is to vary 
the reverse bias voltage on the diodes and 
hence, the capacitance they put into the 
circuit. Dj tunes the r.f. coil, L3, and 
couples to that coil via The anode 
of Dj is, as you'll see, tied down to 
deck by the l,OOOpF capacitor C2. A 
similar capacitor bypasses the anode of 
D2 to chassis, and this diode tunes the 
oscillator coil, L4, via C5. Neat, isn't it?" ; 

"I'll say it is," said Dick enthusiastic- 
ally. "What I like most about the 
arrangement is that both tuned circuits, 
are effectively ganged and that the only 
tuning control is a potentiometer which 
can be positioned anywhere in the 
receiver." 

"That," pronounced Smithy, "is an 
important advantage conferred by the 
use of ' triable capacitance diodes." 

"V t thev," asked Dick suddenly, 
as a ught o. 'uck him, "damp down 
the ri circuits they're coupled to?" 

"1 iese ones shouldn't," replied 
Smithy. "They're silicon diodes and 
will have a very high back resistance. 
Earlier variable capacitance diodes were 
germanium types and they might well 
have had a damping effect on any tuned 
circuit they were coupled to." 

"What sort of capacitance shift can 
you get with these diodes?" 

"With the type we have in this 
circuit," said Smithy, "I should imagine 
you'd get a capacitance swing from 
minimum to maximum of some 20 to 
30pF or so. However, this is quite a 
low variation. Some silicon variable 
capacitance diodes have been produced 
which offer maximum capacitance up to 
250pF or more." 

"Just the job," said Dick, "for tuning 
a transistor radio!" 

"True enough," replied Smithy. "Pro- 
vided, that is that the diode offers a 
really low minimum capacitance as well. 
Personally I wouldn't be at all surprised 
to see variable capacitance diodes used 
for tuning broadcast band receivers in 
the fairly near future." 

"Just a minute, Smithy," said Dick. 
"Wb?t happens in this f.m. front-end 
circuit of ours if we open switch S4?" 

Cathode \/^ Anode 
——KJ  

Fig. 5. Illustrating the 'anode' 
and 'cathode' of a semi- 

conductor diode. 

Electron 
current 
flow 

 iMh- 

(a) Cb) 

 •- -■ Depletion region widens 

N p 

-H f- 

CO 
Fig. 4 (a). With no external connection applied, a very thin depletion 

region is formed in a p-n junction diode. 
(b). When forward biased, the depletion region disappears and 

forward current flows. 
(c). If reverse biased the depletion region widens. 
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Fig. 6 {a). A drop-off resistor is soldered to the underside of two 
stand-off tags without twisting its lead-outs round the tags. The 

diagram shows the resistor and tags before solder is applied, 
(b). Drop-off resistors are sometimes used in parallel, as in this 

example. 

"You allow the automatic frequency 
control, or a.f.c. for short, to come into 
operation," explained Smithy. "This 
particular receiver incorporates a bal- 
anced ratio detector with an audio 
take-off point which goes negative of 
chassis if the set is mis-tuned to one 
side of the signal and which goes positive 
of chassis if the set is mis-tuned to the 
other side. When the tuning is spot-on, 
the take-off point is at chassis level. 
Opening S2 causes an a.f.c. voltage 
from this take-off point to be applied to 
the cathodes of D1 and D2 via R3 and 
Rj, whereupon it corrects any slight 
mis-tuning which might otherwise creep 
in. The pots must, of course, be initially 
set up with S4 closed, since their correct 
positions would otherwise be masked by 
the a.f.c. system." 
DROP-OFF RESISTORS 

"Oh well," said Dick, "that's another 
little problem of mine sorted out!" 

He turned to another service manual 
then stopped for a moment as a thought 
occurred to him. 

"Tell me, Smithy," he asked, "what's 
yellow with sharp teeth?" 

The Serviceman sighed. 
"You tell me," he said wearily. "What 

is yellow with sharp teeth?" 
"Shark-infested custard!" 
"I don't," said Smithy heavily, "wish 

to know that. Kindly leave the Work- 
shop." 

"I will in a few minutes," grinned 
Dick, "but only after you've cleared up 
another query for me." 

Smithy assumed an expression of 
complete resignation. 

"Fire away." 
"Why is it," asked Dick, "that TV 

set-makers don't put a few more fuses 
in their sets ? There are a terrific amount 
of different stages in a TV set, all of 
which draw current, and yet all I've 
found in the circuits I've been looking 
through here is the regulation 1-25 or 
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T5 amp fuse in one side of the mains 
input plus, in some cases, another fuse 
immediately after the h.t. rectifier." 

"I think," rephed Smithy, "that you're 
being a bit unfair to the set-makers here 
We'll restrict this present discussion to 
monochrome TV's, incidentally, because 
colour TV's have, in general, quite a few 
additional protective devices in their 
circuits. This having been said, I'll also 
agree that up until recent years the main 
run of monochrome television receivers 
did have simple fusing arrangements of 
the type you've just described. But what 
you must next consider is the important 
basic fact that the provision of more 
fuses would not really offer the sort of 
protection you're thinking about. Even 
the mains and h.t. fuses you've already 
mentioned can't provide a great degree 
of protection if a fault is such that the 
overall mains or h.t. current increases 
by a small margin only. This is because 
the fuses must also be capable of with- 
standing the current surge which results 
if the set is switched off then switched on 
again whilst still warmed up and capable 
of drawing full current. Under these 
conditions, the best the set-maker can 
do is to fit fuses which will blow with 
really heavy overloads, as are given 
by such things as shorts to chassis on 
the main h.t. line or shorts in the h.t. 
rectifier." 

"Perhaps I was being a bit unfair with 
my comments," admitted Dick. 

"You were also being unfair," con- 
tinued Smithy, "for another reason. 
This being that, in many of the more 
recent monochrome models, a number 
of additional protection circuits are 
provided. For instance, some receivers 
have drop-off resistors." 

"Drop-off resistors?" 
"That's right," confirmed Smithy. 

"These have been in use in the Philips 
group range of TV sets for quite some 
years now. You'd have noticed them 
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Fig. 7. A fusible resistor in series with a 405/625 line system switching 
circuit. Power is cut off to the whole receiver if the fusible resistor 

contacts open. 

if you'd kept your eyes open." 
"What do they look like?" 
"A drop-off resistor," said Smithy in 

reply, "consists of a standard 1 watt 
resistor inserted in the anode or cathode 
circuit of a valve which normally draws 
a fairly high current and which can, 
under fault conditions, draw a much 
larger current. Each drop-off resistor is 
soldered, with its lead-outs kept straight, 
to the under-surface of two stand-off 
tags. The result is that if it overheats 
because too much current passes through 
it the solder melts and the resistor simply 
drops off the tags, thereby breaking the 
circuit." (Fig. 6 (a)). 

"Blow me," said Dick. "That's a neat 
scheme." 

"It is, rather," replied Smithy. Apart 
from its simplicity, it has the advantage 
that the drop-off resistor can frequently 
provide the circuit resistance needed by 
the stage it protects, whereupon it gives 
overload protection at virtually neghg- 
ible extra cost. If the normal dissipation 
would be too great for a single 1 watt 
resistor to handle, two in parallel can be 
used. A typical instance occurs in field 
output stages where you may find two 
5600 resistors in parallel in the cathode 
circuit. (Fig. 6 (b)). These resistors pro- 
vide cathode bias, and they're mounted 
side by side on the same stand-off tags. 
Should there be excessive current in the 
resistors one of these will drop off first. 
It will soon be followed by the other 
because that will then have to dissipate 
even greater heat." 

"What other stages are normally 
protected by drop-off resistors?" 

"The video output stage," rephed 
Smithy, "and the audio output stage." 

"Are the resistors soldered up with 
low melting-point solder?" 

"Oh no," said Smithy. "Ordinary 
60/40 solder is used. This is the standard 
stuff you employ in wiring, and it goes 
liquid at 1880C. There are other advant- 
ages to this drop-off resistor idea I 

haven't mentioned yet. One of these is 
that the resistor isn't able to bum up over 
a long period and thereby scorch the 
printed circuit board. Again, it offers a 
lot of help to the service engineer. If 
you take the back off a set and find that 
a drop-off resistor has fallen away from 
its tags, you know exactly which stage 
is giving trouble. 

"This drop-off resistor business," said 
Dick enthusiatically, "is one that could 
be exploited very easily by the home- 
constructor." 

"Oh, definitely," confirmed Smithy. 
"But don't forget that it's only useful in 
equipment which is always operated 
upright, as is a TV set. The resistors 
used in the Philips sets, incidentally, are 
1 watt components type BTA made by 
Dubilier." 

"Are there any other protection 
devices in the more recent TV sets?" 

"There are fusible resistors," replied . 
Smithy. "These are devices which consist 
essentially of a 3 watt resistor having a 
value between some 10 and I00Q accord- 
ing to application. Mechanically coupled 
to the resistor are two springy contacts 
which are held together at their tips by 
a solder joint. If the resistor becomes 
too hot due to excessive current flowing 
through it, the solder joint melts and the 
contacts open out and break the circuit. 
They can later be re-soldered together 
again, using ordinary 60/40 solder, after 
the fault which caused the overload 
has been cleared." 

"Where do these fusible resistors 
appear?" 

"In series with the main h.t. supply to 
the set," said Smithy. "And their main 
advantage is that they can stand switch- 
on surge currents without breaking the 
circuit. An excessive current which is 
continually maintained will, on the other 
hand, soon cause them to open up. 
They are also employed for protecting 
solenoid-actuated 405/625 line switching 
systems." 
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Fig. 8 (a). A typical h.t. decoupling circuit in a television receiver. 
If the electrolytic capacitor breaks down, the 2-2kO. resistor acts as a 

fuse by burning out. 
{b). The resistor is spaced away from the board to avoid scorching 

its surface. 

"Why should those need protection?" 
"In case they jam," replied Smithy, 

pulling Dick's note-pad towards him 
again. "A solenoid system switch works 
like this. (Fig. 7). The switch itself 
consists of the familiar long insulated bar 
extending over the length of the board, 
and which has all the i.f, video and 
line time-base switching contacts 
coupled to it. In this case, it also has the 
changeover switching contacts which 
I've marked here as S,. S2 is in the tuner 
unit. Let's assume that the system is in 
the 405 line position, as I've shown it here 
with the tuner unit selecting a 405 line 
channel. If the tuner is swung over to 
u.h.f, switch Sj changes over to its 
other contact, energising solenoid L2. 
This pulls the system switch bar over to 
the 625 position, whereupon its own 
contacts Sj change over and break 
the circuit again. Thus, there is a 
momentary current in the solenoid which 
ceases as soon as the switching operation 
is completed. This operation is repeated 
in the opposite direction when the tuner 
unit is returned to a 405 line channel, 
thereby causing S2 to take up its original 
position and energise Lj. The supply 
for the solenoids is taken from the a.c. 
mains directly after the receiver pn-off 
switch. As you can imagine, should the 
switch jam mid-way, the circuit could 
draw a very heavy current if the fusible 
resistor were not also included to protect 
it." 

SAFETY RESISTORS 
"There seems," remarked Dick, "to 

be quite a few safety measures I hadn't 
known about in these TV sets." 

"I'll tell you about another one," 
said Smithy,' 'which consists quite simply 
of using a resistor as a fuse. This is a 
good approach for cases where there 
would be, relatively, a very large increase 
in current in the event of failure as 
could occur, for instance, when the 
resistor is in a decoupling circuit feeding 
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a bypass electrolytic. Like this. (Fig. 
8 (a)). If the electrolytic broke down, 
there would be an exceptionally high 
increase in current, whereupon the res- 
istor would just bum out. As you can 
see, the resistor also acts as a fuse, and 
the usual practice is to space it off the 
board by about a quarter of an inch 
so that it won't scorch the board surface 
when it bums out." (Fig. 8 (h)). 

"Blimey," said Dick. "You can't get 
much simpler than that!" 

"You can't, indeed," replied Smithy, 
with an air of finality. "Do you know, 
Dick, we've gone through a complete 
circle this afternoon. We started with 
electrolytics and we're finishing with 
electrolytics! Anyway, it's well after 
packing-up time and I'm now off home, 
mate." 

With which words, the Serviceman 
resolutely donned his raincoat and strode 
off into the night, leaving his protesting 
assistant to switch off and lock up. 

As he drove home. Smithy mused 
contentedly over the events of the day. 
He snorted with momentary irritation, 
however, at the memory of Dick's 
succession of jokes in what should 
properly have been a serious and soberly 
technical atmosphere. Shark-infested 
custard, indeed! 

EDITOR S NOTE 
The front-end circuit shown in 

Fig, 3 is a slightly simplified version 
of that given in the H.M.V, 'Stereo- 
master' v.h.f. stereo radiogram model 
2328. S4, shown in the diagram as a 
normal switch, is a press-button switch 
in the radiogram. Similar circuits, 
some with slightly different com- 
ponent values, appear in other recent 
H.M.V. stereograms. The circuit of 
Fig. 7 is used in the Thorn 950 series 
of television receivers—Editor. 
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Collapsible sections. Copper 
plated. Easily adapted for TX/RX 
use. 5ft 7/6, pp. 2/6. 8ft 12/6, 
pp. 2/6. Bargain offer 5ft and 8ft, 
£1 post free. 

ONE WATT TRANSISTOR AMPS 
For 3-5 ohm speakers. Miniature Brand new and British 
made. 9 volt operation. Only 37/6, p. & p. 2/6. Suitable 
7x5in. Moving Coil Loudspeaker in cabinet. Only 17/6, 
p. & p. 2/6. If purchased together deduct 10/-from total. 

RECTIFIER SALE 
6 to 12 volt. 1-4 amp full wave 
bridge selenium rectifiers. Brand 
new manufacturers surplus 3/6 
each, pp. 1/-. Two for 6/6 post 
free. 

AikSBA 
rescue 

mHS/MC. 

RUN YOUR 19 
SET TX/RX FROM 
AC MAINS 
We make a brand new unit ready 
to plug in, complete with full 
leads and connectors. Contained 
in handsome steel cabinet of 
robust construction. Ideal for the 
amateur transmitter. Price only 
£6-10-0, carriage 10/-. 

MINIATURE 
MOVING COIL 
SPEAKERS 
1|" dia. Only 3/6 each. pp. 1/6. 
Two for 8/6 post free. 

MINIATURE 
B.F.0. UNIT 
A miniature fully transistorised 
tunable B.F.O. that will be a 
valuable addition to any receiver. 
A compact unit with single hole 
fixing that will fit anywhere. 
Ideal for all ex-Govt. and com- 
mercial receivers. Complete with 
installation instructions. 49/6 
post free. 

Compact V.H.F. Trans./Rec. Fits in the pocket. Con- 
sists of Mike/Speaker, amplifier, aerial, transmitter 
and receiver. Where made to operate up to 100 miles 
depending on terrain. Operates from dry batteries. 
Completely self-contained. Cost Govt. over £50 each. 
Regulations state must not be operated in UK so 
please mention "For Dismantling purposes only" when ordering. Price £2.10.0 each p. & p. 

10/-. Two sets for £5.0.0, post free. 
Four sets £8, carriage free. Bulk sale of 
10 sets £15, carriage £1. Export enquiries 
invited. 

AWjffl 
1MUNICATIONS 

Listen to the thrills of Air- DAKII^RP-f^ 
craft. Pilots and Airports at riL-V/i» 
work. Also Civil Depts., Fire and Ambulance services. 
Gas and Electricity Depts. Ideal for receiving 2 metre 
amateurs. Gives super reception within the range of all 
transmissions. A fully transistorised receiver covering 
108-160 m/s. VHF broadcast. Robust attractive finished 
metal cabinet size approx. 7"x4"x4". Operates from a 9 
volt internal battery. Fitted internal speaker or head- 
phone output. Available from us at the pre-devaluation 
price of £8.19.6, carriage and insurance 10/6. CW0 or 
COD. 
i^GLOBE SCIENTIFIC LTD Dept. R.C., 24 Cawoods Yard 

Mill Street, Marsh Lane, Leeds 9 
Callers welcome for demonstration 
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ROBOTS 

TRAINEE RADIO TECHNICIANS 
A PROGRESSIVE CAREER IN THE FIELD 

OF RADIO AND ELECTRONICS 

Applications are now invited for an intensive 
training course of 2 years, leading to appoint- 
ment as a fully qualified RADIO TECHNICIAN, 
with further prospects of progression to the 
Telecommunication Technical Officer Class. 

Generous Pay and Contributions while under 
training. 

Candidates must be over 16 and under 21 
years of age as at 8th September, 1969, on 
which date training commences. 

Minimum educational qualifications required 
are passes at G.C.E. 'O' Level in English Lan- 
guage, Mathematics and Physics (already held 
or expected to be obtained in the Summer 
1969). Equivalent passes in Scottish or Nor- 
thern Ireland Certificates and C.S.E. Grade I 
passes are also acceptable. 

Closing date for applications 31st March, 
1969, Interviews will be commenced about end 
of April. 

Apply for full details and application form to 
The Recruitment Officer (TRT/G3), 

Government Communications 
Headquarters, 

Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, Glos., 
GL52 5AJ 
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NOW AVAILABLE. . . 

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

16 Transistor and Valve Designs for the 
Home Constructor 

Amplifiers for Tuner Units, Record Players, 
Tape Recorders, Public Address, etc., etc. 

Includes contributions by such well know 
authors as A. S. Carpenter, A. Kinloch, 
E. Govier, G. A, French, F, G. Rayer, 
P. F. Bretherick, K. Jones, D. Aldous, 
R. Murray-Shelley, C. Swires, G, A. Stevens 
and V. E. Holley. 

Specially selected from The Radio Constructor 

PRICE 10s. 6d. 

124 pages Postage 8d. 

TO DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD 57 Maida Vale London W9 

Please supply copy(ies) of "Audio Amplifiers," Data Book No, 18 

I enclose cheque/crossed postal order for  

NAME  

ADDRESS   

10'6 

Edited by J. R. Davies 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Rate: 9d. per word. Minimum charge 12/-. 

Box No. 2/- extra. 

Advertisements must be prepaid and all cop/ must 
be received by the 4th of the month for insertion 
in the following month's issue. The Publishers 
cannot be held liable in any way for printing errors 
or omissions, nor can they accept responsibility for 
the bona fides of advertisers. (Replies to Box 
numbers should be addressed to: Box No.—, The 
Radio Constructor, 57 Maida Vale, London, W.9.) 

SERVICE "SHEETS. Radio. Television. Transistors. Tape 
Recorders. Record Players (1925-1969). S.A.E. enquiries. 
—Hamilton Radio. 54 London Road. Bexhill, Sussex. 

SOUND AND MUSICAL EQUIPMENT also demo, discs 
and background music on tape, and sound effect units. 
S.A.E. enquiries. Skinner Sound Equipment. 153 Holtye 
Road, East Grinstead, Sussex, 

BUILD IT in a DEWBOX robust quality plastic cabinet. 
2 in. x 2j in. x any length. S.A.E. for details. D.E.W. Ltd., 
254 Ringwood Road. Ferndown, Dorset. Write now - right 
now. 

GREEN ELECTRONICS FOR COILS & TRANSFORMERS 
wound to your specification, assembly and wiring of circuits. 
S.A.E. for details. "Templecombe", Cleveland Road. Wor- 
cester Park, Surrey. 

CRYSTAL SET—COMPLETE KIT. Includes all components, 
earphone, case, full instructions. Guaranteed. 26/-. H.A.C. 
Radio, 29 Old Bond Street. London. W.I. 

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. 
38 Chalcot Road, Chalk Farm, The Old Police Station 
LONDON, N.W.t. Gloucester Road 
PRImrote 9090 LITTLEHAMPTON. Sussex 

Please forward all mail orders to Llttlehampton PHONE 6743 
5V4G 7/6 EBF89 6/3 EY87 6/- PY82 5/- X41 10/- BYZ11 5/- 5Z4G 6/9 EC92 6/6 EZ40 7/3 PY83 5/6 AC113 5/- BYZ12 5/- 6AT6 4/- ECC81 3/9 EZ80 4/3 PY88 6/3 AC126 21- BYZ13 5/- 6/30L2 12/6 ECC82 4/6 EZ81 4/6 PY800 6/6 AC127 21- OA81 1/9 6BW6 12/3 ECC83 4/6 HVR2 8/9 PY801 6/6 AC128 21- OA95 1/9 6BW7 11/- ECC84 5/6 KT88 29/- U19 34/6 AC154 5/- OA182 2/- 6F1 8/9 ECC85 5/- KTW62 10/- U25 13/- AC156 4/- OA200 1/- 6F23 12/3 ECC88 7/- PABC80 7/3 U26 11/9 AC157 5/- OC22 5/- 6L6GT 7/9 ECC189 9/6 PC86 9/6 U33 29/6 AD140 7/6 OC23 5/- 10FI 15/- ECF80 6/6 PC88 9/6 U35 16/6 AD149 8/- OC24 5/- 10P13 12/- ECF82 6/6 PC95 8/3 U37 34/11 AD162 9/- OC25 5/- 20DI 13/- ECF86 9/- PC97 7/9 U45 15/6 AF114 4/- OC26 5/- 20 Li 13/- ECH42 9/6 PC900 8/3 U191 12/6 AF115 3/- OC28 5/- 20P4 18/6 ECH81 5/3 PCC84 6/- U251 16/- AF116 3/- OC30 5/- 30C15 13/6 ECH83 8/- PCC85 6/6 U301 11/- AF117 2/9 OC35 5/- 30C17 12/6 ECH84 7/- PCC88 9/9 U404 7/6 AF119 3/- OC36 7/6 30C18 8/9 ECL80 6/6 PCC89 9/6 U801 17/6 AF125 3/6 OC38 11/6 30 F5 11/9 ECL82 6/- PCC189 9/6 U4020 6/9 AF127 3/6 OC41 10/- 30FL1 15/- ECL83 9/- PCF80 6/6 UABC80 5/9 AF139 11/- OC44 2/- 30FL12 16/- ECL86 8/- PCF82 6/- UBC81 7/- AF180 9/6 OC45 1/9 30FL14 12/6 EF22 12/6 PCF84 8/- UBF80 5/9 AFZ12 5/- OC46 3/- 30L15 13/9 EF37A 7/- PCF86 8/6 UBF89 6/9 ASY2910/- OC70 2/3 30L17 13/- EF41 9/- PCF801 7/- UC92 5/6 BA115 2/8 OC71 2/- 30 P4 12/- EF80 4/6 PCF802 9/- UCC84 8/- BA129 2/6 OC72 2/- 30P4MR 17/6 EF85 5/3 PCL82 7/- UCC85 6/6 BA130 21- OC75 2/- 30P12 13/- EF86 6/- PCL83 8/9 UCF80 8/3 BC107 4/- OC76 2/6 30P19 12/- EF89 4/9 PCL84 7/6 UCH21 9/- BC108 3/6 OC77 2/6 30PL1 15/- EF91 3/3 PCL85 8/3 UCH42 9/3 BC109 4/3 OC78 3/- 30PL13 15/- EF183 5/9 PCL86 8/3 UCH81 6/6 BCY10 5/- OC78D 3/- 30PL14 15/- EF184 5/9 PEN45DD12/- UCL82 7/- BCY12 5/- OC81 2/- AC2PEN 19/6 EH90 6/6 PFL200 12/- UCL83 9/3 BCY33 5/- OC81 D 21- AC2PENDD19/6 EL32 3/6 PL36 9/6 UF41 9/6 BCY34 4/6 OC82 2/3 CL33 18/6 EL33 12/- PL81 7/3 UF42 9/- BCY38 5/- OC83 21- CY31 7/6 EL41 9/3 PL82 6/6 UF80 6/9 BCY39 4/6 OC84 3/- DY87 5/9 EL84 4/6 PL83 6/6 UF85 6/9 BFY50 4/- OC123 4/6 E88CC 12/- EL95 5/- PL84 6/3 UF86 9/- BFY51 4/- OC169 3/6 EABC80 6/- EM80 5/9 PL500 12/- UF89 6/3 BFY52 4/6 OC170 2/6 EAF42 8/3 EM81 6/9 PL504 12/6 UL41 9/6 BF163 4/- OC171 3/4 EB91 2/3 EM84 6/- PL509 28/9 UL84 6/6 BY100 3/6 OC172 4/- EBC41 8/6 EM85 11/- PL802 15/- UM80 5/- BY126 6/6 OC200 4/4 EBC81 5/9 EM87 7/3 PY32 9/6 UY41 6/9 BY234 4/- OC202 4/6 EBF80 5/9 EY51 6/9 PY33 9/6 UY85 5/6 BY236 4/- OC203 4/6 EBF83 8/- EY86 6/- PY81 5/3 VP4B 10/6 BY238 4/- OC205 7/6 
Terms of business; Cash with order only. No C.O.D. Post/Packing 6d. per item. 
Orders over £5 post free. All orders despatched same day as received. Com- 
plete catalogue including transistor section and components with terms of 
business 10d. Any parcel insured against damage in transit for 6d. extra. 
 Business hours 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Saturdays 9 a.m.-1 p.m. 

RESISTORS. Low noise (0-3 micro V. per V.). jW 10"o carbon 
film. 2d. each 13/- per 100. Transistor mounting pads id. 
each. Post and packing plus 5%. Stuart Fyfe (Components). 
11 Rosedene Avenue, Croydon. Surrey. CRO. 3DN. 

D.I.Y. All materials and components for construction of high 
fidelity loudspeaker systems (empty enclosures. BAF wadd- 
ing. Tygan. Vynair fabric, cross-overs etc.). Many other 
audio accessories and speaker kits. S.A.E. for lists:—P.P. & 
A.R. Helme. Dept. RC. Summerbridge. Harrogate. Yorks. 

BRIGHTEN UP YOUR ADVERTISING! Break the ice with a 
cartoon, "tailor made" for your product. Reasonable 
charges.—Box No. F294. 

UFO DETECTOR CIRCUITS. Data, 10s. (refundable). Para- 
physical Laboratory (UFO Observatory), Downton, Wilts. 

FOR SALE: Sinclair Stereo 25 170/-. Z12 75/-. PZ4 85/-. 
Micromatic 47/-. BC107/9 3/3d. BC108 2/6d. NKT403 12/-. 
NKT405 ll/6d. 2N1302/3 3/3d. 2N1304/5 4/3d. 2NI306/7 
5/3d. 2N1308/9 6/6d. 2N3702/3 3/3d. 2N3704 3/9d. 2N3705 
3/3d. 2N3706 2/9d. 2N3707 4/-. 2N3708 2/3d. 2N3709 2/6d. 
2N3819 8/8d. P. & J. Electronic Supply, la Well Street & 
51 Nelson Street. Buckingham. 

ELECTRONIC WIZARDRY, switch on house lights with a 
wave of the hand, open doors at your approach, foil the 
burglar as he reaches for his spoils. The CYBER-SWITCH 
can form the basis for these and many other exciting futur- 
istic applications. Tiny electronic module senses the approach 
of the human body. Module and ideas sheet 35/-. WIND- 
SCREEN WIPER DELAY UNIT. Operates your electric 
wipers at variable pre-set intervals to clear light spray and 
fog build-up. 32/6d. AUTOMATIC PARKING LIGHT 
MODULE. Switches on your parking light at dusk, off at 
dawn. 27/6d. Cybernat Electronics. 14 Fairfax Road. 
Sheffield, S2 ISG. „ . , „ _ Continued on Page 542 
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ICS 

TECHNICAL TRAINING by 

IN RADIO, TELEVISION 
AND ELECTRONIC 

ENGINEERING 
Firsc-cf.iss opporcunities in Radio and Electronics await the I C S trained 
man. Let I C S train YOU for a well-paid post in this expanding field. 
I C S courses offer the keen, ambitious man the opportunity to acquire, 
quickly and easily, the specialized training so essential to success. 
Diploma courses in Radio/TV Engineering and Servicing, Electronics, 
Computers, etc. Expert coaching for: 
* C. & G. TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS CERTS. 
* C. & G. ELECTRONIC SERVICING 
* R.T.E.B. RADIO AND TV SERVICING CERTIFICATE 
* RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION 
* P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIOTELEGRAPHY 
Examination Students Coached until Successful. 
NEW SELF-BUILD RADIO COURSES 
Build your own 5-valve receiver, transistor portable, signal generator, multi- 
test meter and professional-type valve voltmeter—all under expert 
guidance 
POST THIS COUPON TODAY and find out how I C S can help YOU in your 
career. Full details of I C S courses in Radio, Television and Electronics 
will be sent to you by return mail. 
MEMBER OF ASSOC. OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES. 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
Dept. 248, intertext House, Parkgate Road, London, S.W.11. 

NAME    

ADDRESS 
Block Capitals Please 
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NEW STYLE 

SELF-BINDER 

for "The Radio Constructor" 

The "CORDEX" Patent Self-Binding Case 
will keep your issues in mint condition. 

Copies can be inserted or removed with 
the greatest of ease. Rich maroon finish, gold 

lettering on spine. 

Specially constructed Binding Cords are made from Super Linen 
of great strength, very hard twisted and twice doubled. They 

are attached to strong RUSTLESS Springs 
under tension, and the method adopted 
ensures PERMANENT RESILIENCE of 
the Cords. Any slack that may develop 
is immediately compensated for, and 
the Cords will always remain taut and 
strong. It is impossible to overstretch 
the springs, as a safety check-device is 
fitted to each. 

a 

mm ■ 

1 

PRICE 14(- 
Postage 1/6 

Available only from:— 

Data Publications Ltd. 

57 Malda Vale London W9 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
continued from page 541 

"MEDIUM WAVE NEWS" Monthly during DX season— 
Details from: K. Brownless, 7 The Avenue, Clifton. York. 

ARE YOU A MOTORING ENTHUSIAST? The Seven Fifty 
Motor Club caters for all types of motor sport—racing, 
rallies, hill climbs, etc. Monthly Bulletin free to members. For 
full details write to: The General Secretary, Colin Peck, 
"Dancer's End," St. Winifred's Road, Biggin Hill, Kent. 

TRANSMITTER FOR SALE. Collins ARTI3. New 813PA. 
270-16M Phone/CW. £30 o.n.o. Enquiries welcome. Tel- 
ephone: 021-747-3743. 

BOOK BARGAINS TO CLEAR. "The Story of Atomic 
Energy Soddy. 12/6d. "Invitation to Skiing". Iselm and 
Spectorsky, 20/-. "The Upper Atmosphere", Massey and 
Boyd, 50/-. "Outlook"—simple weather forecasting. White, 
7/6d. "The Book about Weather", Mee, 7/6d. Box No. F348. 

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL S.W. LEAGUE. Free Services 
to members including Q.S.L. Bureau. Amateur and Broad- 
cast Translation. Technical and Identification Dept.—both 
Broadcast and Fixed Stations, DX Certificates, contests and 
activities for the SWL and transmitting members. Monthly 
magazine, Monitor, containing articles of general interest to 
Broadcast and Amateur SWLs, Transmitter Section and 
League affairs, etc. League supplies such as badges, headed 
notepaper and envelopes. QSL cards, etc., are available at 
reasonable cost. Send for League particulars. Membership 
including monthly magaz ;,etc. 35s. per annum.—Secretary 
ISWL, 60 White Street. I -rby. 

FOR SALE. Golay Lever Escapement Navigation watch, with 
external, rotatable, navigation ring, graduated to 360°. In 
wooden case, 4 in. x 3^ in. x 2 i in. £10. Box No. F350. 

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS, Artwork, etc. Electronic and 
Radio Circuits a speciality. Moderate charges.—B. P. 
Meaney, 43 Forest Road, Worthing, Sussex. 

FOR SALE: Large quantity radio components, approx, £300 
worth. The lot for £75. Also two Faber - Castell slide rules 
No. S 1/98 and 1/54. £3/10/- each, if two bought together 
one other free, plus books about slide rules. Also a number 
of radio books for sale. Please send for list. Pierce, 80 Railway 
Road, Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Cheshire. 

POSTAL ADVERTISING? This is the Holbom Service. 
Mailing lists, addressing, enclosing, wrappering, facsimile 
letters, automatic typing, copy service campaign planning, 
design and artwork, printing and stationery. Please ask 
for price list.—The Holborn Direct Mail Company, Capacity 
House, 2-6 Rothsay Street, Tower Bridge Road, London 
S.E.I. Telephone: 01-407-1495. 

WORLD DX CLUB covers all aspects of SWLing on Amateur 
and Broadcast Bands through its monthly bulletin "Contact". 
Membership costs 25s. a year. Enquiries to Secretary, 
WDXC. 17 Taunton Road, Bridgwater, Somerset. 

IO CLEAR. 3000V d.c. 0.5pF capacitors, 2jin. x Ijin. x bin. 
with porcelain insulators, 3/6d. each. 88Htoroid coils, new, 

wax covered, 5, each. Heathkit Balun Coil set, B-lu' 
assembled. £5. "Ful-Fi pick-up, mono crystal cartridge 
Type TC8M, 10/-. Box No. F352. 

ESSEX GARDENERS. Buy your bedding and rock plants, 
shrubs, etc., also cacti from May's Nurseries, 608 Rayleigh 
Road, Hutton, L mtwood, Essex. Callers only, Monday 
to Saturday. 

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 



SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
continued from page 542 

VALVES FOR SALE TO CLEAR. Early radio valves, would 
suit collector. LS5, P625, DE5. DEL6I0, Cossor 41MP, 
HP4106, HL610, EIL8, ACS2/PEN, Mullard TDD4, IW4/350. 
All at 3/6d. each. Wartime types: VT62, U14. 6B4G, VT136, 
CV1075, 801~A, VR91. All at 2/6d. each. EF40, EL91, EB91, 
DL92. DK81, 3ML, IS5, 6AG5. All at 5/- each. 5B/254M, 
10/-. Box No. F355. 

FOR SALE: B8mH toroid coils, 5/- each. Cover for Siemens 
Teleprinter. 50/-. Ink rollers for Creed type 3 teleprinter, 5/- 
per bottle. EMI Fisk Solariscope, 7/6d. Prices include p. & p. 
Box No. F356. 

FOR SALE: WOBBULATOR, type 36A. plus circuit and 
instructions. Working order, only £8. post free. Box No. F358. 

RECITALS OF RECORDED MUSIC. The second Saturday 
evening of each winter month. Next recital: March 8th, 
1969, 8 p.m. Woodford Green United Free Church, Wood- 
ford Green, Essex. Bus routes 20, 20A, 38A and 179—alight 
at "The Castle" stop. 

FOR SALE: 100 transistors. £2 10/-. Details from Box No. 
F359. 

FOR SALE, due to pressure of other work, complete stock of 
mail order electronic components business including valuable 
test equipment. Approx. 15,000 items. 98% new. rest ex-eqt. 
Offers on £200, Trade enquiries invited. S.A.E. for details 
to Box No. F360. 

50,000 TRANSISTORS to be cleared in lots of 50 for £1.0.0d. 
Types available are germanium similar to OC44, and silicon 
similar to OC202. All transistors fully tested and guaranteed. 
Post Free. Box No. F361. 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS, resistors, potentiometers, 
chokes, coils. Many other items, very cheap ex-equipment. 
Mixed parcels, post free. 5/-, 10/-, £1, £3, £5. Send cheque or 
p.o. Write for details. Box No. F362. 

PROPERTIES for sale and to let in London and suburbs. 
Apply to Maggs & Stephens, Estate Agents, 229 Maida 
Vale, London, W.9. MAIda Vale 8123. 

INNOVATION IN DX CLUBS ANNOUNCED! Formed in 
October, 1965, the Radio New York Worldwide Listeners 
Club now has 3,600 members in 86 countries! A unique club 
offering shortwave listeners monthly magazines containing 
listening tips and technical features, numbered wallet-sized 
membership cards and gold 8jin. by 11 in. membership 
certificates. Multi-lingual report forms available for cost of 
postage. "We must be doing something right!" Find out. . . 
join now!" Send 7s. 2d. (crossed domestic money order) for 
one year's membership to; The Radio New York Worldwide 
Listeners Club, 485 Madison Avenue, New York 10022, 
U.S.A. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

We have Vacancies for 
Experienced Test Engineers in our 
Production Test Department. Appli- 
cants are preferred who have 
Experience of Fault Finding and 

Testing of Mobile VHP and UHF Mobile 
Equipment.Excel lent Opportunities for promotion 
due to Expansion Programme. 
Please apply to Personnel Manager, 
Rye Telecommunications Ltd., 
Cambridge Works, Haig Road, Cambridge. 
Tel. Cambridge 51351, Extn, 327. 

PLAIN-BACKED 

N EW STYLE 

SELF-BINDERS 

for your other magazines 

(max. format 7£" x 9^,,) 

I 

*«ont> , 
% 

■■ 

The "CORDEX" Patent Self-Binding Case 
will keep your copies in mint condition. 
Issues can be inserted or removed with 
the greatest of ease. Specially constructed 
Binding cords are made from Super Linen 
of great strength, very hard twisted and 
twice doubled. They are attached to 
strong RUSTLESS Springs under tension, 
and the method adopted ensures PER- 
MANENT RESILIENCE of the Cords. Any 
slack that may develop is immediately 
compensated for, and the Cords will 
always remain taut and strong. It is 
impossible to overstretch the springs, as 
a safety check-device is fitted to each. 

COLOURS : MAROON OR GREEN 
(Please state choice) 

PRICE 13(6 Postage l/6 

Available only from:— 

Data Publications Ltd. 

57 Malda Vale London W9 
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CHASSIS 
and 

CASES by 
ntrfr 

EDGWARE ROAD 

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD. 
287/9 Edgware Road 

London W2 
TEL: 01-723 5891 

AO ETC ALUMINIUM, SILVER HAMMERED FINISH 
Price Type Size 

18/- 
17/6 
11/- 
11/- 

Type Size 
N 8x6x2" 
N 6x6x3" 
N 4x4x2" 
U 4x4x4" 
U 5ix4ix4i" 17/- 
U 8x6x6" 23/- 
U 9*x7*x3i" 24/- 
U 15x9x9" 49/- 

_W 8 x 6 x 6" 23/- 

Type   
W 12x7x7" 
W 15x9x8" 
Y 8x6x6" 

12x7x7" 
13x7x9" 
15x9x7" 
17x10x9' 
19 x 10 x Sj' 

Price / Type 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Z 
z 

• ■ *Height Type N has removable bottom. Type U removable bottom or back. Type W removable front. Type Y all screwed construction. Type Z removable back and front. *** 

Type Y 37/6 
48/6 Type Type Z 29/ 
45/ Type U 50/6 
53/6 
72/6 
78/ 

BLANK CHASSIS—Same day Service 
Of over 20 different forms made up to YOUR SIZE. 

(Maximum length 35". depth 5".) 
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS or order 
straight away, working out total area of material re- 
quired (including waste) and referring to table below 
which is for four-sided chassis in 16 s.w.g. aluminium. 
48 sq. in. 5/- 176 sq. in. 10/4 304 sq. in. 15/8 
80 sq. in. 6/4 208 sq. in. 11/8 336 sq. in. 17/- 

112sq. in. 7/9 240 sq. in. 13/- 368 sq. in. 18/4 
144sq. in. 9/- 272 sq. in. 14/4 and pro rata 

P. & P. 3/- P. & P. 3/6 P. & P. 4/6 
Discounts for quantities. More than 20 different 

sizes kept in stock for callers. 
FLANGES (£" or |"). 6d. per bend 

STRENGTHENED CORNERS, 1/- each corner. 
PANELS 

Any size up to 3ft at 6/- sq. ft. 16 s.w.g. (18 s.w.g. 5/3). 
Plus postage and packing 

XC/KA^ SO PBOFeSSIQMAL T//£ 
JSOT-SWINi YUM/V AEROSOL WAy- 

/1^-f air c/ry/Hg GR£y f/AMMCR 
A/nWf np BLACK WRfHKLS /VOW! V* (CRACKLE) finishes 

Yukan Aerosol'ipraylcit contains 16 ozs. fine quality, durable easy instant spray. No stove baking required. Hammers available in grey. blue. gold, bronze Modern Eggshell Black Wrinkle (Crackle) all at 15/11 at our counter or 16/11. carriage paid, per push-button self-spray can. Also Durable, heat and water resistant Black Matt finish (12 ozs self-spray cans only) 13/11 carnage paid. SPECIAL OFFER: I can plus optiona1 transferable snap-on trigger handle (value 5/-) for 18/11. carriage paid. Choice of 13 self-spray plain colours and primer (Motor car quality) also available. 
Please enclose cheque or crossed P.O. for total amount direct to: 
DEPT. N/2YUKAN. 307a,EDGWARE ROAD, 10ND0H, W.J. 

We supply many Government Departments. Municipal Authorities. Institutes and Leading Industrial Organisations We can supply you too. fOpen all day Saturday. Closed Thursday afternoons. 

/ 6 ozs. 01^16,(1 
Zinc Chromate Clear Lacquer Metalhct Cref. blue. Bronze and Cold. 

BARGAIN LIST 
Transistors: OC70, OC71, OC72, OC81 d, OC45, OC170, OC171, at 2/- 
each. AF114, AF115, AF116, AF117, at 2/6 each. OC140, BSY26, 
BYZ12, BY216, at 3/- each. Metal Rectifiers, 12v 1 amp contact cooled 
TCC 3/9 each. Metal Rectifiers, 12v 2 amp 3/6 each. TV Metal Rectifiers 
250v 200mA 4/6 each. Edgewise Volume Controls, 5k Jap Replacement 
3/6. Panel Meters, New, Square Clear Plastic front, 1-65x1-65in. 0-1 mA 
£1. Toggel Switches, spst 2/-, dpdt3/- each. New Resistance small 

5 watt 3d. each, all values. Transformers—Subminiature, output 3 ohm 
for OC72 etc. at 2/6 each. Transformers—Subminiature Driver for above 
2/6. Jack Plugs 3-5mm 1/6 each. Pax Panels 6x4in lOd each. Small 
Electrolytic Condensers: 50mf 50vw 1/6. 25mf 25vw 1/-. ain Iron 
Dust cores 4d doz. Miniature Slide switches 1/6 each. Jack Plugs 
Standard at 2/- each. Jack Socket Standard at 1/6 each. Volume Controls 
Less switch-Long Spindle 5k-10k-25k-100k 1 meg all at 3/- each. 
Volume Controls DP switch Long Spindle at 5/- each. Miniature Electro 
lytics, 8mf 10mf-30mf-50mf-100mf 15v/w at 1/- each. 50mf lOv/w at 
9d each. Miniature Volume Controls 5k with switch, Jap Replacements 
Short Spindle at 4/- each. Rotary Switches 4p-3 way. Long Spindle 
1 P-4 way. 1 P-1 2 way at 4/- each. 

Mail Order Only P. & P. 1/-. SAE for List 
HALSE SERVICES, 

36 Gloucester Road, Feltham, Middlesex. 

BOUND VOLUME NO. 21 , FOR YOUR LIBRARY 

of "The Radio Constructor" m 

-AUGUST 1967 to JULY 1968- 
Comprising 792 pages plus index 

PRICE 35~ Postage 4'6 

Special discount of 10/- for regular readers 

As a further service to regular readers, it is no longer necessary to return the complete issues 
making up a volume, to qualify for the special discount. 

Just cut the heading from each month's contents page, including title and month of issue, and 
this will be sufficient evidence of readership to qualify for the discount. 

Thus regular readers will still retain their old copies for workbench use, while having a splendid 
bound volume containing issues in mint condition. 

PRICE 25/- Postage 4/6 

Limited Number of Volume 20 (August 1966-July 1967) still available. Price: 32/6, postage 4/6. 

Available only from: 

DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD., 57 MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W9 

Please mention THE CONSTRUCTOR when writing to advertisers 
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THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

Price 3/- each, postage 6d. 
Annual Subscription 42/-, post free. 
Bound Volumes Vol. 20 August 1966 to July 1967 32/6, postage 4/6. 

Vol. 21 August 1967 to July 1968 35/-, postage 4/6. 
Cordex Self-Binders With title "The Radio Constructor" on spine, 

maroon, 14/-, postage 1/6. 
With no title on spine, maroon or green, 13/6, 
postage 1/6. 

DATA BOOK SERIES 

DBS TV FAULT FINDING 
124 pages. Price 8/6, postage 8d. 

DB6 THE RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK 
64 pages. Price 6 -, postage 6d. 

DB15 TWENTY SUGGESTED CIRCUITS 
48 pages. Price 3/6, postage 5d. 

DB16 RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS 
192 pages. Price 15/-, postage 1/-. 

DB17 UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION 
512 pages. Price 37/6, postage 3/- 

DB18 AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 
128 pages. Price 10/6, postage 8d. 

PANEL-SIGNS TRANSFERS 

Six sheets in each set 
Set 3: WORDING—White 

Set 4: WORDING—Black 

Set 5: DIALS—Control Panels have a clear background 

Set 6: DIALS—Control Panels have a black background 

Price per set 4/6, postage 4d. 

I enclose Postal Order/Cheque for in payment for  

Name       

Address   

{Please use Block Capitals for both name and address) 

Postal Orders should be crossed and made payable to Data Publications Ltd. 
Overseas customers please pay by International Money Order 

All publications are obtainable from your local bookseller 

Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London W.9 



BNGLANDS UAPIMC COMPONENT & EQUIPMENT CCNTRBS 
SOLID STATE-HIGH FIDELITY 

AUPIO EQUIPMENT 
Mono or Stereo Audio, Equipment devel- 
oped from Dinsdale Mk.ll—each unit or 
system will compare favourably with 
other professional equipment selling 
at much higher prices. 
COMPLETE SYSTEMS 
FROM 
£15.5.0 
THE FINEST VALUE IN HIGH FIDELITY— 
CHOOSE A SYSTEM TO SUIT YOUR 
NEEDS AND SAVE POUNDS 

AH units available separately. 
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE (No. 21) TODAY! 

DEMONSTRA TIQNS DAILY AT '303' EDGWARE ROAD 

Acclaimed by everyone 

MAYFAIR ELECTRONIC ORGAN 
completely new development in portable electronic musical instruments and a new field for the home constructor. The MAYFAIR" produces a multitude of the most pleasing sounds with a wide range of tone colours suitable for classic or popular music The organ is fully polyphonic, that is full chords can be played over the entire keyboard. Supplied as a kit of parts which includes 165 transistors, printed circuit panels, special fully sprung and depth of touch adjusted keyboard, attractive vynair covered cabiner with carry handle. A complete detailed and illustrated construction manual is provided with circuits and full parts list. All Items may be purchased separately. All parts supplied are fully guaranteed. Full after sales service. 

li 

years of enjoyable entertainment. Call in. See it and play it yourself. 
.ORGAN COMPONENTS We carry a comprehensive stock of organ components for TRANSISTOR AND VALVE FREE PHASE designs. 
Ask for BROCHURE 9 EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED 

Deferred terms available. COMPLETE KIT Deposit £29.19.0. 12 monthly payments of £7. TOTAL £113.19.0. 

BUILT AND TESTED Deposit £36.8.0 £f 12 monthly payments of £9. Total £144.8.0. RHYTHM UNIT £59.10.0 pp. 10/- 

B,tM«ATKl MVP 
»*♦» . /0"" 

'wm-. 

INTEGRATED SOLID STATE TRANSISTOR POWER AMPLIFIERS Complete with full Bass Treble. Volume and Selector Controls MA66 12 WATTS STEREO We are pleasfed to offer two new designs with the choice of either mono or stereo systems These BRITISH DESIGNED UNITS favour the user in so many ways being suitable for use with all types of PICK-UPS TUNERS. DECKS and MICROPHONES—with fantastic power and quality with far greater adaptability with freedom for battery or mams operation Output is from 3-16 OHMS '* Whether you require a home or portable HI-FI installation electronic guitar. P A System Interoomm the MA7 or MA66 will FILL THE BILL for complete MA7 MONO MA66 OPTIONAL listening satisfaction r»0 ifl 0R THE STEREO iM fi irt fl MAINS UNIT PS20 62 6d PP4/" choose either the - LO«IU>U POST PACKING 5 EITHER MODEL Suilable.for e.lher model Illustrated leaflets 12 and 14 FREE on request. Demonstrations Daily at our 309 Edgware Rd. Branch. 

SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT 

mplifiar IC10 Integrated Circuit Z12 Amplifier Micromatic (Kit) Micromatic (Built) PZ4 Power Unit 99/6 Stereo 25 £8.19.6 Q14 Speaker System £7.19.6 All POST PAID. Delivery from stock. 

DO IT YOURSELF 
MW/LW PORTABLE 

New printed circuit design with full power output. Fully tunable on both mw/lw bands. 7 transistors plus diode, push-pull circuit. Fitted 5 inch speaker, large ferrite aerial and Mullard transistors. Easy to build with terrific results. All local and Continental stations. TOTAL COST £6.19.6. P.P. 4/6 TO BUILD Send for Brochure 1 

MODEL 22 

NEW MODELS 
NOMBREX TRANSISTORISED Test Equipment 

PRICE Leaflet f s. 'd. No. Power Supply 14 0 0 22 Audio Generator 19 10 0 24 
31 R.F. Generator 12 10 0 25 32 C.R. Bridge 10 10 0 26 33 Inductance Bridge 20 0 0 29 
Send for descriptive illustrated Brochure. 

QUALITY CAR RADIOS A precision engineered car radio that's perlecl company for long hours on the road Has quick push button operation (or immediate station selection and choice of Medium or Long wave frequency. Output of 3j watts ensures crisp, top quality sound even at high motoring speeds Includes fujl acces- sories and instructions POSITIVE/NEGATIVE EARTH PRICE £12.12.0. pp. 4/6 MANUAL as above £8.19.6. but with single MW/LW Push Button. 

MULLARD 1 WATT AMPLIFIER PORTABLE TRANSISTOR UNIT with volume control Many uses. Intercoms Baby Alarms. Guitar Practice Telephone or Record Player Amplifier Optional Rexme covered Wood cabinet 12x9x4. 12/6. 7 x 4 in speaker. 17/6. /IE/ pp 
Uses PP9 battery. ^rO/" 3/6d, 

Ask (or Leaflet 2, 
m 

BUILD A QUALITY 
TAPE RECORDER To get the best out of your MAGNAVOX DECK, you need a MARTIN RECOROAKIT This comprises a special high quality 6 valve amplifier and pre-amplifiet which comes to you assembled on its printed circuit board—in fact every- thing needed down to the last screw FOR MAKING A SUPERB TAPE RECORDER, which, when built, will com- pare favourably with instruments costing twice as much, yet you need no experience or technical skill to bring this about. THE INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL MAKES BUILDING EASY AND SUCCESS ASSURED 

VHP FM SUPERHET TUNER MKII •5 MULLARD TRANSISTORS & 4 DIODES ' 300 Kc/s BANDWIDTH * PRINTED CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION ' HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCTION MONO AND STEREO 
A popular VHF FM Tuner now used throughout the country for quality reception of monophonic and, with the decoder stereophonic broad- casts. There is no doubt about'il—VHF FM gives the the real sound. Excellent stability economically priced. TOTAL COST £6.19.6. DECODER £5.19.6. (CABINET 20/- EXTRA) ASK FOR LEAFLET 3. 

W4 

NEW—MALLORY LONG LIFE 
MERCURY BATTERIES 

50°.. OFF LIST PRICES •RM12 1-35 volts 3600 m/aH OUR PRICE 5/- each size 2' xj dia. • RM625 10 35 volts 350 m/aH Pack of 8 Size a* * J dia. OUR PRICE 10/- each Easily split into eight 1.35v. cells. These cells are ideal for any application where SMALL SIZE HIGH CAPACITY and LONG LIFE are required. QUANTITIES AVAILABLE. 

GARRARD RECORD DECKS 

BRAND NEW All below list price 

2 Track 36 gns. 4 T,aek 39 9n#- P P 22/6 either model Kit comprises; Deck. Amplifier. Cabinet and speaker, with MICROPHONE 7 in 1.200 ft tape, spare spool. ALL UNITS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY Today' ASK FOR BROCHURE 6 Value £6( 

MAN UFA C TURERS—DIS TRIB UTORS We publish a QUANTITY. SEMI-CONDUCTOR BULLETIN listing over 600 different devices available FROM STOCK in medium to large quantities at KEEN PRICES coupled with PROMPT DELIVERIES. TO OBTAIN YOUR COPY. WRITE TO US (on Company Headed Notepaper please) requesting our SEMI- CONDUCTOR BULLETIN For TELEPHONE QUOTATIONS. PHONE (01) 723 1008/9 Extn. 4 (01) 723 0401 Extn. 4. 
We purchase medium to large quantities of Transistors and Devices excess to Manufacturers and Distributors requirements. 

TRANSISTORS — 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

COMPLETELY NEW 1969 LIST OF 
1000 types. Send for your FREE COPY 
TODAY, (list 36) 
S.C.R.'s from 5/- 
Field Effect Transistors from 9/6 
Power Transistors from 5/- 
Diodes and Rectifiers from 1/6 

1000 Mono/Stereo 2000 Mono/Stereo 2025 Mono/Stereo 3000 LM with 9TAHC SP25 Mk 11 AT60 Mk11 3500 Mono/Stereo 9TAHC 401 

9 19 11 19 13 10 13 19 
AP75 19 0 0 SL55 11 19 6 SL65 14 14 0 SL75 29 0 0 SL95 32 10 0 A70 Mk II 12 12 0 

Send for illustrated brochures 16. 17 Complete range of accessories available 

HI-PI equipment to suit EVERY POCKET 

VISIT OUR NEW HI-FI CENTRE at 309 EDGWARE RD. 

for all leading makes 
AMPLIFIERS 
TUNERS 
DECKS 
SPEAKERS 
MICROPHONES 
TEST EQUIPMENT 
SYSTEMS 
ALL WITH DISCOUNTS 
Ask for Hi-Fi- Stock List Leaflet 16.17 
FT WILL PAY YOU TO PAY US A VISIT! 

O 

^Illustrated CATALOGyE 

COMPLETELY NEW 9th EDITION (1969) 
The most COMPREHENSIVE- CONCISE—CLEAR COMPONENTS 
CATALOGUE 
Complete with 10/- worth discount vouchers 
FREE WITH EVERY COPY 
* 32 pages of transistors and semi-conductor 

devices, valves and crystals. 
* 210 pages of components and equipment. 
» 70 pages of microphones, decks and Hi-Fi 

equipment. 

6,500 ITEMS 
320 BIG PAGES 

It 

303 Edgware Road, London, W.2. Mail Order Dept 
all types of Components, Organ Dept (0i) 723-1008 9 
309 Edgware Road, London, W.2. High Fidelity 
Sales, PA. and Test Equipment. Record Decks(0i) 723 6963 


